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Frontispiece: Gil Levesque – 2004. 
 
 

Gilles “Gil” Levesque 
6 September 1934 – 1 May 2005 

Founder, Patrol Leader, and Patriarch to those that came 
after.  
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Dedication 
 

To those members of the Mount Southington Ski Patrol 

who have been a part of our 

“extended” family, 

 whether among us or departed. 

It is because of all of you that this patrol endures and prospers. 

Both recent and tenured members, your involvement and 
contributions over the past half century are truly and 

gratefully appreciated. 

You have truly upheld the philosophy of our patrol. 

 

 

 “Enthusiasm Is Contagious!” 
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Introduction 
It might well be said that “Today will soon become the yesterday that we will hope to remember 
tomorrow.” Time and age continuously place distance between what actually happened in the 
past and what we perceive happened in the past. Fact and lore become intertwined as we tell and 
retell our stories according to our personal reminiscences. Regrettably, documentation of much 
of our early Mount Southington Ski Patrol history no longer exists; therefore, in some cases, we 
have only the memories of our “Ancients” to rely on. This being the case, I will just do the best 
that I am able, utilizing whatever sources that I am able to glean information from, to preserve in 
this document, our story. 
 
The Mount Southington Ski Patrol, throughout its first half century, has carried within itself a 
most varied and colorful history. The patrol’s very atmosphere and environment have always 
been that of being an extended family to each and every member. This chronicle is being put 
together in the hope of retaining as much of that history as possible, through scattered remnants 
of existing historical documents, relevant images, and personal anecdotes. Facts, people, and 
dates are kept as accurately as possible by utilizing the most verifiable sources available. 
However, it is the personal anecdotes and images that are included which add additional life and 
dimension to what might otherwise be merely page upon page of statistics. 
 
The history of the Mount Southington Ski Patrol would be incomplete without putting it into 
proper context with information regarding the birth and evolution of Mount Southington Ski 
Area itself. Therefore, the first section of this missive deals with the history and geography of the 
ski area, its facilities, and its other departments. This overview should help to clarify the 
evolving function and status of the Mount Southington Ski Patrol. 
 
It is only by physically documenting the history of the Mount Southington Ski Patrol that we 
may effectively preserve the records and events associated with it. The most difficult part of 
creating this document was not how much to include, but what would inevitably be left out. It is 
the sincere wish of all those involved in the generation of this endeavor, that this publication will 
enable our patrol members, families, and friends, past, present, and future, to better recall or 
learn more about the history and soul of our patrol. Hopefully, these pages will rekindle fond 
memories and provide some hours of reading enjoyment.  
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The author relaxes n typical unofficial-official-end-of-season attire. 1971. 

Don Cirkot 
MSSP Historian  
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Section A. MOUNT SOUTHINGTON SKI AREA 
 
 
A1.The Circumstances  
It was the 1963/64 ski season. That season, along with a number of tiny ski hills, only four 
relatively major ski areas existed in Connecticut. Mohawk Mountain in Cornwall had opened 
way back in 1947. Powder Hill located in Middlefield, had opened in 1959. Tapawingo in 
Woodbury and Satan’s Ridge in New Hartford had opened just recently. 
 
 

   	  
 

                                      	  
Figure 1: Connecticut Ski Area patches. Circa 1965.               

 
Soon there would be a “new kid on the block,” Mount Southington in Plantsville! 
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A2.The Principals 
Dr. Harold Richman, having recently returned from a trip to Vermont with his wife, Barbara, 
decided that he would like to open a family-oriented ski area in central Connecticut.  Dr. 
Richman and his wife Barbara got together with his brother George Richman, Bill, Carlo, and 
Dominic Palmisano, Jim Palmisano and his wife Marian, Dr. Marino Grimaldi, Pete Bossi and 
his wife Marge, Ross Basch, Jim Hankins, and a few other potential local investors. Agreements 
were made. Soon they formed a corporation of new owners/stockholders of the Simon family’s 
dairy farm at 396 Mount Vernon Road, in the Plantsville section of Southington. It wasn’t long 
before plans were laid, and the east facing hillside was reconfigured to make way for slopes and 
trails. Original plans were for three rope tows and three t-bar surface lifts, with a combined 
capacity of over 5,000 skiers per hour, to service the mountain. At first, snowmaking equipment 
was actually manufactured on site. Lights for night skiing were purchased and installed, and 
what we now know as Mount Southington Ski Area began to take shape. Initially the vertical 
drop of the ski area was listed as 362 feet; it is currently listed as 425 feet. The area’s base stands 
approximately 100 feet above sea level. With most departments in place and, with everything 
ready, Mount Southington Ski Area awaited only snow. 

Figure 2: Official newspaper announcement of Mount Southington Ski Area opening. 1964.	  
 

 
 
 
 
 
According to official ski area documentation, the ski area was ready to open its doors on 10 
December 1964. However, Mother Nature was not in a cooperative mood that year. A story in 
the Monday 7 December 1964 edition of the Meriden Journal said the ski area planned to open 
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the next weekend (Saturday 12 December or Sunday 13 December). However, this apparently 
did not happen. According to a later article in the Thursday 17 December 1964 edition of the 
Southington News (page 5), snowmaking had now begun, and the area would be ready to open in 
a couple of days. The best guess at this point is that Mount Southington Ski Area actually opened 
its doors sometime between Saturday 19 December and Saturday 26 December 1964.  
 

	  
Figure 3: Mount Southington Ski Area patch. 

Circa1965. 
 
To the casual observer, Mount Southington Ski Area whether seen from Mount Vernon Road, 
from its slopes, from the air, or from brochures, still appears to be pretty much the same as it did 
during its formative years. The general overall appearance does not seem to have changed all that 
much. 
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Figure 4: Mount Southington Ski Area advertisement. 

Circa 1964/65 Season. 
This is the earliest existing record of the ski area layout  

at the time of its initial opening.	  
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Figure 5: Mount Southington Ski Area Guide. 

 2013/14 season. 
 
Yet as we examine the ski area more closely in the following sections, updates, modifications 
and improvements become more apparent. Changes over the past half century have made Mount 
Southington a more modern, safe, enjoyable area in which to ski and snowboard. But…while 
accomplishing all of these modifications; it has still managed to retain its warm, comfortable, 
homey, quintessential New England, family-oriented atmosphere and environment.  
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A3. The Leaders 
The “corporation” of owners/stockholders had hired Jim Day to establish a ski school and a ski 
patrol, and Walter S. Ayres the first general manager to oversee the ski area’s construction 
details. Walter was replaced by Bill Hart sometime after the area officially opened. Before the 
end of the 1964/65 season, Bill would be replaced by Jim Dancona, who finished out the initial 
ski season. The following season would see John Rigby as general manager. John would remain 
in that capacity throughout the 1969/70 season.  For the 1970/71 ski season John was replaced by 
Russ LeGuerre. Russ remained in office for one season and was replaced by Ken Sullivan who 
also remained for a single season. By the start of the 1975/76 season, Rich Satagaj had taken 
over as general manager. 
 

 
Figure 6: Patrol Leader Charlie Mackey, Tom Scally Junior (leaving for Australia) and 

General Manager Rich Satagaj.  
1975. 

 
Upon Rich’s departure after the 1978/79 season, Ed Beckley, who had been managing the ski 
rental facility, and was a college friend of Rich, assumed the position of President and General 
Manager. Ed remained in this position throughout the remainder of the first five decades of 
Mount Southington’s existence, leaving on 30 May 2014. 
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Figure 7: Ed Beckley, Keith Rich and Alan Levesque.  

January 1987. 
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Figure 8: Ed Beckley addressing staff and patrons on the event of Mount Southington Ski 
Area's 50th anniversary celebration. 11 December 2013. 
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About two weeks after initially opening, the ski area hired a young lady named Norma Zygmunt. 
She would eventually become Office Manager and until her retirement some forty years later, 
helped to keep pretty much everything running seamlessly. 
 

	  
Figure 9: Norma Zigmunt (center) during Mount Southington ski Area's 50th anniversary 

celebration.11 December 2013. 
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A4. Buildings And Departments 
 

A4a. The Barn/Base Lodge/Cafeteria 
 

An old dairy barn, which would become the symbol and logo for the new ski area, was converted 
into the ski area’s base lodge. For the first few years it was painted a blue-gray. Eventually it was 
repainted its current stereotypical “barn red.” Access to the upper level could be gained by a door 
along the lower level in the ally on the south side of the barn (although it was locked most of the 
time), or a door on the lower level along the west wall facing the slope, both eventually leading 
to a double-wide stairway in the cafeteria in the middle of the building. 

 
 

	  
Figure 10:  The Base Lodge in its original configuration as seen from Mount Vernon Road. 

The door adjacent to double windows was, for a time, used as the entrance to the MSSP 
rest and storage area. Circa 1964. 
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Figure 11: Base Lodge as seen from the maze at the bottom of Stardust with MSSP 

candidate Elaine Gloolek, in foreground. Note the upstairs addition along side of barn over 
the cafeteria sign. December 1968. 

	  

	  
Figure 12: The Base Lodge cafeteria lower entrance facing the slopes.         9 February 

2014. 
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Figure 13: The double-wide stairway leading from the cafeteria to the upper level. Circa 

2014. 
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There was also a set of doors on the north side of the barn which permitted direct access to the 
upper level from the outside.  
 

	  
Figure 14: The Base Lodge as seen from Mount Vernon Road along the side of the 

farmhouse. 21 January 2014. 
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The building initially also included a rental area located on the lower level next to a 
cafeteria/snack bar. The lower level was where the dairy cows had been kept. Today the entire 
lower level is taken up by the cafeteria/snack bar and kitchen, with a few coat hooks, picnic 
tables, etc., for its patrons. A few vending machines have been added at the northeast corner. 
	  

Figure 15: The slope-side entrance to the cafeteria. Circa 2014.	  
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Figure 16: Patron seating in the north end of the cafeteria. This alcove once held the Ski 
Rental Department. Circa 2014.	  
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Public “customer” restrooms were accessed by venturing outside, and around to the south side of 
the lower level. The doors to the mens’ and ladys’ rooms were located outside, next to the dirt 
alleyway. There was another door, facing Mount Vernon Road, which permitted staff access to 
the lower level. The room within was unfinished. It still had the original concrete floor, cow 
stalls, and manure “mucking out” troughs. For a short period in the early 1970s this room was 
used by the Ski Patrol for booting up and for personal equipment storage. 
	  

	  
Figure 17: The Base Lodge as seen from between Stardust and Avalanche. Note the outside 

entrance to public restrooms in the alley on the far right. 21 January 2014. 
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The upper level of the barn was originally the hayloft. Soon after the ski area opened, an upper 
level addition was constructed over what was possibly the milk room or storage shed. The entire 
slope-side wall of the upper level was fitted with large windows to allow unobstructed viewing 
of the main slopes. After the addition was built, he upper level was, for a long time, divided by a 
wall and doorway located where the floor level changed by the height of one step, into two 
rooms. Both rooms were equipped with picnic benches for eating, and shelves and hooks for 
storing clothes and duffel bags. At some point in the 1980s, the dividing wall was torn down, 
resulting in a single large room once again. More recently, a partial divider was installed, thereby 
creating two separate areas once more. The southeast corner contained a small ski/souvenir shop 
which still exists there. 
 

	  
Figure 18: Inside the upper level of the base lodge. Circa 1971. 
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Figure 19: Looking south through the recently remodeled upper level. Slope-side windows 
are to the right. Circa 2014. 
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Figure 20: The upper level looking south with the Ski Shop in background. The inside 

stairway is located at left behind the low wall. Circa 2014. 
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A4b. The Farmhouse/Offices 
Just north of the base lodge is what once was the homestead of the farm. The front of the house 
faces south and at one time possessed a nice covered porch. The ground floor of the building is 
divided into four rooms. The two rooms facing the slopes initially became the original Ski Patrol 
Facility; the two facing Mount Vernon Road were subdivided, the north-facing portion becoming 
a nursery area, while a small section facing the base lodge was utilized as a ticket sale area. 
Customers had to stand outside one of two windows at the sale area under a covered deck to 
purchase their tickets. Currently the night manager retains one room in the northwest corner. The 
remaining three rooms are utilized for ticket/season pass sales and various office functions.  
 

	  
Figure 21: View of the farm house from the bottom of Avalanche. Toboggan ramp and 
double doors at left corner, covered porch at opposite corner, ticket sales booths at far 

right. Note Patrollman Jack Greim in foreground. 1971. 
 
The second floor of the house had been immediately converted into administration/management 
offices. Area lore intimates that the attic was at times used by one or two employees as sleeping 
quarters. The basement was left unfinished and was initially used for general storage. 
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Figure 22: South side of farmhouse, currently offices and ticket sales. 9 February 2014. 

 
A4c. The Quonset Building/Restaurant 
 

	  
Figure 23: View of Quonset building from Avalanche. February 1971. 
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Around 1965/66, adjacent and to the north of the farmhouse, a “Quonset” style building had been 
constructed. It has a kind of long inverted half pipe shape, running parallel to Mount Vernon 
Road. This edifice had been advertised and used as a summer theater, with a stage and screen at 
the northern end. However, the theater was shut down before 1969, and for a while the 
unoccupied building was merely used for general storage. Soon afterward, the building was 
partitioned. 
 
The north-facing section of the building was turned into a full-service restaurant, with its own 
kitchen, wait-staff, menu, and its own restrooms located at the north end. A mezzanine was 
constructed providing additional dining space. There was a main full-service bar on the first floor 
and a smaller bar upstairs.  The slope-facing wall was converted into a full glass wall, enabling 
patrons to watch the skiers as they ate. For a time it was called the Mountain Room. The south-
facing third of the ground floor eventually became the ski rental facility. 
 
 

	  
Figure 24: Quonset building as seen from Thunderbolt Triple Chairlift. Restaurant is at 

left, rental facility is at right. January 2014. 
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More recently, the restaurant was converted into a cafeteria-style area. The layout remained 
generally the same, but the new service format allowed for a more versatile utilization of the 
room. The name was also changed to the Alpine Eatery. 
 

	  
Figure 25: The main floor of the Alpine Eatery as seen from the mezzanine. 2 March 2014. 
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Figure 26: Looking out at Thunderbolt from the main floor of the Alpine Eatery. 2 March 
2014.	  

 
A portion of the southern end of the mezzanine was at some point segregated from the eatery by 
a pair of glass doors. Beyond those doors, an “all-purpose” room was made. This room could 
also be accessed by a covered outside stairway in order to avoid disturbing customers in the 
eating area. 
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Figure 27: The mezzanine of the Alpine Eatery looking south to the glass doors of the "all-

purpose" room and Ranger quarters. 2 March 2014. 
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Passing The Bucks! 
There was a time when something called the “Charlie Buck” gained great favor among members 
of the patrol. Charlie Mackey had retired from years of patrolling and was managing the 
cafeteria. He had a bunch of simple, green, one-dollar bills printed with the words “One Charlie 
Buck” printed on the front. They were called Charlie Bucks of course, and were dispensed to 
area staff members. How an individual procured Charlie Bucks has been forgotten. But…they 
were each worth one dollar off any food purchase in the cafeteria. Since the patrol was already 
receiving a food discount through an agreement with area management, these Charlie Bucks 
were very well received. Unfortunately, for some unknown reason, they only lasted for a year or 
two.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

	  
Figure 28: The “Charlie Buck” - obverse. 1982. 

	  

	  
Figure 29: The "Charlie Buck" - reverse. 1982. 
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A4d. Rentals 
The Rental shop, originally located in a small corner of the lower level of the base lodge, needed 
desperately to move. As Mount Southington’s customer base grew, there became a constantly 
greater need for rental equipment.  The south quarter of the first floor of the Quonset building 
was refurbished and converted into a new, much larger area to house rental equipment. With 
frequently updated equipment, the rental shop still exists there today. 
 
 

	  
Figure 30: Looking north toward the Quonset building with the Rental Department. 

Stairway to the upper level “All -purpose room” is seen at left. 21 January 2014. 
 

 
Figure 31: This is the current Rental Department located inside the south end of the 

Quonset building. Circa 2014. 
A4e. Parking Lots 

Along the east side of Mount Vernon Road, across from the main entrance to the area, is the 
main parking area. This lot, except for surface re-grading and slight expansion at the back end, 
has remained virtually unchanged for these fifty years. 
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Figure 32: South portion of main parking lot "A". 30 March 2014. 

	  

	  
Figure 33: North portion of main parking lot "A". 30 March 2014. 
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Looking out the north door of the Quonset building back then, the open lot just past the north end 
of the Quonset building, on the west side of Mount Vernon Road, was, and is still used for 
additional parking. The portion of the lot between the north side of the current Patrol Facility and 
the entrance from Mount Vernon Road is currently paved. The dirt section beyond the entrance 
has long been called by the Patrol Members “The North Forty.”  
 
 

	  
Figure 34: Parking Lot “B” and the “North Forty” beyond, as seen from current MSSP 

Facility. 30 March 2014. 
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A4f. Driveway/Alleyway 

If one returns to the base lodge and looks south, there is a gated dirt driveway/alleyway. This is 
the primary access from the road to the base of the mountain for all “necessary vehicles and 
equipment.” It also provides access to the original restrooms located at the south side of the Base 
Lodge. 
 

	  
Figure 35: Looking toward Stardust T-bar Lift. 

Circa 1976. 
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Figure 36: Driveway between Base Lodge and Pump-house.                     9 February 2014.	  
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A4g. Pump-house/Maintenance  
On the south side of the driveway/alleyway, there exists a cinder-block building, known as the 
“Pump-house.” This was the area’s first maintenance/lift facility and housed snowmaking, 
grooming, and any other necessary paraphernalia needed to actually operate the area. As the area 
modernized and grooming became more of a major factor, a new building was constructed for 
the grooming staff and equipment. The “Pump-house” is currently reserved for general 
maintenance and snowmaking operations, staff and equipment.  
 

	  
Figure 37: The Pump-house/maintenance building as seen from the Stardust Triple Chairlift. 21 

January 2014.  

 

	  
Figure 38: The Pump-house/maintenance building as seen from Stardust. 21 January 2014. 
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Figure 39: Inside the Pump-house/maintenance building. Circa 2014.	  
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A4h. Snowmaking 

Snowmaking was still somewhat primitive in 1964. An interesting side-note: it was “invented” 
and developed right here in Connecticut by our neighbors at Mohawk Mountain. Snow was 
“made” by forcing pressurized air and pressurized water up the hills through adjoining pipes, 
then combining them at a predetermined ratio through what looked like fire hose nozzles so that 
the mixture came out as a fine mist. This mist was then angled upward at an appropriate angle. If 
the temperature was below freezing, the mist would hopefully freeze and become minute ice 
crystals. So…contrary to what some people thought at the time, man-made snow was certainly 
not synthetic or artificial snow. 
 

 
Figure 40: Installing pipes for snowmaking along the north edge of Thunderbolt. Circa 

1964. 
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By the mid to late 1960s, Mount Southington began using small tripod type snow guns initially 
built right in the area’s maintenance building. They resembled the single nozzle guns 
manufactured by Ratnik Industries. On many of the extra-cold nights, members of the 
snowmaking crew could be seen with torches, trying to unfreeze snowmaking pipes all along the 
various hills. 
 

	  
Figure 41: Single nozzle snow-guns along the old Stardust T-bar track. Circa 1970. 
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One could almost always tell when the area was getting ready to make snow. First might be 
heard the throbbing of “Homer,” the main compressor in the maintenance building. Homer was 
built in 1927 and spent its early years working in the coal mines of Pennsylvania. Mount 
Southington purchased Homer in the 1960s. In addition to the dull sound, the pounding action of 
Homer’s pistons could actually be felt by attentive persons on the lower slopes. Then there 
would be the hissing of the air lines being cleared as the pressure blew the air out of the various 
guns along the slope. 
 

	  
Figure 42: “Homer,” the antique snowmaking compressor.                    21 January 2014. 
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Figure 43: Snowmaking at the base of Avalanche. 28 December 1998. 

 
As technology grew, so did the area’s need for better snowmaking, both in quantity and quality. 
Units that looked like aircraft turbofans were purchased. They have become much more efficient 
through the years. Currently, with its numerous and varied types of equipment, Mount 
Southington can quickly and efficiently cover 100% of its skiable terrain with many inches of 
velvet snow.  
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Figure 44: The evolution of snowmaking equipment at Mount Southington on display on 

the event of the area's 50th Anniversary celebration. 11 December 2013. 
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Figure 45: Snowmaking “Whales” looking down Tester. Near to far - Ron Fenner, 
Matthew Behuniak, Don Cirkot. January 2004. 
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A small pond for retaining water for snowmaking is located just south of the maintenance 
building. It may have existed as a watering pond for the farm animals prior to the existence of 
the ski area. It has been enlarged and deepened to meet the quickly expanding needs for 
snowmaking to what is visible today. During extended cold weather the water in the pond may 
still become too low to safely siphon off. In this event, the ski area must purchase water from the 
town, in which case snowmaking becomes tremendously expensive. 
	  

Figure 46: The snowmaking reservoir as seen from the Pump-house. The pond covers 
about 1/2 acre and varies in depth. Circa 2014.	  
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A4i. Grooming 

Grooming was also very basic at the time Mount Southington opened. In the early years, Mount 
Southington initially had obtained small over-the-snow vehicles like the Spryte, Thiokol Imp, 
Thiokol Sno-cat, and eventually a Tucker Sno-Cat. These machines would normally drag a pair 
of what looked like heavy open mesh or corrugated barrels similar in shape to lawn rollers, about 
24 to 30 inches in diameter and 8 to 10 feet long. These rolling “cages,” when dragged one 
behind another at various opposing angles, were usually heavy enough to break up crusty snow, 
turning it into ice cube or marble sized granules. Sometimes a plow would be used to push snow 
around to cover bare spots or level the mounds of snow left by the guns. Other times a type of 
heavy rake could be dragged to break up “difficult” snow. 
 

 

Figure 47: Spryte Sno-cat. 1969/70 Season. 
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Figure 48: Tucker Sno-Cat. 21 January 2014. 
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Figure 49: Vintage grooming roll cage off Steeplechase.12 January 2014.	  
 

	  
Figure 50: Vintage snow grooming cage assembly off Steeplechase.           12 January 2014. 
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Figure 51: Advancements in grooming. 1995. 

 
One of these vehicles was fitted out with an adjustable ladder in order to service the upper 
reaches of the shorter lift towers, trim trees, and maintain lights along the trails and slopes, etc. 
Today, these vintage groomers are for the most part relegated to maintenance duties. A new Lift 
Operations/Maintenance facility, constructed in the 1990s just uphill of the base of the Stardust 
Triple Chairlift, houses two modern Bombardier groomers with their associated attachments, 
tools and equipment, snowmobiles, and an office for the department head and staff. 
 

	  
Figure 52: Grooming/Trail Maintenance garage as viewed from Stardust.    9 February 

2014. 
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A4j. Lift Operations/Maintenance 

The office which houses the Lift Operations Department is currently attached to the east side of 
the three-bay Grooming/Trail Maintenance Garage located between the Stardust Triple and 
Avalanche Double Chairlifts. Lift Operations was initially located in the Pump-house, and then 
relocated to a small shack near its present location. The current building consists of a small 
office for the Lifts Manager and a small lounge area for the lifts staff.  
 

	  
Figure 53: Lift Operations/Maintenance office adjoining Groomer/Trail Maintenance 

garage located between Stardust and Avalanche. Circa 2014. 
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In the early days, the lifts staff had to remove every chair and t-bar from the cables each spring 
and reattach them each fall. This was to allow maintenance on both the t-bars and chairs, and to 
permit cable inspection performed in the off-season. A special maintenance cage/platform could 
be hooked to the lift cable to facilitate maintenance of the bogey wheels on the lift towers. This 
rig is currently stored alongside the Grooming/Trail Maintenance Garage. Since the t-bars are 
gone and the chairs are no longer removed each season, the maintenance cage/platform is rarely 
if ever used anymore. 
 

 
Figure 54: Avalanche Double Chairlift maintenance platform. Circa 1982. 
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The lift attendants at the base of each lift have always stood out in the weather while loading 
patrons. Saw-mill cut boards forming a u-shaped alcove around the bull-wheel at the base of the 
t-bar lifts offered some protection against wind. Only the chairlifts have ever had a roof of some 
sort constructed above the attendants affording a bit of protection.  
 

	  
Figure 55: Northstar J-bar loading area. Circa 1982.	  
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Figure 56: The Stardust T-bar loading area. Circa 1970.	  

	  
Figure 57: Avalanche Double Chairlift loading area. Don Cirkot and Walt Behuniak are 

pictured toward right side of image. 5 January 1985. 
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Figure 58: Thunderbolt Triple Chairlift loading area .2 February 2014. 
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Very early on, “Top-shacks” were built for all lifts where the top of the lift was not visible by the 
attendant stationed at the base of the lift. These shacks are equipped with lights, heaters, and 
telephones to the base. 
 

 
Figure 59: Northstar Double Chairlift top-shack and unloading area.         9 February 2014. 
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Figure 60: Lift Operator’s Shack at top of Stardust T-bar. 1969/70 season. 
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Figure 61: Lift operator shack at top of Thunderbolt Triple Chairlift.         2 February 

2014. 
	  

	  

	  

	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Every lift has always had a “safety gate” at its unloading area. The “gates” for most of the lifts 
consist of, what appears to be an extension cord with a common plug/receptacle at each end. It is 
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stretched about 10 feet across the lift path, set about twenty four inches above the ground, and is 
located halfway around the top bull wheel. The Northstar Double and Avalanche Double 
Chairlifts utilize a breakaway rod about 8 feet long, set about twenty four inches above the 
ground, and one quarter of the way around the top bull wheel. The lift is set to stop within a 
specified distance whenever the safety gates are dislodged and the electric circuit broken. The 
gates must be reattached manually in order to resume operation of the lift involved. Mount 
Southington Ski Patrol members test each safety gate prior to opening a specific lift to the public.  
 
 

	  
Figure 62: Unloading area at top of Avalanche Double Chairlift showing lift operator's top-

shack and wand-type breakaway safety shutoff mechanism. 2 February 2014. 
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A4k. Ski School 
When Mount Southington officially opened, Jim Day, one of ten experts at that time to be chosen 
for the U.S. National Demonstration Team, created the Jim Day Ski School at the area. Although 
he tried to spend the bulk of his time at Mount Southington, his other commitments soon forced 
him to depart. 
 
The original ski school building was constructed early on, just south of the snowmaking pond, 
but because of some type of apparent nonconformance to a town code, it had to be torn down 
immediately. It took a while to replace, so for a time, Mount Southington Ski School Instructors 
became somewhat nomadic. For a time they maintained a corner space in the upper level of the 
base lodge for the sale of lesson tickets. Eventually a new building was built for the instructors 
where they could gear up, store gear and equipment, warm up, and administrate. It is still located 
at the base of the Northstar area at the south end of the ski area. 
 

	  
Figure 63: Original Mount Southington Ski School building. The first configuration 

consisted of only half of the building.  
Circa 1969/70. 
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Figure 64: Current Ski School facility. 9 February 2014. 
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A4l. Rangers 
The Mount Southington Ranger program, comprised entirely of volunteers, was established 
around 1987 to fulfill three major objectives, to act as ambassadors, centers of information, and 
enforcers of ski area policies. As simple and straightforward as this may seem, these duties 
encompass a great multitude and variety of tasks. The Rangers, both male and female, in their 
very visible yellow parkas, can be seen on virtually all parts of the area property. Because they 
patrol the parking lots for potential safety and vandalizing issues, they are often the first 
employees that customers meet. Rangers are also stationed at entrance gates, checking tickets 
and offering advice and information to those not familiar with the facilities and layout of the 
hills. They also help set lift-line mazes, patrol all buildings where patrons may be found, reunite 
lost parents with their worried children, and offer assistance whenever needed. 
 

	  
Figure 65: Mount Southington Ranger checking tickets at Avalanche Double Chairlift 

loading area. 2 February 2014. 
 
The Rangers have assumed a great burden which formerly had been placed upon the Mount 
Southington Ski Patrol; that of being the “police” of the ski area, enforcing rules and handling 
violators. For the first few years of their existence, the Rangers had no official base of 
operations. Finally in the early 1990s, the area management was able to remodel a part of the 
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second floor at the south end of the Quonset building into a small office and equipment storage 
area. The Rangers, who currently number in the vicinity of forty members, have become an 
important asset and a very welcome addition to the Mount Southington staff.  
 

A4m. Racing 
Racing has been a major part of Mount Southington almost since the area’s inception. It began 
with the cutting of a narrow slalom hill, located just north of Thunderbolt, for local patrons who 
desired to test their skill. Soon Thunderbolt was designated as the area’s racing slope. Small start 
ramps were constructed at both edges at the top of the slope. Then a “regulation” ramp, 
electronic start-gate, and shack assembly were built in the center. A one-room officials’ shack 
was constructed at the base of Thunderbolt, off to the south side. 
 

	  
Figure 66: Main race ramp at top of Thunderbolt. 12 January 2014. 

	  

	  
Figure 67: Current Race facility located at the base of Thunderbolt.         12 January 2014. 
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Figure 68: Race courses on Thunderbolt. Photo was taken before the Thunderbolt Triple 
Chairlift, current maze equipment, and pre-Whoopee (hill 6). Observe original race shack 

at base. Circa 1982. 
	  

In the mid 1970s, Mount Southington established the Jerry Donovan Racing Academy in 
remembrance of its late coach. The ski area began to host NASTAR races, races against other ski 
areas, invited school teams to compete, and hosted a few major regional competitions each 
season. More recently, the old officials’ shack was replaced with a more modern, two-story 
building with storage in the lower level, and viewing and up-to-date timing and scoring 
equipment in the top level. Thunderbolt was widened to incorporate the upper, steep portion of 
Whoopee, the old slalom hill, into a single slope. This was done in order to permit multiple 
courses to be set and utilized simultaneously for both practice and match races. The racing 
academy at times, uses the “all purpose” room upstairs in the Quonset building for meetings and 
as a “ready” room. 
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A5. Slopes, Trails, Lifts 
The ski area has an eastern exposure which allows patrons to ski most of the daylight hours in 
the sun. There is also, due to this exposure, a beautiful vista across a wide, shallow Connecticut 
Valley, of the hills and escarpments of Meriden, which greets the eye from nearly every slope 
and trail. 
 
When observing Mount Southington from Mount Vernon Road back in 1964, the overall layout 
of the main slopes appeared much as it does today. The gentile novice areas, to the left (south), 
gradually increase in length and pitch as one pans his/her gaze to the right (north). The upper 
portion of the ski area was much less developed at that time. There were not yet any aerial lifts, 
only three rope tows and three t-bars serviced the entire ski area. 
 

	  
Figure 69: An aerial view of Mount Southington Ski Area. Circa 1967. As of 21 January 

2014, the original print of this photograph was located in Maintenance Pump-house. 
 
As the years progressed, the number of slopes and trails increased; some receiving new and/or 
alternate names (both officially and unofficially).  Customer needs and expectations were 
growing; therefore, the number and/or types of lifts also changed to meet this demand. 
Eventually the rope-tows, j-bars, and t-bars were all replaced by “Magic Carpets” and chairlifts, 
along with their more intricate maintenance equipment and procedures. 
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Figure 70: The view looking east from Thunderbolt. Circa 2009. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

	  
Figure 71: This is a partial list of the installation dates and specifications of the various lifts 

at Mount Southington Ski Area. Circa 2005. 
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A5a. Beginner Area 
Originally called Sun Bowls #1 and #2, this area is located at the base of the southernmost 
section of the ski area, adjacent to the snowmaking supply pond and current ski school building.  
 

	  
Figure 72: Ski area map showing Sun bowls 1 and 2 as item 11. Official naming of these 

areas soon disappeared. 1971. 
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Figure 73: Looking toward the beginner area located in front of the current Ski School 

facility from Dom’s Way. 9 February 2014. 
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A5b. Northstar (Hill 1, The Bunny Hill) 

Just beyond and uphill of the Beginner Area; Northstar was originally serviced by a rope-tow, 
then a j-bar, and since 2001, by the Northstar Double Chairlift, sometimes called the “Baby 
Double.” The term Bunny Hill was coined as an affectionate name for the beginners who usually 
populated this area. 
 

	  
Figure 74: View looking south across base area with Northstar farthest away. March 1980. 
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Figure 75: Northstar J-bar Lift. Circa 1982. 
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Figure 76: Northstar Double Chairlift loading area. 9 February 2014. 

	  

	  

	  

	  
Figure 77:  Looking down Northstar from the top. 9 February 2014. 
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A5c. Snowflake (Hill 2) 
The slope adjacent and to the right of Northstar (Hill 1); it was originally serviced by its own 
rope-tow, then, in 1997, by a handle-tow on the lower portion, dubbed the “Mighty Mite.” 
Northstar and Snowflake could almost be considered the same slope; they are now only 
separated by a small island of trees approximately half way up the hill. 
 

	  
Figure 78: Mount Southington Ski Area Map showing Snowflake as item 2. 1994. 
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Figure 79: This is the view looking up-hill at the tree island separating Northstar and 

Snowflake. Circa 2014. 
 
At one time, Dom’s Way actually emptied onto Snowflake rather than onto Stardust, but that 
proved too dangerous. Snowflake can now be accessed from the top by the Northstar Double 
Chairlift (unofficially known as the “Baby Double.” The lower portion is currently accessed by a 
new “lift” similar to a long treadmill, called the Snowflake Carpet. The Snowflake Carpet, 
installed in 2012, essentially replaced the handle-tow and now services the lower portion of the 
Snowflake slope. 
 

	  
Figure 80: Snowflake Rope-tow in foreground, Northstar Rope-tow behind. Car in 

background was used to drive the old Steeplechase Rope-tow. 1969/70 Season. 
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Figure 81: View looking toward Snowflake from Stardust. 9 February 2014. 
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A5d. Stardust (Hill 3) 

The slope immediately to the right of Snowflake (Hill 2); this slope was first serviced by a t-bar, 
located at the right edge of the slope as one looks up the hill. The slope and lift ended at a small 
rock ledge, pretty much parallel to where Dom’s Way currently ends. From the top of the t-bar, 
one could also access Snowflake and Northstar. 
 

	  
Figure 82: Miss Southington, Ray Macys, and unidentified Patrolman at the base of 

Stardust during Winter Carnival. 8 February, 1969. 
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Figure 83: Looking toward top of Stardust. Note rock ledge in background. 1969/70 season. 
 
Much of this area was altered with the installation in 1976 of the Stardust Triple Chair. In order 
to facilitate and expedite construction, a Sikorsky S-58T helicopter was brought in to set all of 
the towers in place. The t-bar had been removed after the end of the 1974/75 ski season had 
ended; the rock ledge was filled in and re-graded to allow the Liftline trail to empty onto 
Stardust.  
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Figure 84: Installing Stardust Triple Chairlift tower using Sikorsky S58-T helicopter. 1975. 
The bottom of Dom’s Way had originally permitted access directly onto Snowflake. This exit 
was soon boarded off for safety reasons so that Dom’s Way would only exit onto Stardust. In 
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more recent years, the ski instructors would fence off a tiny portion of an area at the base of 
where Snowflake and Stardust meet. They utilized this short, flat space to introduce the very 
young customers to skiing. During the early 1990s it was known as the Ski-wee Area. There was 
no actual lift here, but a mat was laid over the snow to allow the children to walk up the slight 
incline without sliding. When lessons were over, everything was dismantled and the area was 
once more opened for general skiing. Currently, this small area is used as a training area for 
novice snowboarders and includes a few “elements” to learn upon. 
 

	  
Figure 85: The run-out of Stardust, shown behind Magic Carpet lift, as seen from 

Snowflake. 9 February 2014. 
	  

	  
Figure 86: Looking up Stardust with novice training area between Magic Carpet and small 

evergreens. 9 February 2014. 
A5e. Avalanche (Hill 4, Main Slope) 

Avalanche, the next slope to the right of Stardust (Hill 3) was at first serviced in 1965 by a t-bar 
called the #5 T-bar. #5 T-bar was the left half (looking uphill) of a double t-bar set. The t-bar set, 
consisting of the #5 and #6 T-bars, was located between Avalanche and Thunderbolt. This was a 
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bit confusing because although they were named #5 and #6 T-bars, they serviced Avalanche 
(Hill #4) and Thunderbolt (Hill #5) respectively. 

 
 

	  
Figure 87: Aerial view of ski area showing Avalanche as the second slope from the right 

with snow cover. Spring 1975. 
	  

	  
Figure 88: Looking down Avalanche. February 1971. 
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Figure 89: Looking up Avalanche. Note wooden maze. 5 January 1985. 

 
Avalanche, at first had a much steeper drop from the top. There had at one time been a large 
evergreen tree near the middle of the top area just before the initial pitch. Inexperienced skiers 
would inevitably start at the south side of the slope, which was slightly lower than the north side, 
and make diagonal troughs across the hill. These would become so long and deep, that it was 
virtually impossible to ski over them. It wasn’t long before the tree was removed and the pitch 
re-graded. That ended the “Groove” skiing. The Avalanche slope can currently be accessed from 
Boomerang or the upper Steeplechase crossover by riding the Stardust Triple, Avalanche Double 
and the Thunderbolt Triple Chairlifts. 

A5f. Halfpipe, a.k.a. Turkey Turn 
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This is actually an alternate route to descend the upper portion of Avalanche. It begins on the 
skier’s right, where Boomerang empties onto Avalanche, winds around in a long 
counterclockwise arc, eventually merging onto Avalanche once again, just below the first pitch 
of the slope. For a short time before the Drop Zone Terrain Park was installed, this curved area 
was alternately called, The Pipe and Snowboard Park, or simply The Halfpipe, and was utilized 
as a terrain park for snowboarders. Its unofficial name is Turkey Turn. 
 

	  
Figure 90: Looking up toward Turkey Turn from Avalanche Double Chairlift. 2 February 

2014. 
 

	  
Figure 91: View of the lower half of Turkey Turn emptying out onto Avalanche at a point 

along-side the current location of Chicken Ridge.  Circa 2014. 
 
 
 
 
A5g. Chicken Ridge 
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Throughout the years there have been a number of varied “remembrances” concerning Chicken 
Ridge. The most corroborated history seems to be this one. When the ski area first opened, 
Avalanche had this large evergreen tree at the top of its first pitch (see Avalanche, discussed 
previously). The flat area at the top, and resulting pitch below it, ran pretty much the entire width 
of the slope. If one gazes across the slope at this general location, the remnants of that pitch can 
still be seen by looking at the difference between height of the bank beneath the Thunderbolt 
Triple Chairlift tower and the current level of the Avalanche slope adjoining it. Skiers would 
inevitably gather across the edge of this “ridge” to decide on the best route down by watching as 
others took their turns. This gathering point became the original Chicken Ridge. 
 

	  
Figure 92: Looking up Avalanche at approximate location of original Chicken Ridge 

(minus tree and after initial re-grading of slope). February 1971. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After one or two seasons, the tree was removed and this ridge and pitch was re-graded to a less 
intimidating grade. This revised landscaping also resulted in a new, smaller ridge and pitch lower 
down on Avalanche, just below the point at which Turkey Turn merges. This new promontory, 
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whether intentionally or through confusion, became the newly and currently accepted Chicken 
Ridge. 
	  

	  
Figure 93: Skiers lined up near top of slope along location of current location of Chicken 
Ridge. The original Chicken Ridge was located above the skiers prior to re-grading of the 
slope. Note race shack at lower right and old style maze at base of t-bar entrance. March 

1980. 
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A5h. Thunderbolt (Hill 5, Racing Slope) 

Thunderbolt, the next slope to the right of Avalanche (Hill 4, The Main Slope), was accessed in 
much the same way that one accessed Avalanche except that #6 T-bar, which began operating in 
1966, would be used instead of #5 T-bar. The Thunderbolt slope can currently be accessed from 
Boomerang using the lower Steeplechase crossover, or directly from Steeplechase, by riding the 
Stardust Triple, Avalanche Double and, installed in 2010, the Thunderbolt Triple Chairlifts. 
Originally a row of trees, bushes and a dirt bank separated Thunderbolt from Whoopee. 
 

	  
Figure 94: A night view from Thunderbolt toward base area. This was before there were 

any chairlifts to the summit. 1965/66 season. 
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Figure 95: Looking up Thunderbolt. February 1982. 

 

	  
Figure 96: Looking across 4 and 5 T-bars to Thunderbolt and Slalom Slot. Note jump set 

up on Thunderbolt for major Giant Slalom race.       February 1975. 
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A5i. Whoopee (Slalom Slot, Gladechute, Hill 6) 

Whoopee, originally the next slope to the right of Thunderbolt (Hill 5, The Racing Slope). The 
upper, steep section eventually became part of Thunderbolt in order to satisfy the need to have 
the ability to install multiple race courses side-by-side. A portion of the lower, flatter section 
later became a new learning area for younger novices. This part of the hill is still known as 
Whoopee. It is now a beginner area and is serviced by a surface lift, installed in 1997, called the 
Whoopee Handle Tow. It is a fenced area, accessed only from the base of the mountain. A mid 
1970s map shows a proposed semicircular trail located to the north off of Thunderbolt. It was to 
be named Gladechute but it is  not known whether the trail ever actually came into existence.  
 

	  
Figure 97: Looking across Thunderbolt to Whoopee. January 1987. 
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Figure 98: Giant moguls on Whoopee. Circa 1995. 

	  

	  
Figure 99: Skiing the cliffs on Whoopee. Spring 1996. 
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Figure 100: Looking up at Thunderbolt and Whoopee. Fall 2004. 
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A5j. Glacier 

This area is located within and below the old Whoopee area, at the base of the mountain. It is 
used by the ski instructors for teaching young children who are just beginning to ski. The 
instructors temporarily fence off this area from the rest of the slopes when classes are to be held, 
and open it up after classes are finished. Glacier is primarily serviced by a short, slow-moving, 
conveyor belt-type surface lift installed in 2005, called the Glacier Conveyor. 
 

 
Figure 101: Glacier/Whoopee children’s area. 9 February 2014. 
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Figure 102: Sun Kid Magic Carpet in Glacier Area. Circa 2014. 
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Figure 103: Ski School Instructors fencing off the Glacier Area. 2014. 

 
Additionally, a few years later, the “Mighty Mite” Handle Tow was relocated from Snowflake to 
the northwest corner of the Glacier area. This northwest section has become the current 
Whoopee area, and as the Glacier pupils’ abilities progress, the Whoopee Handle Tow is made 
available to them. 
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Figure 104: The Whoopee Handle-Tow, formerly The Mighty Mite Handle-Tow from 

Northstar, on Whoopee. Circa 2014. 
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A5k. Steeplechase 

Steeplechase is the northernmost trail at the ski area. It begins at the summit at the top of the 
Avalanche Double Chairlift, runs north, then east, and ends at the top of Thunderbolt. For the 
first season or two, Steeplechase could only be accessed by taking the #5 T-bar up, then skiing 
about a hundred or so feet north (read to the right) to the base of the “Old Summit Rope-tow.” 
This rope-tow was long and slow because its power came from the left rear wheel of an old car. 
This rig lasted only a year or two. Steeplechase can now be accessed at different points by riding 
any of the summit chairlifts. 
 

	  
Figure 105: Mount Southington Ski Area showing Steeplechase in far upper right with 

patches of snow cover. Spring 1975. 
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Figure 106: Looking down Steeplechase , continuing to the left, with crossovers to and from  
Boomerang on right.  2 February 2014. 

	  
Figure 107: Looking up Steeplechase with cross-trails to and from Boomerang at left. 2014. 

 
A5l. Gulch 
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The Gulch was never an official trail, if one could even call it a trail. It was first named and used 
by a couple of patrolmen back in the early 1970s. It was accessed by exiting the Avalanche 
Double Chairlift and turning right, toward Steeplechase. About twenty feet ahead, a narrow 
(about two feet wide) opening appeared, off the right side of the trail.  Looking down this 
opening, one might see a relatively straight, narrow path through the trees. This path was barely 
wide enough to snowplow. It was, therefore, obviously not groomed, and had only natural snow. 
It was lumpy, bumpy, and full of trees, brush, and roots. It was, however, only about one 
hundred feet in length. This “trail” merely cut out the first curve of Steeplechase because it 
eventually put the “adventurer” right back onto Steeplechase. It is now overgrown and very 
seldom, if at all, used. Unfortunately no images of the Gulch are known to exist. 
 
 

A5m. Boomerang 
This trail also has its start at the summit at the top of the Avalanche Double Chairlift, then winds 
like a long sweeping “S” eastward, and normally empties out at the entrance to Avalanche. 
Boomerang also has one cut-off about three quarters of the way down which merges with 
Thunderbolt. Boomerang can now be accessed at different points by riding any of the summit 
chairlifts. 
 

	  
Figure 108: Ron Orachewsky with Cascade Toboggan at top of Boomerang. February 

1971. 
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Figure 109: Ron Orachewsky and Dean Beaulieu practice running an empty toboggan on 

Boomerang. February 1971. 
 

	  
Figure 110: Bob DeVoe and Charlie Mackey on Boomerang. February 1982. 
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Figure 111: Entrance to Avalanche from Boomerang. 2 February 2014. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A5n. Snow Bowl 
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This is a small area which is located immediately to the left as one gets off of the Stardust Triple 
Chairlift. It connects the summit to Dom’s Way, Laurel, Tester, Glade/Liftline/Drop Zone 
Terrain Park, and ends merging with Boomerang. 
 

	  
Figure 112: Aerial view of Mount Southington Ski Area looking east. The Snow Bowl area 
is the large white area located to the right chairlift      bull-wheel on the right third of the 

photo. It shows the entrances (counterclockwise) to Dom’s Way, Laurel (hard to 
distinguish among trees), Testor, and Liftline. It then continues around and connects with 

Boomerang. 31 December 1993. 
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Figure 113: Looking uphill at the Snow Bowl, on left, and Boomerang, on right, from the 

Avalanche Double Chairlift. Circa 2016. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A5o. Glade, Liftline, Drop Zone 

The Glade was the original name of the winding trail now called Liftline, in which the Drop 
Zone Terrain Park is located. This trail begins on skier’s right, off the Snow Bowl, and empties 
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over the filled-in old rock ledge at the top of Stardust. Through the years, Liftline has been 
“massaged” many times, finally incorporating the Drop Zone, Mount Southington’s skier and 
snowboarder terrain park. This trail is now infused with both natural and manufactured terrain 
and “elements.” It is accessed by either the Stardust Triple or Avalanche Double Chairlift. 
 

	  
Figure 114: Mount Southington Ski Area Map showing Liftline as index 10. Circa 1977. 
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Figure 115: Entrance to Drop Zone on Liftline as seen from Avalanche Double Chairlift. 2 

February 2014. 
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Figure 116: A view of the main body of the Drop Zone looking uphill.   Circa 2014. 

 

	  
Figure 117: Looking gown Liftline, formerly called Glade, after a snowfall. December 1986. 

 
 
A5p. The Chute, Big John 

The Chute, also once known as Big John, was actually the short length of the bottom of 
Glade/Liftline/Drop Zone where it emptied out onto Stardust after the Stardust Triple Chairlift 
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was installed. Originally it was part of the rocky outcrop at the top of Stardust. When the Chute 
was first created, there was no terrain park associated with Glade/Liftline and the exit of that trail 
was much narrower, a bit steeper, and formed kind of a trough through the center. The center, 
therefore, became scraped off rather quickly, and since both Glade/Liftline and Stardust were 
relatively easy runs, many beginner and intermediate skiers used it. Most of the time novice 
skiers simply side-slipped, snowplowed, or just skied straight down the middle. Thus the area 
was unofficially given the name “Chute.” Once the terrain park was put in, the Chute was 
widened and graded for a more gradual entry and it officially became a part of Glade/Liftline. 
Later, jumps would be erected in that area also. It is accessed by either the Stardust Triple or 
Avalanche Double Chairlift. 
 
 

	  
Figure 118: Mount Southington Ski Area showing Stardust in center of photo. The Chute 
enters the top right side of Stardust. It was formerly the lower portion of Liftline. Spring 

1975. 
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Figure 119: Formerly called The Chute, this is now the bottom of Liftline as it enters onto 

Stardust. Circa 2014. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A5q. Tester, RTS, Testor 
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Tester has it entrance to skier’s right, also off the Snow Bowl, just before the entrance to 
Glade/Liftline. It begins almost flat, but then drops onto one of the steepest continuous pitches at 
the ski area. It eventually flattens out and ends by merging with Laurel, on its right. For a short 
time Testor was renamed RTS (after former area manager Richard T Satagaj).  In the ensuing 
years, its official name was returned to Testor. It is accessed by either the Stardust Triple or 
Avalanche Double Chairlift. 
 

	  
Figure 120: Aerial view showing Testor as the third trail from the bottom. The second trail, 

Laurel, connects with Testor at Laurel’s midpoint, just below Testor’s main pitch.  
2014. 
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Figure 121: The entrance to Testor as seen from the Snow Bowl.         Circa 2014. 
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Figure 122: Looking up at the main pitch of Testor.                          Circa 2014. 
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A5r. Laurel 
Laurel is another trail having its entrance off the Snow Bowl, just before the entrance to Tester. 
Its opening has a straight, mild drop, melding to a flat run. It then greatly widens as it curves to 
the left, dropping off and then leveling to a flat run once more as it first merges with Tester on its 
left, and finally exiting onto the top right side of Stardust. It is accessed by either the Stardust 
Triple or Avalanche Double Chairlift. In its early years, Laurel was much narrower and dead-
ended just below where the pitch of Testor now ends. 
 

	  
Figure 123: Unidentified Patrolman near the original bottom of Laurel. 1969/70 Season. 
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Figure 124: The entrance to Laurel with the Snow Bowl in the background. Circa 2014. 
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Figure 125: The main pitch on Laurel. Circa 2014. 

	  

	  
Figure 126: This is the lower portion of Laurel showing where it empties onto Stardust. 

Circa 2014. 
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A5s. Dom’s Way 

Dom’s Way, named after Dominic Palmisano, is the only other currently active trail from the 
summit. It is accessed by either the Stardust Triple or Avalanche Double Chairlift. It is now also 
the longest official trail at Mount Southington, winding first southward, then curving eastward, 
finally ending at the upper right side of Stardust. It is listed as an easier trail. It was not an 
original trail since the ski area did not initially own much of the land that Dom’s Way occupies. 
There is a steep sloped area on skier’s left, set back into the hill just beyond the last turn of 
Dom’s Way. This little area has been known by old-time Patrollers and other ski area employees 
as “The Gravel Pit” for somewhat obvious reasons. It was at one time used to provide clean fill 
in order to landscape slopes and trails. The Gravel Pit also made a great illegal ski slope when 
there was sufficient natural snow (or so I’m told!). 
 

	  
Figure 127: Trail map shows Dom's Way as index 7. 1992. 
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Figure 128: The entrance to Dom's Way. Circa 2014. 

	  

	  
Figure 129: Looking up at the first turn on Dom's Way. Circa 2014. 
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Figure 130: The mid-section of Dom's Way. Circa 2014. 

 

Figure 131: The long, flat run-out of Dom's Way emptying onto Stardust. Circa 2014.	  
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Figure 132: Jim and his son Greg Chagnon on the flats near the bottom of Dom's Way. 

January 1983. 
	  

 
Figure 133: Looking up Dom's Way from Stardust. Circa 2014. 
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Figure 134: Looking from Stardust Triple Chairlift toward the point where Dom's Way 

merges with Stardust. 2 February 2014. 
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

A5t. Timberbash, Tom’s Timberbash 
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This is an extinct trail that at one time also ran from the summit. Its course had followed parallel 
but to the right, or to the outside of,  Dom’s Way. It originally merged with Dom’s Way at about 
the top of the first pitch, just beyond the first place that Dom’s Way curves left. Timberbash was 
frequently utilized as a way to bring maintenance vehicles and equipment to the top of the 
mountain since the trail was so flat. For a short while, according to an old trail map, it may have 
merged much farther down on Dom’s Way. However, this may be merely the artist’s 
representation. Because of its location, Timberbash, like Dom’s Way, was also not an original 
trail. For a number of logistical and financial reasons, it was abandoned after just a few seasons. 
It was only accessed at the time by the Avalanche Double Chairlift. 
 

	  
Figure 135: Mount Southington Ski Area map showing Timberbash in upper left corner. 

1985. 
A5u. Gorge 
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The Gorge is not really a trail or slope that is recognized officially. It is actually an area that 
consists of a rock and boulder-strewn ledge just above a brook/bog, both running across and 
beneath the Avalanche Double Chairlift. It has never been legal to ski this section, although 
some have attempted it through the years. I feel that the “fifth amendment” must be taken here 
for a few, let us say, staff individuals. 
 

	  
Figure 136: The Gorge as seen from the Avalanche Double Chairlift.      Circa 2014. 

	  

A5v. The Flats 
Actually, this could apply to a number of locations at the ski area. It might mean any portion of 
Steeplechase below the initial pitch, or, the level portion at the base of Tester, or, the run-out 
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after the last turn on Dom’s Way, or even, the entire width of the base of the ski area itself. One 
could only discern which “flats” were meant when they were put into the context of an actual 
discussion. However, the location usually refers to the level area immediately at the top of the 
old Whoopee trail. 
 

	  
Figure 137: Winter Carnival Para-race competitor touching down on the Flats at the top of 

Thunderbolt. February 1978. 
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Figure 138: NSP Basic Ski Mountaineering /Avalanche Course participants break camp at 

about 8 a.m. on the Flats on top of Thunderbolt.               9 March 1997. 
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A5w. Cedar Run, Cedar Chute 

Cedar Run, which has not been used for a great many years, is currently an enigma. It is only 
listed on early Mount Southington Ski Area advertisements, as an easy slope or trail. Cedar 
Chute is shown on a mid 1970s trail map as being located parallel and midway between the areas 
where Tester and Glade/Liftline empty onto Stardust. Cedar Run and Cedar Chute MAY be the 
same trail with altered nomenclature, but there is no known documentation. 
 

	  
Figure 139: Trail map showing Cedar Chute as index 8. 1977. 
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A5x. Harold’s Pass 

A small diagonal slot connecting Stardust to Avalanche just uphill of the loading area for the 
Avalanche Double Chairlift is called Harold’s Pass, named after Dr. Harold Richman, progenitor 
of the Mount Southington Ski Area. It is the most popular route to access the Avalanche Double 
and Thunderbolt Triple Chairlifts from Stardust and any of the trails located south of the 
Avalanche/Boomerang run. 
 

	  
Figure 140: The view from Stardust showing Harold's Pass veering off to the left onto 

Avalanche. Circa 2014. 
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Figure 141: Harold's Pass as seen from the Avalanche Double Chairlift. Circa 2014. 

	  

	  

 
A5y. Hiking Trail 

This trail is also an unsolved mystery. A Mount Southington brochure, circa 1965, indicated that 
a two-mile long cross-country hiking trail had been cut through the woods for the “lang laufers.” 
So far no other mention has been found regarding this trail.  
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A5z. Maintenance Roads 

Throughout the entire half century of its existence, Mount Southington has constantly made 
improvements through redesigns of its available terrain. Because of this, crossovers, paths, cuts, 
and maintenance roads, too numerous to discuss or name individually, have been cut at various 
locations on the mountain. After substantial snowfalls, and during windy nights of snowmaking, 
these areas frequently become snow-covered. As a result, many take on the appearance of 
inviting trails and, although they are not recognized ski-ways, are sometimes used by the public. 
Naturally the ski patrol is required to “check them out” to be sure that any tracks going in, also 
come out somewhere. 
 

	  
Figure 142: This aerial view of Mount Southington Ski Area illustrates the multitude of 

possibilities for creating both official and “not-so-official” alternatives for descending the 
mountain.  31 December 1993. 
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Figure 143: Hiking along a Maintenance Road off of Northstar during an 

Avalanche/Mountaineering course. MSSP Patroller Kristen Cirkot is in center with white 
hat. 8 March 1997. 

 

 
Figure 144: Looking down at an old Maintenance Road off Dom's Way.      9 February 2014. 
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Figure 145: Maintenance Road between Liftline (on left) and Boomerang.   2 February 
2014. 
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Figure 146: This Maintenance Trail located off to the south side of Laurel may have been 

at one time a part of the Cedar Run / Cedar Chute Trail. Circa 2014. 
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A6. Communications 
There were no walkie-talkies or cell phones at the time that Mount Southington first opened, or 
for a good number of years after. All communication between departments and buildings was 
done by telephone land-lines using various extension numbers, or by direct lines between the 
base and top shack of each individual lift. 
 
Some easily visible spot at the base of each lift was also equipped with a red light bulb and 
buzzer, which the lift attendant or some other staff member turned on if he or she was informed 
of an accident on that particular slope. The ski patrol was instructed to remain vigilant and 
respond to this signal to obtain information and how to get to the indicated accident scene as 
quickly as possible.  There were no snowmobiles available then, so time was critical. It meant 
riding the appropriate lift, retrieving a toboggan from the top, and heading off to the indicated 
accident location. Sadly, modern technology meant the demise of the “romanticism” of the red-
light buzzer system. 
 
With the expansion and modernization of the ski area, most departments now have use of 
snowmobiles whenever they are needed. Because these vehicles are used extensively, they are 
replaced every few years. Every department is now also completely interconnected by two-way 
radios. There is a base unit in each department and most staff members carry a mobile unit 
whenever they are on duty. Each department is assigned a specific channel for 
intercommunication. For now, land-lines are still utilized, mostly for communication with the 
administration office and for calls outside of the ski area. Chairlift attendants are also in land-line 
contact at both the top and bottom and with other departments. 

 

 
Figure 147: Russ Stilwell using one of the ski patrol’s early mobile radios. 10 February 

1985. 
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Figure 148: Northstar Double Chairlift operator controls and communication system. 9 

February 2014. 
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Section B. MOUNT SOUTHINGTON SKI PATROL 
 
B1. The Beginnings 
Sometime in 1963 or 1964, Jim Day, who had been hired to establish and manage a ski school 
for Mount Southington, had also been desperately attempting to form a ski patrol. It was during 
that period that Gil Levesque approached Jim and volunteered to help. Gil was about twenty 
eight at the time and was an experienced skier, having spent a number of winters at various ski 
areas in northern New England. Jim was having a difficult time trying to run the area, develop a 
ski school, and build a ski patrol, so Gil’s offer was readily accepted. One thing led to another. 
Gil enrolled in and successfully completed required first aid courses. He then accepted the 
position as the first Mount Southington Ski Patrol Leader and was tasked with establishing the 
Ski Patrol. He sought out a number of local skier friends as well as members of the nearby 
NAVA and Springfield Ski Clubs, as well as accepting visiting Patrolmen from neighboring 
Mohawk Mountain. Gil’s younger brother, Alan, who had previously accompanied him on his 
ski trips up north, also “got volunteered” to join the new patrol, at age thirteen as a Junior 
Patrolman. Alan became the youngest person ever to join the patrol and is the only charter 
member of the patrol to remain for the entire fifty years (and still going). All of the new 
prospective members used the 1963/64 season to obtain the requisite first aid credentials.  
 

	  
Figure 149: Alan and Gil Levesque on the original Avalanche Double Chairlift. Note the 

wooden slat seats. Circa 1978. 
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Mount Southington Ski Patrol Membership Application (From 1997) 
Please read the back of this sheet first. If you are then interested in becoming a member 

of the National Ski Patrol/Mount Southington Ski Patrol, 
complete as much of this application as you can. 

Bring it to the Ski Patrol Room (located at the North end of the ski area).  
If the ski area or the Patrol Room is closed, mail the application to: 

Don Cirkot, 76 Birchwood Road, Seymour, CT, 06483.      Tel: (203) 888-1787 
 

Candidate _____   Transfer _____ 
  

 Name: ______________________________________________________________ 
 

 Address: ____________________________________________________________ 
 

 City: ___________________________   State: ________   Zip Code: _____________ 
 

 Phone (home): ______________________   (work): _____________________ 
(cell):_____________________ (beeper):____________________ 

 
 Patrol and / or skiing history / ability: _______________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 First aid / CPR / Medical training: __________________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 Other training / special skills: _____________________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 Patrolling availability (on a weekly basis): ____________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 ____________________________________________________________________ 

 
           __________________ FOR PATROL USE ONLY ________________________ 

 
           On-hill screening date: _______________   Evaluator: _________________________ 

 
 Comments: ___________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________________________ 
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Although a few of the ski club members that Gil had contacted were already affiliated with what 
was then the NSPS (National Ski Patrol System) through other patrols, it was not until the 
following (1964/65) season that the Mount Southington Ski Patrol (MSSP) itself became 
registered with the NSPS.  
When MSSP first became affiliated with the NSPS, it became a part of the Connecticut Region 
which was itself, a part of the Eastern Division of the NSPS. At that time the Connecticut 
Region, which had been in existence since around 1947, was divided into the Western, Capitol, 
Pequot, and Housatonic Sections. These Sections were comprised of ski area patrols, ski club 
patrols, nordic patrols, and metropolitan patrols (patrols with no home base). Although a few ski 
areas were physically located in neighboring states, they became a part of the Connecticut 
Region because their patrol members actually resided in Connecticut. It was a bit confusing.  
 

	  
Figure 150: This is the NSPS sign that was affixed to the porch of old patrol room when it 

was located on the first floor of the farm homestead.  
Circa 1975. 
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Every attempt was made to keep the four Connecticut Sections evenly populated. Mount 
Southington Ski Patrol originally belonged to the Pequot Section, with an i.d. code of 302. By 
1975 the i.d. code had changed to 346. Then NSPS changed it again to E-202-XXX, the XXX 
indicating the individual patrolman’s number. At the patrol level, it was easy to decode. For 
example E-202-080: E meant that a Patrolman belonged to the Eastern Division, 202 meant that 
the individual belonged to the Mount Southington Ski Patrol, and 080 meant that the individual 
was the eightieth person ever to be registered there. Therefore, the lower the last three digits 
were, the more seniority a patrolman had within the patrol. 
 

	  
Figure 151: The author's NSPS registration card 

displays the older registration coding. 
 1989. 

	  

By the late 1980s, due to natural evolution, realignments, and the NSP’s decision to do away 
with club and metropolitan patrols, the NSP population in Connecticut was reduced. This 
resulted in the elimination of the Western Section. The new realignment in 1989 placed MSSP in 
the Capitol Section. As years went by, this “depopulation” trend continued, and in order to keep 
the Connecticut Region in line with the rest of the Eastern Division, the Capitol Section was 
eliminated. MSSP subsequently became part of the Pequot Section once more, where it remains 
today. 
 
Registration cards also reflect a numbering system change that NSP put into effect a number of 
years ago. For the 1991/92 season, gone was the three-digit patrol associated numerical suffix, 
much to the chagrin of old timers who cherished their low numbers and seniority. In its place is a 
new six-digit numerical suffix, which, although it is unique per individual in national scope, is no 
longer based upon tenure or seniority. It is merely a tracking number for use at the National 
Office. 
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The MSSP administrative organization was also less complex in the early years. Initially there 
was a Patrol Leader, Assistant Patrol Leader, a few Session Leaders, and a few Advisors. The 
Patrol Leader was elected/re-elected every two years subject to approval by ski area 
management. All other positions were appointed by the Patrol Leader. 
 
In the 1990s, the structure of the patrol changed to include an elected Board of Directors, Board 
of Finance, and NSP Representative in addition to the Patrol Leader, whose title now officially 
became Patrol Director. There is now a formal balance of power for all decision-making items 
regarding MSSP. The Patrol Director is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the patrol, 
and was the patrol’s connection with area management. The NSP Representative is just that, the 
patrol’s liaison with NSP, and next in command if the Patrol Director became unavailable. The 
Board of Directors, of which both the Patrol Director and NSP Representative are members, sets 
and administers policies, and along with the Chairperson of the Board of Finance, sets budgets 
and controlled spending. Advisorships are still appointed and have expanded. Many Advisors 
now even have staffs of their own. 
 
At first there were no official MSSP written Bylaws or Policies & Procedures Manuals, merely a 
policy/operating guide. Common sense prevailed. Everything seemed to work just fine for a 
good number of years. As with everything in life, time and people complicate things. As the 
general public became more educated and more demanding, incidents and questions needed to be 
dealt with more definitively. Bylaws and policies were instituted and evolved. “THE BOOK” 
was originally instituted on 24 March, 2000. It comprised the following: “MOUNT 
SOUTHINGTON SKI PATROL POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND GENERAL 
INFORMATION HANDBOOK INCLUDING THE PATROL BYLAWS.” It became the 
governing force of the MSSP, and although revised as requirements dictate, it remains as such to 
this day. Currently both computerized and hard copies are available. 
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Figure 152: The “BOOK”. The original hard copy version was created and instituted on 24 

March 2000. 
 
Today, member involvement beyond just doing duty sessions is, and has always been, 
outstanding. Participation in programs and activities, whether specifically originated by MSSP or 
NSP sanctioned, has always been and remains highly encouraged. However, even through fifty 
years of evolution, MSSP still retains its extended-family atmosphere and environment. MSSP 
has never been governed by using intimidation; it is driven by the enthusiasm of the membership 
itself. 
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B2. The Patrol Facilities 

B2a. The First Patrol Facility 
The initial MSSP facility was located in the old farm homestead, and consisted of the two slope-
side rooms on the first floor. General entry was accessed after ascending three steps onto a 
covered porch on the south side of the house. During warm spring days, many hours were spent 
enjoyably “patrolling” from that porch. 
 

	  
Figure 153: View of the original patrol room as seen from Avalanche. February 1971. 
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Morris da Cat! 
Speaking of mascots, apparently MSSP did have a mascot of sorts for a while. Sometime in the 
late 1960s, a stray cat began to hang around the Patrol Room porch. Where it came from, no 
one really knew. However the ski area had previously been a farm, and there was still a working 
farm/slaughterhouse just up the road. Anyway, some Patrolman began feeding this cat. This 
naturally turned into a group activity. Apparently somebody either determined, or simply 
decided, that this was a male cat, and started calling him Morris. It didn’t take long before 
Morris “understood” where the food was, and soon adopted the patrol. He was usually content 
to just bask in the sun on the railing of the Patrol Room porch and watch the world go by, or to 
be somewhere snuggled up to a Patrolman. No one knew where Morris went at night or even 
during the off-seasons, but there he was, every Fall, waiting to greet everyone back. This went on 
for quite a few years until one Fall, he simply was not there. There were no rumors or news 
about Morris, he was just never seen again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Great Escapees! 
While we’re on the subject of farms and animals, there were a few instances, as late as the 1990s 
where reports came in of animals roaming the woods along the outer trails. Upon investigation, 
the results usually turned out the same. Cows had once again pulled an escape from the 
slaughterhouse up the road and were trying to “take it on the lam” through the woods. Although 
it was serious business for the escapees, it was also really comical to watch the farm hands, 
police, firemen, ski area staff, and who-knew-who-else, trying their darndest to recapture these 
adrenaline charged bovine without getting themselves stampeded. It has been said that some 
were never caught, and may be wandering the woods near the upper ranges of Steeplechase to 
this day!  
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Going through a single door brought one into the patrol’s administration/lounge/boot-up room. 
Looking straight ahead to the north wall, one could observe a long, vinyl-covered bench with 
room for duffel bags beneath, and hooks above for daily storage of parkas, gloves, hats, etc. 
There was actually plenty of room for people to keep personal items while on duty, and even 
room for their family’s things, provided everything was cleared out when the patrolman left for 
the day. At the left end of this wall was the doorway to the aid room. 
 

	  
Figure 154: The north wall of the old patrol room with Ernie Groth, Marianne Ciarlo, and 

Steve Firth. At left is the doorway to the aid room. Circa 1974. 
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Against the east wall to the right was the doorway leading to the bathroom, basement, and other 
half of the farm-house, and cubbies for boot storage. 
 

	  
Figure 155: The northeast corner of the old patrol room showing the doorway leading to 
the common bathroom, basement, and  the non-patrol half of the farm-house. Pictured 

from left to right are: Marianne Ciarlo, Fred Ortoli, Norm Genest, Ernie Groth, and Bob 
Patenaude.  
Circa 1974. 
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Figure 156: This was the southeast corner of the old patrol room during a typical evening 

repast (after sweep). It shows the boot/gear cubbies, entrance door, bulletin board, and 
state-of-the-art boot dryer. Posing for the camera is: Joe Rao, Ernie Groth, Rob Botti, and 

Jim Chagnon. 
Circa 1974. 
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In front of the west wall to the left was the desk and chair, used for general administrative work, 
some shelves, and a file cabinet. A single “double-hung” window was located on this wall. 
 

	  
Figure 157: Although somewhat camouflaged by the dedicated MSSP members, this is a 
view of the west wall of the old patrol room. Those that agreed to be identified are: Joe 

Rao, Lori DeVoe, Lynn Morin, Bruce Terkelson, Jim Chagnon, Norm Genest, Steve Firth, 
Rob Botti, Marlene Firth, Ernie Groth,, and Bob Patenaude. Circa 1974. 

 
In front of the south wall were two additional wooden office chairs, two telephones, and a small 
table. At one time, on the south wall behind the desk, a there was a three foot by three foot mural 
of “Snoopy,” the unofficial MSSP mascot, in ski patrol attire. Also on that wall, in addition to 
the entry door, over which was a small mural of a “Kilroy” styled mogul mouse who always 
watched who came and went, and another “double-hung” window. 
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Figure 158: Relaxing after sweep at Christmas time. This  was the administrative southwest 

corner of the old patrol room. The window looks out onto our comfy covered porch. 
Snoopy, ever on guard, stands  watch over Ernie Groth and Jim Chagnon. Circa 1974. 

 
For a few years, instead of paint, all of the wall area above three feet, except for the 
aforementioned murals and cubbies, was completely covered with various pictures from ski 
related magazines. 
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When the aid room was entered through the door connecting it to the patrol room, one was 
standing next to the left (west) wall. This wall contained the double doors that allowed toboggans 
to be brought in via an outdoor ramp. Back then, as is today, some toboggans were brought in for 
the night and some were left in “doghouses” or the lift attendants’ shacks overnight. 
 

	  
Figure 159: The west wall showing the doors leading out to the toboggan ramp. This photo 
was taken after sweep on a Tuesday night shift with Patrollers Rob Botti, Ernie Groth, and 

Lori DeVoe. March 1980. 
 
The only windows in the aid room were the two “double-hung” windows on the north wall. The 
equipment and supplies were constantly being updated and relocated but generally consisted of 
two or three padded wooden examination cots covered with naugahyde, a variety of cabinets, and 
some shelves. The only source of clean, but not necessarily potable, water in the building for 
patrol use came from the communal bathroom sink or bathtub located in the center of the 
building. 
 
The toboggan ramp for entering the building is kind of an interesting story. The ground on the 
slope (west) side of the aid room fell away from the building at a slight angle. The bottom of the 
aid room doorway was about thirty inches above ground level where the ground met the 
building. Since there could be a good amount of customer foot traffic in that general area outside 
of the building, the ramp could not be allowed to extend too far out. Therefore the ramp was  
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constructed at a rather steep incline, about thirty five degrees. It was about four feet wide and 
about ten feet long. There were 2”x4” railings on each side, about three feet high. The double 
doors from the aid room opened outwardly to about ninety degrees, just about flush with the 
insides of the railings, thereby blocking the last two feet of their usable length. The ramp ended 
up being not quite wide enough for two patrolmen (no they weren’t yet called patrollers) to pull a 
toboggan up the ramp side by side. Additionally, two banks of rollers, once used in an old 
supermarket, were fastened along the center of the ramp in order to allow the toboggan to glide 
up more easily. Obviously nobody could utilize that area as a walking surface. The final addition 
to the ramp was the laying of 2x2” boards across the ramp on both sides of the rollers, spaced 
about a foot apart. This was to help to gain footholds for the patrolmens’ ski boots. It formed 
quite a contraption. Needless to say, many calories were expended when a 250-pound patient 
needed to be dragged across the base of the hill, up to the ramp, and then up the ramp itself and 
into the aid room. 
 

	  
Figure 160: This is the view from Avalanche of the original patrol room when it was 

located in the farmhouse. Note the toboggan ramp and the vertical toboggan storage shed 
next to it on left and the covered porch at right. In the foreground is the Number 4 T-bar 

maze. February 1975. 
	  

From the earliest days and into the 1970s, the patrol had acquired management’s consent to 
utilize half of the basement as it saw fit for storage. The other half of the basement was used by 
other area departments for general storage. The ceiling was low, the floor was dirt, and the walls 
were stone and concrete. There were two or three overhead incandescent bulbs for light. It was 
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dingy and damp, but better than hauling personal equipment home all the time. Merely getting to 
the basement was a bit of an experience. The interior basement door was located in a narrow 
hallway directly across from the bathroom and opened outwardly toward the patrol room. To 
access the stairway, one needed to either step into the bathroom (providing it was not occupied), 
or go on past the bathroom, in order to open the door wide enough to get by with skis and poles. 
The stairway was steep and narrow, and the steps themselves were short and uneven. As if that 
were not enough, a floor beam was situated overhead, right at the bottom of the stairs. Most of 
the time patrolmen performed this routine maneuver while wearing their ski boots. Anyone over 
five and a half feet tall always ran the danger of hitting the beam with their head. The basement 
was finally reached after negotiating a 90 degree right-hand turn immediately at the bottom of 
the stairs. At first it wasn’t too bad since only skis and poles were left there on primitive wooden 
racks. After a few years, however, a number of old, well-worn, high school lockers were 
procured. Most of these lockers were half-height two story units. They were given out to 
patrolmen strictly on a seniority basis to store additional personal equipment and clothing. Even 
though the patrol was smaller then, thirty to forty-five members, there were sometimes not 
enough lockers for everyone. This couldn’t be helped because what was there had already filled 
all the usable space in the basement. If there were not enough to go around…oh well, there might 
be wall space…somewhere. 
 

	  
Figure 161: Patrolmen lucky enough to have assigned lockers were allowed to identify their 
locker if they so desired. This was the author’s attempt at a nameplate for his patrol locker. 

Circa 1972. 
	  

In the off-seasons, toboggans and other equipment would be stored in the basement by accessing 
it through an outside metal hatch and descending about eight wide steps. An upright locker was 
eventually constructed outside of the patrol facility along the east side of the house. This was 
used for a number of years to store toboggans during the ski season. 
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There were a few years during the early 1970s when the patrol was forced to give up its access to 
the basement of the house. The lockers in the ski storage area were moved to a portion of the 
lower level of the base lodge. To access this area, one needed to cross from the house to the side 
of the base lodge which faced Mount Vernon Road. Then, by descending a slight but almost 
always icy incline, one would come to a single heavy wooden door. Taking extreme care not to 
slide on past this door, one could unlock and then open it to enter into a single room. 
 

	  
Figure 162: The temporary patrol changing and storage area located in the barn. The 
entrance was the door closest to the two windows. The path from the farmhouse to the 

entrance was always icy or muddy. Note that this was prior to the enclosed extension that 
eventually covered and enclosed the entire lower level on this side of the building. 1964. 

	  

This “room” had been the section of the stable where dairy cows had been kept. A wall opposite 
the entry door had been constructed to separate it from the back of the snack bar kitchen. The 
other walls were either of stone or concrete, and the joists overhead were not covered. They 
separated the room from the upper level which had been the hay loft. The floor was concrete and, 
although the stalls themselves had been removed, at least one “mucking out” trough was still 
there. It was about six inches deep, eighteen inches wide and ran pretty much the width of the 
room from the road side to the kitchen wall side, about fifteen feet. The room itself was, as best 
as can be remembered, about fifteen by twenty feet. In it were the old high school lockers, ski 
racks, one or two picnic tables/benches for booting up or eating upon, and some nondescript 
items in the various unused portions of the area. There were one or two incandescent light bulbs 
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in the ceiling, no water, and the only heat was what leaked through from the rest of the building. 
Thankfully this arrangement only lasted for a bit less than two seasons.  
 

B2b. The Current Patrol Facility – Iteration 1 
The first iteration of our current facility was constructed in about 1986. Although it was 
physically attached to the north end of the Quonset building, it was our own facility…with heat 
and running water! We no longer needed to share our part of the building, except for the addition 
of newer, common public restrooms. However, even these restrooms were not actually within 
our facility proper. They were situated adjacent to a foyer located between the patrol room and 
the restaurant…and they were accessed from indoors! A lockable, dark tinted, full glass door 
separated the patrol area from the foyer. We now had our own private, lockable entrances. 
Instead of having to park our vehicles in the main lot across the street from the area, we could 
park in the “north” lot adjacent to our facility.  
 

	  
Figure 163: Glass door to patrol area as seen from the foyer at the north end of the 

Quonset building. Circa 2014. 
 
 
The first iteration of this new facility initially consisted of one rectangular main room and a 
small ski storage “closet” off to one side. The north/south walls were the long walls and the 
east/west walls were the short walls. Looking toward the west, or slope-facing wall from the 
center of the room, one saw a small cubicle type area to the left; next to it a single door, wide 
enough to drag a toboggan through in the center, and next to that, an “L” shaped counter in the 
right corner. Behind this counter was the office/administration area where the Session Leader 
would work. There was also a window on this wall to allow observation of the main slopes. To 
the right of the office area, on the north wall, was the access to the ski storage area, covered by a 
sliding curtain. Farther along the north wall was a door which allowed access from the parking 
lot. It was outside of this door that a space was kept open for ambulance access. To the right of 
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the door was the heater for the facility, a window, beneath which there was a cot for treating 
patients. Past the cot was a corner used for storing first aid equipment and supplies. Along the 
east wall was a counter with our own sink (with running water), and various cabinets for 
additional supply storage. Looking toward the south wall from left to right were two additional 
cots with storage underneath, a glass door to access the restrooms and restaurant, and the cubicle 
first mentioned, with the window on that south wall. 
 

	  
Figure 164: This was the slope-side view of the first iteration of the new patrol facility with 

Russ Stilwell and an unidentified skier. January 1987. 
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Figure 165: Interior view of the same slop-side window with  

Patrol Director Steve Sidlik. 
 January 1987. 
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Figure 166: New patrol room, first iteration, looking east. Left to right: Matt Shaffer, Guy 

Oakes, Ron Fenner, and Monique Audy. 1997-98 Season. 
	  

As far back as the early 1970s, area management had become very interested in finding out if 
and where accidents most frequently occurred. MSSP put together a method of tracking 
accidents. The first idea was somewhat primitive. A large terrain map was sketched onto a type 
of particle board and hung on a wall which was visible to the injured patron. Map pins were 
inserted to “pinpoint’ the location of accidents. The map was later refined and became a back-lit 
grid-coordinate trail map. This allowed patrollers to actually indicate on each accident report, 
using alphanumeric coordinates, the exact location of each accident throughout the season. 
Copies of the grid map were eventually attached to the back of each clipboard used to record the 
accident information. The light-box, however, is still used when needed.  
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Figure 167: This old trail map displaying accident locations was located on the wall in the 

original patrol aid room. February 1971. 
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Figure 168: This is the current lighted trail map with grid coordinates for locating 

incidents. It is mounted on the north wall of the current aid room. #0m March, 2014. 
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Skis and eventually snowboards could be stored in the “closet”. Personal items in duffel bags 
needed to be put wherever they would not be in the way, but needed to be taken home after the 
duty shift ended.  
 
A small storage shed was constructed just outside of the facility, along the northwest corner of 
the building. This shed is still used for storage of toboggans, poles and fencing for marking 
hazards, and miscellaneous items that do not fit inside of the building. Space was at a premium 
during that time so, although this new facility was far better than our original location in the farm 
house (and greatly appreciated), there was a lot of room and need for improvement and 
expansion. This would soon be addressed. 
 

B2c. The Current Patrol Facility – Iteration 2 
The final iteration of our current facility went into the planning phase in 2001. It involved a re-
layout of the existing main room which became the aid/administration area, the addition of a new 
room which became the patrol rest/kitchen area, and the relocation of the ski storage “closet.” 
 

	  
Figure 169: The slope side of the current Mount Southington Ski Patrol Facility with Matt 
Dupree, Marty Welter, Ralph Frank, Chris Holcomb, Joe Trujillo, Mason Behuniak and 

Jim Richert (all facing the camera).       March 2008. 
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The administration area was moved from the northwest corner of the main room to the southwest 
corner of what became the aid room. This redesign provided space for a computer and printer, 
and mobile radio base station and chargers.  
 

	  
Figure 170: The southwest corner of the aid room showing the administration area. 12 

January 2014. 
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Figure 171: This is the radio communication area now in use.      

            9 March 2014. 
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The northwest corner became a specialized area for treating bloody open wounds, with an 
additional sink, bandaging supplies, a low reclining cot, bedding storage, and additional heating.  
 

 
Figure 172: The dedicated open-wound area in the northwest corner of aid room. 12 

January 2014. 

High-intensity, rechargeable flashlights and lift evacuation rigging equipment were now better 
protected and more easily accessible. The remainder of the main room was basically rearranged 
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to provide more logical and efficient workspace. Additional cabinetry and privacy curtains were 
installed, along with better lighting, flooring, backboard storage, and oxygen storage, portable 
AED and oxygen packs, a mobile “Crash Cart” which enabled supplies to be brought more easily 
to the patient’s bedside.  
 
 

	  
Figure 173: There is quick access to emergency lights, backboards, and portable AED 

equipment. 9 March 2014. 
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Figure 174: Portable oxygen is accessed immediately behind the AED equipment wall. Note 

the lighted incident location grid map on the wall to the right. 12 January 2014. 
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Figure 175: The northeast corner of the aid room with its pre-loaded toboggan packs and 
mobile “Crash Cart.”  

12 January 2014. 
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Figure 176: The southeast corner of aid room has new cabinets, a sink, three cots with 

storage underneath and privacy curtains, and good lighting. Candidate OEC Class, 
pictured left to right: Fernando Lamonier, Marty Lautenschlager, Justin Regan, Steve 

Palmeri, Matt Shaffer, and Kathy Munson. Fall 2004. 
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In 1986, a project was conceived and designed within the MSSP to establish a U.S. Postage 
Stamp honoring both the National ski Patrol and its founder, Minnie Dole, on the its fiftieth 
anniversary. Many of the images on the artwork are of MSSP Patrollers. The project gained a 
favorable response throughout NSP but, after much deliberation was rejected by the postal 
system. They had considered the NSP to be a charitable organization which, at that time, made it 
ineligible for recognition. The original artwork still resides on the north wall of the MSSP Aid 
Room and a copy of the artwork has been prominently displayed at the National Office for many 
years.  
 

	  
Figure 177: The original artwork for the NSP Commemorative Stamp Project. Pictured on 

the artwork are MSSP patrollers Walt Behuniak, Cheryl Lemay, and Bob DeVoe, along 
with Nordic patroller Andrew Elliot. 1986. 
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The doorway to the former ski storage area became the doorway to a newly constructed addition; 
the patrol kitchen/lounge area. Patrollers could now rest and eat in a room totally separated from 
the “aid” room. 
 

	  
Figure 178: Rick Knight and Ron Fenner do a pretty fair job of obstructing the doorway 

between the aid room and the :lounge” area 
. Fall 2005. 
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Figure 179: With the new cubbies in the background, Gil Levesque cooks up venison 

burgers in the kitchen while a friend strives to look disinterested. Fall 2004. 
	  

	  
Figure 180: The business end of the east wall with the time-clock and card rack located 

right at the door to the parking lot. 9 March 2014. 
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Figure 181: In the northeast corner, along with the time-clock, are a few of the MSSP 

awards and a bulletin board. 12 January 2014. 
 
 

	  
Figure 182: The main section of the north wall has a doorway to access the relocated 
ski/snowboard storage closet and a place for additional awards and memorabilia. 12 

January 2014. 
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Figure 183: The MSSP Historical Reference Library is located in the northwest corner as is 

memorabilia and additional awards. The R.E.S.Q. Squad mascot, “Gil” is stationed 
overlooking all that goes on.  

12 January 2014. 
 

	  
Figure 184: The west wall has two windows allowing a view of the Thunderbolt slope, 

bench seating beneath it, and a second portable telephone far to the left. The binoculars 
and plaque at the left window honor Andy McKnight, WP1 (Window Patroller #1) . 12 

January 2014. 
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Figure 185: Looking at the south wall from left to right, one can see the doorway to the aid 
room, new counter and cabinetry, water cooler, refrigerator, television, and other related 
kitchenware. There is also a “see-thru” opening so that the administration area of the aid 

room can be monitored. 12 January 2014. 
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Figure 186: This view of the south wall shows additional cabinetry, counter space with a 

sink and microwave. 12 January 2014. 
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Figure 187: A long table and additional diner-style backed bench for eating occupies the 
center of the room. The benches were designed with storage space built in beneath the 

padded seat cushions.  Patiently waiting (kind of) to enjoy a birthday dessert are MSSA 
Instructor John Barry, and patrollers Stu Danforth and Dave Carlton.  Fall 2004. 
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A deck and ramp were built outside the parking lot side doors of the facility to allow easier 
access for the ambulance personnel and patrol members. A deck was also built outside the slope-
side door to enable patrollers to rest or eat outside during more pleasant weather. Additionally a 
ramp was constructed there to facilitate the access of toboggans bearing ill or injured customers. 
The addition of the new kitchen/lounge room and relocation of the ski storage closet made it 
necessary to move the toboggan storage shed northward to the new northwest corner of the 
building where it now remains.  
 

	  
Figure 188: The current slope-side area of the patrol facility with deck, ramp, and 

toboggan storage shown at the far left. 12 January 2014. 
 

	  
Figure 189: The bench on the patrol deck was constructed and dedicated to patroller Joe 

Spagna who passed away while a member of MSSP.             9 February 2014. 
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Figure 190: This is the current Mount Southington Ski Patrol facility entrance as seen from 
the North Parking Lot. 12 January 2014. 

	  
Although our Patrol facility has again come a long way, new patrolling requirements and 
protocols are always just on the horizon. Therefore, modifications to the patrol facility are most 
likely already being discussed in order to fulfill future needs. 
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B2d. The Top Shacks 

During the 1980s MSSP and area management had collaborated about the feasibility of a “Top 
Shack” for patrol use. The idea was that a small, moveable building could be constructed near 
the top of the Avalanche Double Chairlift. It would have multiple purposes. It could be used as a 
duty/dispatch post so that there would always be at least one patroller at the top of the mountain 
in the event of an accident. The reasoning was that this might lessen the time it took to reach an 
accident location with or without a toboggan. The shack could also be utilized as a warming hut 
for both staff and patrons on exceptionally frigid days and nights to ward off frostbite and 
hypothermia.  
 
Plans were soon agreed upon by both Area Management and MSSP. The following fall, a simple 
rectangular structure was built. It was about eight feet wide, ten feet long, and six feet high at the 
side walls, with a peaked roof. There was a single door in front for access and an outside flip-up 
hatch on either side of the door. Each hatch was large enough to slide a fully packed toboggan 
with handles folded back, through. The inside of the shack was sparse, with a single light, a 
propane heater, and an enclosed bench running the length of each side. The benches were 
constructed with flip-up seats so that the stored toboggans could be accessed from inside the 
shack. The shack also had two windows. The entire edifice had been built upon 8”x8” beams 
running its full length. The thought was that the shack would be moved off the mountain each 
spring to avoid potential vandalism. In reality, the shack was left on top of the hill all year with 
the door unlocked so that it would not be broken. The heater, lights, and toboggans were 
removed and the electricity was disconnected during the off-seasons. This first top shack was 
located approximately twenty feet to the west of the location of the current top shack, in a 
slightly depressed spot. That spot routinely needed to be either dug out or cleared of ice. The 
shack was utilized sporadically for about fifteen years, more and more for convenient storage, 
and subsequently put to use as a staff operations shack at the entrance to the Drop Zone terrain 
park at the top of Liftline.  
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Figure 191: This view from the Snow Bowl toward Liftline shows the original patrol Top 

Shack now in use by MSSA personnel at the entrance to the Drop-Zone. Circa 2014. 
 

After an absence of having a patrol top shack for a few years, the idea of building another one 
was brought up. Management had become increasingly concerned about the liability of 
snowmobile usage on the hill during hours of operation. The thought again was that if there was 
a patroller stationed at the top shack, it would be quicker to reach an accident scene, and reached 
without the need for a snowmobile. Learning from previous experience, the new top shack would 
be placed in a more accessible location, be larger, and be better equipped for its intended uses. 
Plans were once again drawn up and a proposal was submitted to area management. 
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Figure 192: This is the MSSP “new and improved” Top Shack concept drawing that was 

submitted to area management. 28 March 2005. 
	  

 Thus it finally came to be built during the summer of 2013. It is now located between the top of 
the Avalanche Double and Stardust Triple Chairlifts, but in a much more level position at the 
side of Boomerang. A deck was constructed at the front for sitting during more pleasant weather. 
The new shack has one entry door, windows all around, inside and outside lighting, heat, and 
chairs. Counters and cabinets, and basic supplies are scheduled for the 2014/15 season. Gone are 
the flip-up hatches since the toboggans are now stored in their own “doghouses” about thirty feet 
away. The building and location seem ideal. It should get more use than the old top shack, but 
that will depend upon the number of patrollers available during a particular duty shift. 
Obviously, accident location and common sense will still determine the most expedient method 
of reaching the scene. The amount of use that the new top shack receives during the 2013/14 ski 
season should be a good barometer as to the success of this endeavor.  
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Figure 193: The current MSSP Top Shack is seen from the top of the Avalanche Double 

Chairlift. Luxury accommodations are currently in deliberation. 2 February 2014. 
	  

Figure 194: The current MSSP Top Shack from the Stardust Triple Chairlift unloading 
area. 9 February 2014.	  
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B3. Equipment 
B3a. Parkas 

In the beginning, Mount Southington Ski Patrol members were allowed, out of necessity, to 
patrol in their “civilian” clothing. Once the patrol became affiliated with NSPS, formal NSPS 
parkas were ordered. At that time, the color of the NSPS “rust” parka was officially called 
Rainier Red. Because the parkas were manufactured by at least three separate companies, shades 
of the color varied somewhat. Gerry made a quilted version that reversed to blue. White Stag 
made a non-quilted version that also reversed to blue. Globe made a non-quilted version that 
reversed to gold. All three brands were of the longer hip length style. Some had a blue and gold 
National Ski Patrol back cross sewn on, others required that the owner perform the needlework. 
Chest patches and other insignia usually had to be sewn or pinned on by the owner. Other than 
an official local patrol chest patch which could be worn opposite the National Ski Patrol chest 
patch, supposedly only NSPS approved patches and badges were permitted on these duty parkas. 
Parkas were made reversible because they could only be worn “duty side out” while on duty, or 
to and from duty shifts. These parkas were worn with great pride and highly respected. They 
were unique because the manufacturers had agreed that the Rainier Red color would not be 
utilized for any parkas other than those sold to NSPS members, nor could anyone other than 
NSPS members wear the Rainier Red parka. Violators could be dealt with pretty harshly. 
 

	  
Figure 195: Cheryl Lemay models the vintage Rainier Red Parka and Navy Blue over-the-

boot stretch ski pants per MSSP dress code of the era. 1985. 
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Figure 196: Harriet Terkelson, Greg Stilwell (pre-patrol days), Judy Florian and Ann 

Soule in the official Rainier Red and Navy Blue…jeans? Huh?   Circa 1975. 
	  

Although only NSPS approved patches and badges were allowed on duty parkas, there was a 
large selection to choose from if the wearer had the proper credentials. There was actually at one 
time, an official NSPS diagram illustrating what was acceptable and where on the parka each 
piece should be located. NSPS eventually dropped the last S from its logo and became known as 
NSP. The first official MSSP chest patch was designed by the author, and was initially put into 
use in 1972. 
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Figure 197: A sampling of vintage insignia that once appeared on MSSP on duty parkas, 

most of which, as a result of the perceived need to be “politically correct”, gradually 
disappeared. Not dated. 
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Figure 198: The original Mount Southington Ski Patrol Chest Patch. 1972. 

 
Around 1977/78 NSP created a new updated “look” for its parkas with the addition of a dark 
blue “yoke” at the shoulders. This parka was made in both the old long style and a shorter 
“bomber jacket” waist length version. The all-rust parka would no longer be manufactured. 
Mount Southington Ski Patrol would allow a substantial grace period to accommodate this 
changeover. The old style would be acceptable for a designated number of years, but when a 
replacement or new parka was needed, it would need to be the rust and blue parka. 
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Figure 199: Greg Stilwell becomes his naturally introverted self when asked to show off the 

“New Look” rust-and-blue parka with the Navy Blue yolk. January 1987. 
	  

Many of the more tenured patrolmen were saddened by some of the new changes. It was not 
necessarily the color change as much as the fact that with this new system, much of the 
recognition patches that these individuals had earned to wear on their parkas were being done 
away with or minimized. For example, when a patrolman became a “Senior” patrolman, there 
was originally a patch in the shape of an arc, or “Rocker” which would be sewn beneath the NSP 
chest patch. It was an honor to wear your “Senior Rocker”. After the modernization change, a 
senior patrolman now had to purchase a new chest patch with the word SENIOR embroidered 
into it, in smaller, less “obtrusive” letters. Likewise there were originally “Rockers” for Junior, 
Auxiliary, and Certified Patrolmen. These patches were eventually to receive the same 
minimization as the “Senior Rocker.”  
 
There were also basic Avalanche and Ski Mountaineering courses that, when completed, allowed 
the pupil to wear a small circular patch with either an “A” or an “M,” also sewn next to the NSP 
chest patch. These basic courses were affectionately called ”Circle” courses. If a patrolman 
successfully completed advanced Avalanche and/or Ski Mountaineering courses, there were 
“Rockers” available, similar to that of the Senior “Rocker.” These advanced courses were known 
simply as “Patch” courses. These rocker style patches would replace the “Circle” patches and 
would surround the upper two thirds of the NSP chest patch. . Also permitted were name tags, 
American Red Cross and American Heart Association Instructor badges, and Service Award 
pins. There were also Instructor patches among other types of recognition. 
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Figure 200: Early MSSP Patrolman Charlie Howes retired from patrolling before the 
“New Look” arrived. His patches clearly indicate that he had completed the following: 

“Circle A” – Basic Avalanche Course, “Patch” – Advanced Mountaineering Course, and 
the Senior program. Circa 1982. 

	  

There was a different National Appointment patch available, depending on an individual’s rank, 
i.e. Patrol Leader, Region Director, Division Director, etc. Even each National Appointment 
Number had a separate “Rocker.” When the standard NSP cross chest patch was replaced by the 
appropriate “National” chest patch, and since one had to be a Senior as an eligibility requirement 
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for receiving a National Appointment, the Senior “Rocker” was also replaced with the National 
Patrolman’s number “Rocker.” Just by looking at an individual’s National chest patch, one could 
determine whether that person had been a Patrol Leader, Section Chief, Region Director, or 
Division Director. 
 

	  
Figure 201: The parka of a Patrolman who had completed both Advanced Mountaineering 
and Avalanche Courses, and had received a “National Apointment” number would have at 

one time looked like this. Since being a Senior Patrolman was a requirement to receive a 
National appointment, the National Number took the place of the Senior rocker. 1983. 

Many have theorized about the reason for this insignia evolution, besides that of cost reduction. 
The most popular theory seems to be the “what if” theory. What if…two patrolmen arrive to aid 
an injured patron? The first patrolman to arrive begins to check the individual. Let’s suppose that 
this patrolman, although an expert in first aid, has nothing but the basic NSP chest patch 
displayed on the front of the parka. The second patrolman arrives a few moments later, and 
stands by awaiting instructions. This patrolman, however, has a Senior Rocker, a Ski 
Mountaineering Patch, and a First Aid Instructor patch. The injured patron might demand that 
the second patrolman intervene so that the best possible care might be given. NSP would want no 
part of this type of argument since it might lead to potential litigation. The safer route seemed to 
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be to make all patrolmen look as alike as possible to the public without causing an outright riot 
within the ranks. So within a few years, certain patches were simply no longer available in the 
catalog, while other of the more necessary patches, were made to look more uniform, hence less 
conspicuous. 
 
Within the next fifteen to twenty years, two major factors would cause the demise of the rust 
parka altogether. Firstly, an increasing number of ski areas wanted their patrol to wear parkas of 
the area management’s choosing in order to be consistent with other area staff. Secondly, as a 
result of the first factor, and because Rainier Red was produced and sold solely to the NSP, 
manufacturers could not make sufficient profit on this limited annual production and inventory. 
NSP finally decided to remove the Rainier Red from their catalog and change to a red and black 
parka that manufacturers could sell to the general public. Only the registered NSP branded 
patches would differentiate the wearer as a patroller. Eventually the pack cross and chest patch 
would no longer be gold or even say National Ski Patrol; they would become just blank white 
crosses.  This is the MSSP parka of today. The old official MSSP chest patch with rankings is 
still permitted on parkas today, if any can be located. Other than that patch, the only MSSP 
identification displayed on duty parkas is on an individual’s name tag or NSP/MSSP approved 
pins. Luckily, while on regular patrol duty, MSSP patrollers are under the jurisdiction of MSSA 
area management, and not NSP, MSSP members are permitted to display on their parkas 
whatever MSSP officially approves. 
 

	  
Figure 202: Walt Behuniak with the “New Look” rust-and-blue parka and Lee Stang with 
the current red-and-black parka, repack a toboggan outside of the patrol facility. January 

2014. 
 
 
B3b. Alternate Outerwear 

There were and still are, times when the official duty parka was not necessarily the best choice to 
wear. For wet weather, MSSP has always allowed the use of foul weather gear of the individual’s 
choice, as long as it was professional looking and in good condition. A great addition to our 
wardrobe has been the addition of an item known as “Hot Buns.” These are basically shorts 
constructed of wet-suit type material which fasten quickly and easily by three Velcro straps. 
They are their own insulation, completely flexible, warm and waterproof. They fit over any 
outerwear and are superb for riding wet chairlifts or sitting in wet snow. For warmer weather, 
NSP at one time sold a Rainier Red unlined shell version of its parka as well as a similar colored 
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sweater. These days MSSP permits a red and black vest for warm weather as well as MSSP T-
shirts, MSSP sweatshirts, and both official NSP and personal wear. The objective for MSSP 
members is still to look professional when representing NSP and the Mount Southington Ski 
Area. 
 

	  
Figure 203: Joe Novak with his wife during a warm day of patrolling. Joe always kept his 

NSP rust sweater close-by for days like these. 
 Spring 1975. 
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Figure 204: Russ Stilwell, Jack Greim and Friend (obviously preparing for mountain 
rescue duty in the “back bowls”, and Rich Novicelli wear versions of the rust patrol shell 

approved for warm weather duty. Circa 1975. 
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Figure 205: Trainer/evaluation Eric Strom evidently dressed appropriately for the warmer, 

humid weather during a Candidate S&T final evaluation. The modern alternative to the 
current red-and-black duty parka is his red-and-black vest worn over his black fleece 

pullover. 6 March 2006. 
	  

  
 
 
 
 
B3c. Ski Pants and Warm-ups 
Except for the first few formative years, MSSP has always had a formal dress code. Prior to the 
advent of the current red or red and black parka, ski pants and/or warm-ups were to be either 
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navy blue (preferably) or black. With the coming of the red parka, the navy blue was phased out 
and only black was and is currently permitted. Slacks and jeans were never allowed as 
outerwear, although they were always allowed under warm-ups. The style throughout the 1960s 
was to wear navy blue stretch pants with stirrups at the bottoms to keep them from pulling up. 
They were worn INSIDE of the boots until the “Disco” era of the 1970s. Then the pants became 
a bell-bottom style, still with stirrups, but worn over the OUTSIDE of the boots. This was 
STYLIN’! For snowboarders in particular, the looser fitting snowboard style of pants was and is 
perfectly acceptable. Although stretch ski pants have been out of fashion for some time, there is 
no policy that currently forbids the use of them. However, today’s MSSP Members virtually all 
wear the modern insulated, weather-proof warm-up type of pants…in any color …as long as 
they’re black!  
 

	  
Figure 206: Gil Levesque and Bob DeVoe evaluate Candidate Elaine Gloolek’s skill as she 

applies a cardboard “box splint” during her first aid practical test to a willing patient. Note 
the fashionable inside-the-boot stretch pants of the era. It would appear that Bob’s pants 

had undergone a severe case of “Sun-fade. 1968, December 1968. 
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Figure 207: Bob DeVoe, Janice Such and Cheryl Lemay found that it’s sometimes easier to 
check trails from the bottom up. The rope made it possible to check both sides of the trail 
simultaneously. Bell-bottom over-the boot stretch pants and warm-ups were both in vogue 

at the time…as long as they were navy blue. 1985/86 Season. 
	  

 
Figure 208: This MSSP Candidate S&T Test group photo shows that dress code has 

become uniform with red and black parkas and black pants. It surely would be difficult to 
lose these people in a snow drift.  

6 March, 2005. 
	  

 
 

Calls of The Wild! 
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After reading about the official duty uniform of the day, let us return to those glorious days of 
yesteryear, back in the early 1970s. Picture the following in your mind’s eye: Take three or four 
or five younger Patrolmen, say…in their very early twenties, and full of what we shall 
call…enthusiasm. Send them out together (this could be a mistake), on the hill for the night duty 
shift. They leave the patrol room looking relatively normal, except for a gleam in their eyes, an 
almost imperceptible grin, and a slight bulge inside the side of their parkas (noticeable only if 
you were looking for something out of the ordinary). An item of clothing that was popular at the 
time was reversible warm-up pants…yes they were the official navy blue on the outside, and no, 
they were not the modern bib-type, which made them easy to remove. Everyone also wore fanny 
packs then, backpacks were only worn by Nordic Patrolmen. So…all was well for the first fifteen 
or twenty minutes. Then…gradually, from various locations on the mountain, came these 
“honking’ sounds, kinda like the mating calls of the moose. You hear one coming off 
Steeplechase. There’s a “reply” from somewhere on Laurel. Do I hear another reply from 
Avalanche? There’s a muted one way back on Dom’s. They seemed to be calling one another. 
Then all would be quiet for about ten minutes or so. Then the calls would start all over again, 
but this time all might be coming from somewhere on Boomerang. Then...a “Gang” of rust 
parkas would appear, all bellowing down Hill 4 like so many ants weaving all over the slope. 
The sound seemed to be coming from the same location, moving with them. And what was that 
below their parkas? There was not a navy blue pair of warm-ups in sight! In their place was a 
totally outlandish variety of very brightly colored, vertically striped warm-ups. As these 
“characters’ got closer, one could now observe something shiny, attached to the side of each 
fanny pack. These Patrolmen had looped antique brass automobile horns through the belt at the 
side of their fanny packs, and were squeezing the large black rubber bulbs of the horns to make 
those “Moose Calls.” Had a new dress code been established? As John Wayne would have 
said… “Hardly”! However, these Patrolmen, whose names shall not be mentioned here (because 
they still wish to live), got away with this visual absurdity and audible communication technique 
for at least three or four years. It can only be deduced that this all ended for two reasons: the 
rubber bulbs on the horns cracked or rotted out, or, the Patrolmen eventually became literally 
too big for their britches. True story…ask an old timer! 
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B3d. Hats, Helmets, and Other Headwear 
Throughout the 1960s and into the early 1970s, hats, caps, headbands, and earmuffs were worn 
on duty at the discretion of each individual MSSP member, as long as it was professional looking 
and approved by the Patrol Leader. That said, the stereotypical “Morality” type wool hat, with 
one, two, or the highly preferred three peaks, was the fashion for MSSP and pretty much 
everyone else who was or wanted to be or look like somebody. They were comfortable, warm if 
they were lined, and stayed put in the wind. Although personal color choice was an option within 
reason, they were even available in a rust color to match the NSP parkas. There was, however, a 
small rebellion for a year or two when the majority of the patrol members felt that the philosophy 
of uniformity was taken a bit too far. Charlie Mackey was the Patrol Leader at that time. He had 
decided that hats were to be considered a part of the duty uniform and that all MSSP members 
should wear the same color and style. A batch of peaked hats was ordered at a very low price. 
When the hats arrived, they WERE Morality style, but they were synthetic – not wool, they were 
red – not rust, they had a small white or yellow cross on each side, and they were not lined – not 
warm. And although they might have been ordered with the best of intentions, patrol members 
had not been involved in the decision making process. The hats became known as the “Charlie 
Hat.” Needless to say, very few ever made it onto the hill for any length of time. Those hats 
gradually just disappeared, as did the edict. 
 

	  
Figure 209: As seen here, the wool ski hat was “the only way to go in the early days. Gil 

Levesque, Russ Stilwell, Harriet Terkelson and Lenny Butkiewicz. Circa 1975. 
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Figure 
210: There were always warm weather exceptions to anything… if one believed John 

Paturel or Lenny Butkiewicz. .Spring 1975. 
	  
  

Along Southington Trails! 
In the mid 70s, I had gone to what was then Glen Ellen, in northern Vermont to attend a Senior 
S&T Examiner’s Clinic. One of the staff members there, Sonny Cote, was wearing a western, or 
cowboy hat. Other than Gil Levesque, who had always worn one (but more like the Australians, 
he had pinned up one side of the brim with his NSP pin), the only person whom I ever saw with a 
cowboy hat was Olympian Billy Kidd from Steamboat Springs. It had been his trademark. There 
and then I told myself “I got to get me one of those!” A year or two later I had the opportunity, 
and “got me one of those”. I wore it the following season. Within a few weeks two more 
appeared, then another, and another. By the next season about a third of the MSSP was wearing 
them, as were a few members of other Connecticut Region patrols. Russ Stilwell had developed a 
type of wool earmuff with leather backing and a lanyard that attached to the sweatband of the 
caps he used to wear. They were perfect for the cowboy hats and “sold out” immediately. He 
also had a variation of them for warm weather, the lanyard assembly without the actual 
earmuffs. Yep…also gone in a heartbeat. Although everyone did not take to them, the cowboy hat 
trend basically lasted until rise in popularity of helmets. 
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Figure 211: Ah yes! The western look, now merely a fond memory of yet another by-gone 

era.. Fall 1981. 
	  

Many years ago, helmets had only been worn by professional Downhill racers. Eventually Giant 
Slalom and Slalom racers began to use them. As grooming improved and recreational skiers 
began to ski at higher speeds, there was a corresponding increase in head trauma accidents. 
Studies were done and it was theorized that helmets could reduce the intensity of at least some of 
these injuries. NSP and, therefore, MSSP developed a “show by doing” attitude. Helmet quality 
and style improved, and prices became more reasonable. MSSP members started wearing 
helmets. Today almost all members wear helmets. Currently MSSP members, along with all 
other patrons, must wear a helmet to enter the Drop Zone terrain park. 
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Figure 212: Helmets…the wave of the future, warm, safe, comfortable, and available with a 

load of creature comfort options. Casey Stilwell.  2004. 
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B3e. Fanny Packs, Backpacks, and Vests 
The original MSSP Fanny Packs were usually plain army surplus, olive drab, canvas, first aid 
belts with one or two-buckle fabric straps and a zippered pouch in which to carry supplies and 
equipment. The inside might or might not be segmented, in which case, packing supplies 
sometimes required ingenuity. This was important since these packs (sometimes called belts) 
were small and couldn’t hold all that much anyway. MSSP was lucky because the ski area was 
small and the toboggans were well supplied. The packs usually contained smaller supplies like 
muslin, bandages, sterile dressings, Band-Aids (we still used the brand name generically back 
then), rope, string, tape, and maybe a bit of foam padding. Equipment was usually limited to a 
Swiss Army Knife (there were no multi-tools then), carabineer, mini pipe cutter, saw blade, 
flashlight, and whatever the individual thought of that might still fit. Soon NSP offered that type 
of fanny pack in dark blue with the NSP cross on the back. Within a few years, the pack was 
offered in either canvas or Naugahyde in a larger size to accommodate more items, some with a 
separate small lower pouch to accommodate self evacuation line which had heretofore been tied 
on the outside below the pack itself. The packs were now compartmentalized for more orderly 
storage. Still, some MSSP members would “improve” on the design by adding their own 
customization for easier access and removal of items as needed. Some of these customizations 
were truly marvels to see. The Naugahyde packs were eventually retired for one major flaw. 
When opened up and laid on a slope or trail with a pitch of any more than one degree, they took 
off down the hill quicker than a “borrowed” cafeteria tray. 
 

 
Figure 213: Nina and Lenny Butkiewicz, and Ann Soule seemingly engrossed in a very 

strategic planning session on the last day of the season. Wasn’t it amazing that everything 
that a Patrolman required to perform first aid back then could be stuffed into those tiny 

fanny packs...including foam padding for splints? Kinda makes you wonder. March 1970. 
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Suggested Fanny Pack Supply List (circa 1970) 
 Recommended Items:  

1 box of assorted Band-Aids 
 8 2”x2” sterile gauze pads 
 6 3”x3” sterile gauze pads 
 4 4”x4” sterile gauze pads 
 1 roll 1” roller gauze 
 1 roll 2” roller gauze 
 1 roll of medical adhesive tape 
 4 large triangle bandages – muslin 
 6 tongue depressors 
 6 safety pins 
 1 10’ length of nylon rope or twine 
 1 Swiss Army type pocket knife 
 1 pair of blunt nose medical scissors 
 1 small notepad 
 2 pens or pencils 
 - foam padding  

Additional considerations: 
1 sterile field dressing 

 6 sterile alcohol wipes 
4 ties – muslin 

 2 pair latex gloves 
 1 wire splint 

1 pack of waterproof matches 
 1 mini pipe cutter or diamond saw blade 
 1 adjustable wrench or pliers 
 1 small flashlight 
 1 seam ripper 
 1 package of smelling salts 
 2 clear plastic bags – sealable 
 1 rescue blanket 
 1 airway 
 1 length of stocking net 
 
As the public became more and more educated, more was expected and required from patrollers. 
It was no longer simple first aid that was being performed. Thus, more supplies and equipment 
needed to become available at the accident scene. MSSP members finally began considering and 
then actually purchasing backpacks, formerly utilized only by Nordic Patrollers, from local 
outlets. Soon NSP began offering backpacks in their catalog. As the MSSP dress code evolved 
with the parkas and pants, it began to include both fanny packs and backpacks. Today either type 
of pack is acceptable, but it must be black. As the quest for comfort and efficiency advanced, our 
patrollers were constantly on the lookout for better ways to carry their duty gear. 
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Figure 214: Matt Schaffer was one of the early converts to the backpack as option to the 

growing need to carry more and more first aid supplies and equipment. Winter Carnival, 
December 2005. 

 

Some Patrollers also began purchasing red and black “fisherman” style vests with their many 
pockets, nooks, and crannies. In cold weather these vests could be worn over the patrol parka; on 
warmer days they could b worn in place of the parka. Like any other mode of carrying supplies, 
the vests had their pros and cons. We are, however, very privileged to currently have a great deal 
of latitude allowed with regard to how we carry our individual supplies and equipment as well as 
what we choose to carry. 
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Figure 215: Patrollers ready for just about any incident. Charlie Mallon with his backpack 
and loaded parka pockets, and Don Ludwig with both a fanny-pack and a patrol vest also 

with loaded pockets. Circa 2007. 
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B3f. Boots, Bindings, Skis, and Poles 
Even back at the time that Mount Southington first opened, patrolmen were urged to ski on the 
most modern, safe equipment that they could afford. Ski patrol members were looked at by the 
industry as expert, safe skiers. However, looking back from today, one might shudder at the 
images of that “modern, safe,” equipment. Leather double laced boots were still in vogue 
although some more adventurous souls had converted to buckle boots (still leather initially). 
Brands like Dolomite, Kolflach, Molitor, Henke, Nordica, Rieker, and the famous Kastinger 
Golden K, were among the popular boots back then. Because everything was made, at least 
partially of leather, including the soles, boots needed to be stored in “boot trees” to keep the 
soles from curling up. Then came a new era, one of wild experimentation with the advent of 
plastic boots. Remember the ultra rigid Lange, the split shelled Raichle Speed-Freak with its 
removable silver après-ski boots, or the ultra light single buckle, white Scott boots? How about 
the hinged Rosemont with its myriad of pads for individual fitting comfort, or the wax injected 
Hanson? Ask any old timer.  
 

	  
Figure 216: Judy Florian, Ray Macys, Jim Chagnon and Joe Novak all utilized cutting-

edge equipment and fashion of the day. Circa 1970. 
	  

Bindings were just changing over from ancient cable-release/pivoting-toe type to multi-angle 
separate heel and toe safety-release bindings as well as plate bindings. Cubco, Miller, Look 
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Nevada Grand-prix, Marker Roto-mat, Tyrolia, Spademan, Burt, Soloman, and others were being 
seen on the slopes. Most bindings now also came equipped with a slippery pad of something 
called “Teflon.” This was placed on the ski under the toe area of the ski boot to facilitate release 
more consistently. ZOWIE! 
 

	  
Figure 217: Burt bindings were the most technologically advanced bindings of the time but 

faded from use after only a few years. Circa 1983. 
	  

Before the age of ski-brakes, skis were kept from running off down the hill on their own by the 
use of runaway straps. Most were initially made of leather strapping about ½ inch wide and 6 to 
10 inches in length and attached to the ski through a slot in the toe or heel portion of the binding, 
and clipped to a buckle of the boot. But…the most notorious of these straps was called the 
“Long-thong.”  Although it was attached to the ski by the same method as other straps, it was 
about a mile long (read 3 to 4 feet), and was to be wrapped around the upper part of the boot 
about 50 times (read 3 to 4), and then attached back onto itself by means of a small buckle which 
looked a bit like an miniature old fashioned belt buckle. The theory was that if a ski came off, it 
would put a bit of distance between itself and the skier. In reality, it allowed the ski to windmill 
about. A number of skiers received pretty severe lacerations as a result. It was also a pain in the 
@$% to put back on while standing on any sort of a pitch or in deep powder (uh…huh…right! 
deep powder at Mount Southington). Thus, the invention of the ski-brake was a good thing.  
 
In 1964, quite a few skis were still made from some type of wood, oak, hickory or ash being the 
most common; most by manufacturers who are no longer in existence. Remember Headlund,  
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Lund, Northland, or Montgomery Ward brands? Ask any old timer. The new rage was the metal 
laminate ski. Skis like the Head Standard and 360, Hart Javelin, Rossignal Strato and Roc 550, 
the red-white-and-blue K2 Comp, Fischer Alu-RSL, the Kneissl Star series, and Dynamic VR17 
were a few of the “big boys” on the block. The skis back then had essentially no side cut or 
permanent camber. They needed to be stored base-to-base with a wood block separating them at 
the midpoint to retain their camber. Ski length theory was also evolving. It was initially thought 
that better skiers required longer skis. An expert patrolman should have skis equal in length to 
the height of the wrist when extended straight up above the head. Again, ask an old timer. 
However as time and technology advanced, lengths were reduced.  
 

	  
Figure 218: Bob Blair performs a “Tip Roll”, one of more advanced maneuvers of the era. 

Note the long, straight-sided skis and tall (somewhat bent) poles. February 1971. 
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Ski poles too, were making the change from bamboo and leather to metal and  most recently to 
carbon-fiber. The most prominent pole of the 60s era was the Barrecrafter steel pole. It had a 
stepped down configuration like that of a vintage golf club. It had leather wrapped grips and 
straps, and a rubber spoke basket around which was a steel ring. It definitely was not light but it 
could support an elephant. Some of the tips on these “classic” ski poles would be considered 
lethal projectiles today and are actually not legal to manufacture and sell anymore. The steel pole 
eventually gave way to more modern, lighter materials.  
 

	  
Figure 219: The Barricrafter steel step-down ski poles with rubber webbing and steel rings 

were a bit on the heavy side but were also virtually indestructible. 1969. 
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As time went on, MSSP would also see the addition of snowboards and tele-mark ski equipment 
to its arsenal of equipment. They would bring on their own evolutions/revolutions. Today there 
are so many specific variations and applications to consider. Boots, bindings, skis, and now 
snowboards must actually be tried by the individual prior to purchase. 
 

	  
Figure 220: Snowboarding Patrollers were becoming more and more prevalent by the end 

of the 20th century, as seen during this Candidate S&T Test with teammates Stacey 
Swenton, Amanda Schultz and Candi Waldren. 6 March 2005. 
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B3g. Toboggans 

Throughout its formative years, due partly to a limited amount of available funds, MSSP 
toboggans had to be procured as frugally as possible. The first toboggans were recreational ones 
converted for patrol use by the means of the addition of an upside down “U” shaped handle of 
sorts, made of iron pipe, installed through the top of the curled nose and bolted vertically to the 
base below. This made for a rigid bar which a patroller could hold onto. Patrolmen needed to be 
able to maintain a solid snowplow since they would be in a position for extended periods. It was 
somewhat like riding a bucking bronco, straddling just behind this handle, almost sitting atop the 
curl, with legs far out to each side. If the patient was positioned supine, head downhill, his or her 
face would (almost comically) be looking directly up toward the patrolman’s, um…er…, best 
side. If the patrolman was skillful enough, a change could be made to a sideslip position by 
pushing out in front of the toboggan, performing some quick hand maneuvering, and then 
changing into a sideslip. This took a bit of practice. Although there were attachments fastened to 
the rear of the toboggan for use of a tail-rope, one did not always have the convenience of a 
second person to assume that function.  
 

	  
Figure 221: MSSP initially used this old recreational toboggan that was modified for 

patient transportation. February 1971. 
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Another early type of MSSP toboggan was called the “Banana-boat.” This was by no means an 
official name, but one instituted by the patrolmen who used it because of its shape. The Banana-
boat was merely a fiberglass shell shaped somewhat like the bowls that a banana-split used to be 
served in. It was about thirty inches wide and about six or seven feet long, rounded at each end, 
with a few longitudinal grooves molded along the bottom which acted as runners (in very soft 
snow only). At one time there was a long, not too sturdy, “U” shaped handle which could be 
pivoted forward for the patrolman to use to control the toboggan from the front. It was kind of 
like pulling a baby carriage over ice. The Banana-boat also had a provision for attaching a 
tailrope, although it was seldom used. By the early 1970s both of the above mentioned toboggans 
were either relegated to use at the base of the slopes or for transport of equipment and supplies. 
By the mid 1970s they had disappeared from the ski area altogether.  
  

	  
Figure 222: MSSP’s unique “Banana Boat” toboggan. February 1971. 
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One of the first toboggans that MSSP purchased that was actually manufactured for patrol use 
was called the Shur-stop. It was about seven feet long, had a flat base, no sides, and curved up at 
the nose to prevent digging into the snow. It had a small runner (about fifteen inches long and 
one inch deep) on each side near the rear, and straps for securing the patient. The handles were 
unique to that particular brand. Although they closely resembled the handles of the currently 
utilized Cascade Model 100 toboggan, each arm had a rectangular plate welded vertically to its 
base. When the patrolman eased the handle downward, the plates would act as a plow or brake, 
thus helping the patrolman to control the speed of descent. One had to be careful not to drop the 
handles too quickly or the toboggan would stop suddenly, leaving the patrolman continuing on 
down the hill alone. The main drawback of the Shur-stop was the flat bottom without sides. 
While this caused the toboggan to be flexible over bumps, it offered no rigidity for backboard 
transport. By the late 1980s, the Shur-stops had also gone away.  
 

	  
Figure 223: The infamous Shur-stop toboggan. February 1971. 
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The other type of toboggan purchased early on, and still the mainstay of the MSSP, is the orange 
Cascade Model 100. It is a hollow fiberglass shell, about twenty eight inches wide and about 
seven feet long, four inch high side walls for rigidity, sufficiently deep fins, straps for securing 
patients or supply packs, folding handles and chain brake. Although the Cascade has continued 
to evolve through the years, the basic premise of the sled has not changed. Its light weight (45 to 
50 pounds) and ease of maneuvering has made it the overall favorite of MSSP.  
 

	  

Figure 224: Walt Behuniak, Bob DeVoe and Cheryl Lemay (check out the “bell-bottom” 
over the boot stretch ski pants) get in some extra practice with the Cascade toboggan. 1985. 
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Figure 225: Ron Orachewsky prepares to return a toboggan to the top of the mountain 

using the old way of “Lapping” it up Avalanche Double Chairlift. February 1971. 
	  

Cascade now offers a variety of options for attachments including a detachable carrier for 
bringing the toboggan to the top of the hill by chairlift, thereby eliminating the need to “Lap” the 
toboggan. 

	  

	  
Figure 226: The Cascade Toboggan Carrier attachment with MSSP added drag-line. 2 

February 2014. 
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MSSP Toboggan Pack Supply Checklist (From 2001) 
   1   Toboggan pad 
   1   Toboggan pack 
   1   Backboard 
   1   Cervical collar - adult adjustable 
   1   Cervical collar - pediatric 
   1   Set of head blocks 
   1   Backboard strap (color) 
   1   Backboard strap (different color) 
   1   Thomas (or other type) traction splint 
   1   Rope ankle hitch 
   1   Quick splint 
   3   Cardboard splints 
   12  Foam pads 
   4   Cravats in pouches 
   6   Ties in pouches 
   1   Yellow trauma blanket 
   2   Green army blankets 
   1   Detachable tail-rope with carabineer 
   All items should be clean and dry. 

Name: ___________________________ Date: __________________ 
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The Takedown! – contributed by Rick Knight 
When we used to have two t-bars where the Thunderbolt Triple Chairlift currently is, we had to 
be especially careful taking sleds up the t-bar lift-track.  A patroller would pull the sled into the 
track and straighten it out.  The lift operator would hand the patroller a “T” and he or she 
would put it under the sled handle behind their fanny, with the sled’s surface lift rope fastened 
across the handles in front of them.  The sled would settle back so the rope was across the 
patroller’s abdomen. Then with one hand on the “T”, and one on a sled handle, the patroller 
would proceed up the lift.  We always had another patroller follow the sled up so if anything 
happened, the second patroller could cope with it, rather than a customer having to try to figure 
out what to do.  
One evening during training, a sled was being brought up the lift and Dave Siegal was following 
it for safety.  Dave is a small guy but he had lots of energy and skill.  The patroller with the sled 
lost it somehow, and the sled started running backwards down the lift track, heading right for 
Dave.  He very calmly let his t-bar go, spread his legs, and let the sled slide between them. He 
then bent over and drove the sled’s handles into the snow, stopping the sled.  He then very deftly 
stepped over the handles, grabbed the sled and got out of the way before the next t-bar came 
along.  He finished this impressive feat by skiing the sled down the t-bar tracks between the two 
running t-bars. 
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In the 1990s, MSSP made contact with a new toboggan company called Traverse. This company 
was partially founded by a group of people who had previously been employed by Cascade. 
They wished to evolve the toboggan in a direction that the Cascade executives apparently did not 
want to pursue, so they formed their own company. MSSP eventually purchased three Traverse 
toboggans. These bright yellow toboggans did not outwardly appear vastly different from the 
Cascade Model 100. However, upon closer inspection one could see subtle differences in the 
“hull” design. It was virtually “bulletproof” owing to the fact that it was all double thick. The 
handles were beefier, narrower at the front, and there was a built in, retractable chair-lift carrier 
attached to the handles. There was also a third, long, central fin beneath the hull which, although 
it aided with the toboggan’s tracking on long steep runs, it made maneuvering the sled through 
moguls and winding trails much more laborious. It was also 10 to 15 pounds heavier! All of the 
technology seemed fantastic…on paper. In practice here at Mount Southington, the narrowness 
of the handles made maneuvering with a backpack or fanny pack more difficult. Added to all this 
was the very weight of the toboggan. The cons seemed to just outweigh the pros and the Traverse 
toboggans, although still retained by the patrol, have been relegated to use as backups only.  
 

	  
Figure 227: The unpopular Traverse Toboggan. 2 February 2014. 
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There is one more toboggan currently in MSSP’s arsenal. Named the “Mule,” it is used strictly 
for training and demonstration purposes. The Mule consists of a well used, stripped down 
Cascade Model 100 toboggan with its fins removed. The handles are one-of-a-kind, developed 
by MSSP in the late 1970s. It’s used to help patrollers learn to run in the bumps “outside the 
horns,” and for pushing the envelope by getting a toboggan out of control and then back into 
control without panicking. The rear section of the handles is similar to the standard Cascade 
handles, but then come together to form a single, central bar, extending to the front, where they 
once again separate, flaring out sideways like those of a motorcycle. Like any design, these 
handles have pros and cons. It is up to the individual patrollers, by experimenting with this Mule 
rig, to push their learning envelope and add to their toolbox of techniques.  
 

	  
Figure 228: The Mule Handle training toboggan from 1988.                    2 February 2014. 
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Almost from the beginning, a portion of the MSSP toboggans were kept in various incarnations 
of sheds called “dog-houses” strategically located around the area. This allowed both protection 
from the elements and quick response time when needed at an accident scene. Other toboggans 
are simply left out at specific area locations and brought in at night.  
 

	  
Figure 229: The author and Walt Behuniak do morning toboggan checks in old tarpaper-

over-plywood Doghouses on an early MSSP “commandeered” snowmobile. Circa 1974. 
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Figure 230: Current Doghouses such as these at the top of the Avalanche Double Chairlift 
are more durable than those of the past. They are now closed at the back and equipped 

with hinged doors in front.                    2 February 2014. 
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B3h. Other Major Equipment  
Backboards! The first MSSP backboards were made of wood, “coffin” shaped, with a number of 
elongated slots on each side for strapping and carrying. Sometimes there were two runners 
located along the length of the underside to raise the backboard off the snow or other hard 
surface and to make it more rigid and easier to lift. The wood was then varnished to waterproof 
the unit. The backboards were mostly used those donated by an ambulance company or hospital, 
or homemade, patterned after one of the former.  
 

	  
Figure 231: Two examples of the old wooden backboards with the "coffin" style at right. 30 

March 2014. 
As the years went on, the backboard’s shape and construction evolved. MSSP tried closed cell 
foam on an aluminum frame (light but unwieldy), plastics (waterproof but heavy and slippery on 
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the snowy hills), and even a professional hinged scoop style (hard to work with in the cold, and 
scooped up snow with the patient).  
 

	  
Figure 232: Home-made closed-cell foam on an aluminum base.     February 1971. 
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Figure 233: The "Clamshell Scoop" backboard. February 1971. 
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Figure 234: The "polymer" backboards; well-made but greased lightning on the slopes.  9 

February 2014. 
While some of these more progressive backboards are still kept in the patrol room, just in case, 
MSSP now regularly utilizes wooden “coffin” shaped backboards similar to the originals. Now 
however, they are coated with polyurethane. My, how far we’ve come. 
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Splinting, other than traction splinting has pretty much come full circle also. MSSP began with 
simple cardboard box splints which were cheap and easy to use and “customize” for specific 
applications. They were pre-formed, pre-scribed, came in large and small sizes, and some were 
even coated to be more water resistant. The only drawback was that they required muslin “ties” 
to secure them. 
 

.	  
Figure 235: The tried-and-true cardboard fixation splint as it would appear with a leg 

inserted. 30 March 2014. 
MSSP has tried using some of the higher tech splints that were used by ambulance corps. The 
first was the air splint. This was a long tube type of unit through which a patient’s injured 
extremity was inserted. The tube was then inflated like a balloon, thereby both protecting the 
extremity and immobilizing it with a cushioned wall of air. However, because this splint was 
made of a thin rubbery plastic, it did not perform well when left in a toboggan pack out in the 
cold. The plastic would harden and crack, if it could be inflated in the first place. Also, once 
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applied, there was no way to access the extremity to check for pulse, etc. The vacuum splint was 
much the same but worked exactly the opposite of the air splint. Here, between the inner and 
outer walls of the tube, were “BB” size plastic balls. When an injured extremity was inserted 
through the tube, the extremity, and therefore the splint could be adjusted to the most 
comfortable position. Then all air would be suctioned out using a small hand pump. The “BB’s” 
would be forced into any voids making the splint very rigid but without any pressure points. It 
worked quite well in a controlled environment but out on the cold hill, it had the same faults as 
the air splint. These splints were quickly abandoned. The toboggans have, for many years carried 
“Quick-splints,” which are basically two wooden boards, about eight inches by twenty four 
inches, separated lengthwise along the side by about six inches of webbing or strapping. They 
have the ability to be folded around three sides of an extremity (usually for a lower leg injury), 
padded, and strapped across the top of the extremity. 
 

	  
Figure 236: The reliable, easy-to-use "Quick-splint" is still carried in MSSP toboggans. 30 

March 2014. 
 
Although patrollers often carry a collapsible splint in their packs such as the SAM splint or 
simply something made of wire mesh, the most used fixation splint is still the cardboard splint.  
 

Traction splints are another matter entirely. MSSP has come a long way from having to tie two 
ski poles or two skies together and fashioning a winch from a stick and some rope. The first real 
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traction splint used by MSSP was the D-ring, or Thomas Splint. This was a great splint for its 
time, relatively simple to use if there were two patrollers, adjustable to many different length 
legs, readily adaptable to a variety of application techniques, and extremely sturdy. It did, 
unfortunately, take a bit of time to set up and apply. 
 

	  
Figure 237: The Thomas D-ring was the first "purpose-made traction splint utilized by 

MSSP. 30 March 2014. 
 
The D-ring eventually gave way to the Hare Traction Splint. The Hare was an evolution of the 
Thomas in that most of the setup was built in to the unit. This made adjustments and the actual 
application not only easier, but much faster. The Hare was also lighter, utilizing more modern 
materials. It is still being used today in all of the MSSP toboggan packs. 
 

	  
Figure 238: The Hare Traction Splint is the current MSSP equipment of choice when 

traction is called for.  9 March 2014. 
 
 
 
 
B3i. First Aid 

During the 1963/64 season, and for nearly twenty years afterward, the minimum required first 
aid credentials for membership with MSSP came from successful completion of two American 
Red Cross courses. First came the Standard First Aid course, commonly taught with the “Green 
Book,” then the Advanced First Aid Course, commonly taught with the “White Book.” Since 
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these courses were administered by a non NSP agency, all first aid credentials needed to be 
obtained prior to formally applying for MSSP membership. 
 

	  
Figure 139: Typical American Red Cross First Aid Manuals in use by MSSP in the early 

days. Circa 1970. 
	  

In the early 1980s, the Red Cross texts were supplemented by a manual published by The 
American Academy Of Orthopaedic Surgeons titled “Emergency Care And Transportation Of 
The Sick And Injured.” 
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Figure 240: Emergency Care And Transportation of the Sick And Injured Manual. Circa 

1983 
. 
Finally in 1985, the NSP instituted its own first aid program called “WEC,” or Winter 
Emergency Care. This new program proved to be a great deal more extensive than the American 
Red Cross courses. Whereas the ARC courses dealt primarily with the basic straightforward 
application of first aid, the WEC course additionally focused much more heavily upon 
assessment subtleties. WEC lasted until 1994, when it morphed into Outdoor Emergency Care  
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or, “OEC.” This change came about primarily because the patrollers were now performing first 
aid in venues other than at their home ski area during the ski season. The OEC course for an 
MSSP candidate was administered by MSSP and other NSP instructors. It began around Labor 
Day, went for about three hours a night two nights each week, and could last into December. 
OEC, although more heavily weighted in environments more likely to be encountered by ski 
patrollers, has an intensity which is on par with a typical Emergency Medical Technician “EMT” 
course. Medical terminology and protocols are more in line with advanced medical care so that 
patient transition between all agencies is more seamless. 
 

	  
Figure 241: Vintage WEC and OEC Manuals. These were much more comprehensive that 

the original American Red Cross first Aid Texts. 2014. 
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Have Stapler – Will Travel!- contributed by Rick Knight 
Back in the day, (early 1980s) we used to treat dislocated shoulders by using cardboard box 
splints.  We would fold them in the usual way and then cut them in two places to allow us to fold 
them into a triangle.  This provided a very strong support for an arm.  The difficulty with this 
technique was we had to cut holes in the cardboard and tie it up with cravat;, then we had to tie 
the support to the body.  This took a lot of time.  At a Senior first aid test very early in the 1980s 
Paula Knight drew a dislocated shoulder to treat.  She reached into her first aid pack, pulled out 
a very large stapler, and began to staple a box splint together faster than anyone else could 
complete the task.  The First Aid Examiners had never seen this technique and quickly said “Hey 
do you carry that in your pack all the time?”  Paula immediately responded “Of course!”  The 
examiners allowed her to complete the scenario.  She of course passed and completed the 
scenario much faster than anyone else.  That was the first time she had carried the stapler! 
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Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation “CPR” has always been a part of MSSP training. At first it was 
simply a part of the ARC Advanced First Aid course. Then around 1973/74, MSSP held its first 
separate, dedicated CPR course in the Mount Southington Base Lodge. About fifteen members 
attended. Soon after that, CPR became a separate annual refresher at MSSP. 
 

	  
Figure 242: MSSP’s First CPR course - Mike Bates, Lou Guererra, Walt Goldsmith, Janice 

Such, Laurie Beaulieu, Jim Chagnon, Paul Smith, Dean Beaulieu, Dorothy Goldsmith 
(doing all of the actual work) and five others not shown. 25 March 1973. 

	  

Back then CPR was sometimes initiated by performing what was termed a “Precordial Thump.” 
Ask an old timer about that one! The course could be taught by any credentialed ARC or “AHA” 
American Heart Association instructor. 
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Figure 243: Walt Goldsmith Performing The Now Defunct “Precordial Thump.” 25 March 

1973. 
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Figure 244: The American Red Cross CPR For The Professional Rescuer course is a full 

blown curriculum akin to that taught to Emergency Medical Technicians. 12 January 2014. 
 
There have been two major driving forces behind all this increased first aid training. Firstly, 
every year the skiing public becomes more educated with regard to the sport itself, thereby 
expecting and demanding more and better care. Secondly, when the sport was in its infancy, 
although equipment was not as safe and even the slopes were not as well maintained, most 
patrons took responsibility for their actions. Recently a single word, NEGLIGENCE, has crept 
into the sport. More members of the skiing public are prepared to point the finger of blame at 
someone other than themselves. Litigation is an expensive proposition. Therefore, any ski area  
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employee, including the ski patrol, must be prepared to show that they are thoroughly trained, 
and have administered all aid “by the book.” In just twenty short years, the OEC manual has 
been revised five times, and will continue to be updated to keep pace with the needs and 
demands of both the public and the sport. 
 
Eventually MSSP had put in place additional protocols, including those for mass casualties, 
exposure to blood-borne pathogens, Life-Star helicopter calls, and so on. #370 
 

	  
Figure 245: A Lifestar Helicopter Demonstration held in Parking Lot B.  

Circa 1980. 
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B3j. Lift Evacuation 
When Mount Southington installed its first chairlift back in 1966, the owners realized that there 
needed to be a procedure put in place, and training required, in the event that the chairlift needed 
to be evacuated. The MSSP was called upon to fill that need. A lift evacuation manual was soon 
devised, equipment was purchased, all patrol members were trained (along with key staff 
members from other departments), and a protocol was established. The first units were very 
basic; ropes, a “J” shaped metal tube to pass the rope through to prevent it from chafing as it 
passed over the chairlift cable, and a small wooden seat bolted to an up-right metal pole 
equipped with a safety strap, for stranded patrons to sit on while being lowered to the ground. 
 

	  
Figure 246: Lift Evacuation Refresher with Stacey Swenton operating the walking rig. Fall 

2005 
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The patrol soon realized that, if and when, one or more chairlifts needed to be evacuated, some 
or all of the key people that were required to coordinate the evacuation, might be among those 
stranded. Therefore, a new discipline was introduced, self-evacuation. Only Session Leaders 
were required to have this training, but a number of other patrol members opted for it also. 
Equipment for this was simple: one hundred twenty feet of 9mm braided rope, about ten feet of 
nylon webbing to make into a sling, and either two carabineers or one carabineer and a special 
“figure 8” lowering device. Self-evacuation only lasted about a decade before it was deemed to 
be too risky by the insurance companies. Additionally, every year, more and more area 
employees were being trained for lift evacuation. 
 
Lift evacuation equipment went from the basic rope-and-seat to rigs that could actually “walk” 
over the grips holding the chairs to the cable. They were heavy and somewhat complicated and 
awkward, took practice to use comfortably, and required more people on each team. High ratio 
pulley systems with safety brakes were even employed to facilitate the lowering of patrons. 
These rigs were retired in about 2010. MSSP currently has two member instructors, Rand Mange 
and Matt Shove, both of whom are very familiar with ropes, belays and related rescue 
paraphernalia. MSSP has returned to using the original rope and seat technique. With updated 
equipment and subtle changes in procedure, more, smaller teams can be put on the hill, working 
more efficiently and safer than ever before. 
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Figure 247: Page from MSSP Lift Evacuation Training Manual. 
Circa 1975. 
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B3k. Snowmobiles 

When the MSSP was first established, Mount Southington Ski Area had no snowmobiles at all. 
Then one or two appeared, along with a “quad” or two. These machines were primarily used by 
the lifts, maintenance, and snowmaking departments to quickly traverse the area. At some point 
in the 1970s MSSP was permitted to utilize one of these snowmobiles when it wasn’t needed by 
some other department. Finally the patrol became the “owner” of one of the used hand-me-
downs when the ski area purchased a new snowmobile. It was immediately modified to permit 
the towing of a toboggan and had box-like saddlebags mounted at the rear in order to carry extra 
skis, ski poles, etc. At first only Session Leaders, after being trained in its operation, were 
permitted to operate the snowmobile. Logistics soon showed that other patrollers would need to 
be trained in its use. After years of hard use, the hand-me-down was replaced by a new machine, 
modified once again for patrol needs, complete with a red and blue flashing light. At times it was 
quicker to get to an accident scene by taking the snowmobile with its attached toboggan directly 
from in front of the patrol facility, than to go up a lift, get a toboggan, and then ski down to the 
scene. Also, dragging a loaded toboggan across the flats, through a crowd, from Northstar, or 
returning a toboggan to the summit, was accomplished much more efficiently using a 
snowmobile. Although MSSP has always attempted to be as safe as possible when using a 
toboggan, ski area management has decided, with some validity, that any toboggan on the hill 
represents a potential legal liability should anybody run into it. Therefore management has 
cautioned the patrol, and all other departments to restrict snowmobile usage only to what is 
absolutely necessary. 
 

Figure 248: Josh Levin, Kristen Cirkot aboard a later version of ski patrol dedicated 
snowmobile during “Hawaiian Shirt Day”.	  

March 2008. 
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B4. Patrol Life 
As stated earlier in this chronicle, the original MSSP members were either already NSPS 
patrolmen associated with other local or club patrols, or potentially new patrolmen who needed 
to acquire their first aid credentials prior to joining MSSP. Since Gil Levesque was already 
acquainted with the registered patrollers, they were more or less taken on right away. The new 
unproven candidates were first given a very simple (by today’s standards) practical first aid test 
comprised of basic splinting and bandaging skills. 
 

	  
Figure 249: Gil Levesque and Bob DeVoe test Candidate Elaine Gloolek. Elaine’s fully 

stocked canvas “fanny pack” was typical of the era.  
December 1968. 

	  

They were then subjected to a rather informal skiing evaluation to determine whether they were 
potentially trainable for toboggan handling. It was more of a “follow me and let’s see how you 
do” couple of runs. 
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Figure 250: Session Leader Charlie Mackey takes Dawn Czinski on an early morning 

practice run. Circa 1975. 
 

Gil was the originator of the “gloom and doom” speech, informing the potential candidate of 
what it REALLY took to be able to wear the “rust-and gold” and “ski for free.” If the 
individual’s skills and attitude were up to Gil’s standards, he or she was accepted as a candidate 
and would spend the first season in training while paired with experienced patrolmen during duty 
sessions.  
 
Candidates were permitted to wear civilian parkas and ski pants as long as they were clean and in 
good condition. Candidates were “loaned” a small fanny pack to use for the season. This pack 
was expected to be filled initially from the candidate’s home “medicine cabinet” except for foam 
for the cardboard splints, which were provided by the patrol. As supplies were used up, they 
would then be replaced from the patrol inventory. Candidates were not allowed to display NSPS 
insignia other than a “Candidate Patch” on the parka or pack. Although patrolmen were allowed 
to “free-ski” as often as they desired, candidates were expected to sign-in, even on their “off” 
days, in order to gain experience. On “off” days candidates were not required to ski full sessions. 
They could come and go as they desired, but needed to sign-in and sign-out so that the Session 
Leader knew who was on duty at all times. Throughout the candidates’ first season they were 
expected to help out at every accident that they could get to, but not to take charge unless there 
were no experienced patrolmen available. At the end of the season the candidates were given 
another informal test, to see if their skiing skills had improved, if necessary, and to evaluate 
toboggan handling skills. These tests did not necessarily include separate stations for specific 
skills such as snowplow and sideslip (there was no such thing as a transition turn at the time), 
rather all skills were sort of melded into one or more “common sense” runs over varying terrain. 
Likewise the toboggan test consisted of having the candidate run an empty toboggan to an 
accident scene, picking up a “patient,” and then run the loaded toboggan from inside the handles 
part way down one of the main slopes.  The candidate would then take the tail-rope while an 
experienced patrolman (usually Gil) would take the front, and head down the slope. His primary 
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concern was neither rope management nor position. He wanted to know if the candidate could 
safely bring the toboggan to a stop in an emergency. Of course, both rope management and 
proper position played into the candidate’s ability to stop the toboggan. However, techniques 
were not overly micromanaged unless there was an obvious need to do so. If the candidate’s 
personal method worked and was safe, it was fine. If a candidate passed these end-of-season 
tests, had paid the required membership dues, had attended the required sessions, and had 
maintained a pleasant, positive, professional attitude, he or she was upgraded to that of Local 
Patroller and was allowed to order the official NSPS rust parka and pack. 
 

	  
Figure 251: Candidate Walt Behuniak tries the author’s NSPS “Rainier Red” parka on for 

size in preparation to ordering his own. February 1971. 
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Pulling Against The Tide! 

The end of the 1969/70 season was approaching. I was nearing the end of my Candidate season. 
It was a bright comfortable Saturday morning and I was enjoying myself when Gil Levesque 
skied up behind me. “Let’s do your sled test!” he said. A wave of anxiety immediately swept over 
me. Then I reasoned, “how bad can it be…I’ve been doing alright so far.” I couldn’t argue 
anyway, he was already off down the hill making his classic two turns to the bottom. At the base 
he told me that he would meet me at the top of Boomerang and that I should get a sled out of the 
doghouse up there. Up I went. At the top, I saw that the only toboggan available was an old 
Shur-stop. Ok, I’ve run them before, they were pretty easy to handle. I took the pack out and 
made ready to go. Gil arrived just then. He told me to run it empty to the flats on top of Hill 4. 
No sweat. Down Boomerang I went. I was a bit nervous knowing that he was following and 
watching me, but I guess I did alright because Gil just nodded when we arrived. He said that 
since he had personally trained me all season, he didn’t need to see me run front loaded. Cool! 
Instead, he said to take the sled down to where Chicken Ridge currently is and wait there. 
When I got there, I turned around and saw that Gil was talking to another Patrolman. Then they 
both skied down to me. That other Patrolman was Lenny Butkiewicz. Now, Gil was a big man; 
over six feet tall and well over two hundred pounds back then. Lenny was about Gil’s size and 
even a bit heavier. I was five feet ten inches and weighed about one hundred fifty pounds – with 
my skis, boots and pack. I thought “they’re going to do some kind of a demo for me.” No such 
luck! Lenny took off his skis and sat in the toboggan. Gil got in the horns in front. He said, “Don, 
grab the tail-rope.” WHAT??? So I took the tail-rope. I began paying out the slack as Gil began 
to inch down Hill 4. It was about half way out when Gil shouted “Ready?” and took off 
SKATING straight down the hill. Off I went, after them like the tail of a kite. A lifetime later he 
yelled “Stop the sled!”I went into a side-slip, probable in mid-air, and began pulling, and 
pulling, and pulling…About ten feet before the side of the base lodge the toboggan finally slowed 
to a stop. I was still breathing, more or less, and still uphill of the toboggan. I was staring at 
these two ear-to-ear grins. Finally Gil said in his gruff voice, “I guess you pass, but you still 
need a lot of work.” 
 
MSSP candidates and previously registered NSP members, whose skiing and/or toboggan-
handling skills were not yet at an acceptable level, were allowed to become “Auxiliary” 
patrolmen. Those who had not yet graduated from high school were allowed to join MSSP as 
“Junior” patrolmen. The minimum age for “Juniors” was evidently more of a gray area back 
then. Alan Levesque had already completed his first aid courses and had joined MSSP as a 
Junior patrolman at age thirteen, although he had actually turned to an ancient fourteen by the 
time Mount Southington officially opened for business in December 1964. 
 
As time went on, training needed to become more formalized in order to satisfy public demand 
for elevated skill levels in both first aid and ski/toboggan handling. With the advent of WEC and 
subsequently OEC, actual schedules were established. OEC training now began around Labor 
Day in early September, would continue for three hours a night, two nights each week, usually 
ending sometime in early December. By that time everything involved with the OEC course 
would hopefully be completed except for the first aid practical exam. This exam would be given 
near the end of the season so that the candidate had time to practice and observe actual accidents. 
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This was eventually moved up to coincide with the end of the OEC course itself so that the 
candidate would be able to actually work on accidents during the ski season, thereby increasing 
his or her usefulness to the patrol at an earlier date. 
 

	  
Figure 252: Josh Regan, Amanda Schultz, Becky Rancourt, and Ralph Frank practice 

assessments during their Candidate OEC class. Fall 2004. 
 

	  
Figure 253: Justin Regan checks to see if Phil Costello has serious abdominal injuries or 

has merely dropped his pizza all over himself. Fall 2004. 
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Figure 254: A tense moment during a Candidate OEC evaluation. Candidates Matt 

Shaffer, Marty Lautenschlager, Linda Regan, Brett Lautenschlager, Josh Regan, Skip 
Mudge, Amanda Schultz, and Kathy Munson are critiqued by OEC Instructors including 

Marty Welter. Fall 2004. 
 
Upon successful completion of their OEC/CPR course, Candidates were for a few years, issued a 
rust and blue parka to distinguish them as official MSSP members. These parkas had become 
obsolete when the MSSP changed its dress code to the “new” red and black parkas being offered 
by NSP and other manufacturers. The rust and blue parkas were taken from a patrol inventory 
when members turned them in for the new red and black parkas. A problem soon arose when 
there was a large Candidate class. It seemed that there were not enough of the more popular sizes 
to go around. Eventually the parkas were done away with. In their place blue vests were loaned 
out to the Candidates for the season to wear over their civilian parkas. The vests were relatively 
inexpensive and size was not as critical. Candidates were and are still expected to equip their 
vests with first aid supplies and equipment throughout the OEC course and to utilize them as 
needed.  
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Figure 255: Candidate Candi Waldren does a bit of snowplow work on Testor. 6 March 

2005. 
 

The main reason for beginning the OEC class so early was to have it completed by the actual 
start of the ski season. This was so the candidates could concentrate on MSSP policies, becoming 
familiar with the area itself, skiing, patrol skills, and toboggan handling, during the actual 
season. The best time for this on-hill training was determined to be on Sunday mornings, due to 
candidate availability and lack of crowds during that time. The Ski and Toboggan training, 
including patrol policies and area orientation would usually take the entire ski season to 
complete, a final skill evaluation being held around the beginning of March, earlier if at all 
possible. Classes were held every Sunday beginning the first Sunday in December, whether the 
ski area was open or closed; there was always SOMETHING that could be worked on. Sessions 
usually lasted from normal opening time until 2:00 p.m., with breaks thrown in as needed. 
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Figure 256: Candidate and S&T Instructors Group Photo at the top of the Avalanche 
Double Chairlift. 6 March 2005. 

 
As far as specific ski and toboggan skills are concerned, the expected competence level has 
always remained pretty much the same, but some of the required maneuvers have not. 
Maneuvers have evolved with equipment and philosophies. With the old skis, stem Christies 
(wedge-turns), although not preferred, were acceptable. This was because skis had no side-cut to 
aid in carving turns. Skiing was more of a hop-point-shoot technique…and always with the boots 
glued together as if you were on a single ski. The ultimate was to be able to “Ski like Stein 
(Erikson)!” Ask an old timer.  
 

	  
Figure 257: Cheryl Lemay was one who could exhibit the sought after form of the era. 

1985-86 Season. 
At one time, there was something called a “stop-box” in which panic stops were performed. 
Eventually that maneuver morphed into the current controlled tail-rope toboggan stop. MSSP 
still employs the “stop-box” in its training and in fun events but does not include the skill in its 
testing. 
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Figure 258: An informal Stop Box Competition on Whoopee. 1995. 

 
Transition turns as a formal separate skill, were totally unknown in the early years. Direction 
changes relied more heavily on short-swings and kick-turns (nope – no such thing as an alternate 
turn method).  
 

	  
Figure 259: Patrol Director Ron Orachewsky holds class on Boomerang demonstrating 

how to execute a kick-turn with style and grace.     February 1971. 
 
Short, medium, and long radius turns had not been established as maneuvers; instead, there was a 
“lookin’-good” free ski run that was used to determine a person’s ability. Training and testing 
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were not held on dedicated “bump runs.” Back then, since both snowmaking and grooming were 
much more primitive; there was plenty of crud skiing to be found. Ski-ability was basically 
survival skiing…with a few “gorilla” turns thrown in for good measure. Snowplow and side-slip 
disciplines have remained virtually unchanged. Toboggan handling has not changed all that 
much except that running outside of the handles was unknown, and tail-ropers had more latitude 
with their rope handling. 
 

	  
Figure 260: Cheryl Lemay and Walt Behuniak refresh their toboggan handling skills by 

giving Assistant Patrol Leader Bob DeVoe a ride down Avalanche. Back then, the patients 
were actually strapped in and positioned head-downhill even during training. 1985-86 

Season. 
 
 
There are two critically important items that MSSP stresses regarding our S & T training (as well 
as our OEC training). Firstly, many times there is a difference in training to pass a test with its 
artificial parameters, and training for “real-life” day-to-day patrolling. We consistently attempt to 
distinguish between the two and train for both. Secondly, the business that we train for is 
obviously, deadly serious. However, training and testing always goes better if the atmosphere is 
positive and enthusiastic. There are portions/topics that are always difficult, dry, or tedious. 
We’ve learned that if pupils can get some enjoyment and have a bit of fun while learning, they 
are more successful and enthusiastic. MSSP does not give up on anyone struggling with 
anything. The PUPIL must be the one to give up on MSSP!   
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New Member Checklist (From 1997) 
The checklist below shows the various pertinent components that a new member must be 
introduced to and/or successfully completed prior to becoming a Mount Southington Patroller or 
Alpine Patroller. 
Member’s Name____________________________ Date: ____________________ 
__________ on-hill screening   __________ sign-in / out procedure 
__________ OEC completion   __________ substitutions 
__________ CPR completion   __________ accident reports / map 
__________ lift evacuation introduction __________ accidents involving rentals 
__________ session scheduling  __________ repacking toboggans 
__________ absenteeism / tardiness  __________ lift evacuation equipment 
__________ horseplay   __________ area tour 
__________ public image / example  __________ location of toboggans 
__________ dress code   __________ checking toboggans 
__________ attitude    __________ opening / startup 
__________ patrol packs / supplies  __________ checking safety gates / brakes 
__________ off duty    __________ hazards on the hill / other 
__________ meetings    __________ closing trails 
__________ personal costs   __________ races / racing 
__________ dues    __________ location / use of snowmobile 
__________ benefits / privileges  __________ maze / crowd control 
__________ communication channels __________ courtesy at lifts 
__________ etiquette on the hill  __________ signals for toboggans 
__________ problems / confrontations __________ accident scene protocol 
__________ taking breaks   __________ sweep procedure 
__________ re-registration requirements __________ free skiing 
__________ special events / duties  __________ short radius turns 
__________ NSPS / MSSP organization __________ medium radius turns 
__________ MSSP bylaws / procedures __________ long radius turns 
__________ clinics / courses   __________ snowplow / falling leaf 
__________ patrol room tour   __________ side slip - toe / heel side 
__________ location of first aid supplies __________ kick or step turns - toe / heel 
__________ location of backboards / collars __________ transition turns 
__________ location of splints / traction __________ crud / steep / bumps 
__________ list of toboggan supplies __________ panic stops 
__________ location of toboggan supplies __________ equipment carry 
__________ location of flashlights  __________ empty toboggan 
__________ location / use of cand. parkas __________ accident approach 
__________ personal equipment storage __________ position in toboggan 
__________ patrol room cleanliness  __________ loaded toboggan - front 
__________ use of telephone   __________ loaded toboggan - tail rope 
__________ emergency/ other numbers __________ return by t-bar 
__________ use of bulletin boards  __________ return by chairlift 
__________ location / use of rain gear __________ return by snowmobile 
__________ location / use of radios  __________ ski tuning 
__________ comments / remarks   
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Candidate Final S&T Evaluation Score Tally Sheet (From 2005) 
 Evaluator #         1        2        3        4        5        6        7      P/F  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Short/med/long radius turns | | | | | | | |  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Comments: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Ski ability   | | | | | | | | 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Comments: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Snowplow   | | | | | | | | 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Comments: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Sideslip/kick turns  | | | | | | | | 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Comments: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Transition turns   | | | | | | | | 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Comments: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Empty toboggan / approach | | | | | | | | 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Comments: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Loaded toboggan, front  | | | | | | | | 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Comments: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Tailrope    | | | | | | | | 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Comments: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Training for the Candidates has always continued after the final evaluation as long as the ski area 
remained open, but was much more relaxed since the pressure of passing was over. Fun 
challenges, still with a purpose, were instituted as a part of the training, such as “Boogie Board” 
tail-rope races, team oriented obstacle course competitions, and learning to “Waltz” with the 
toboggan.  
 

	  
Figure 261: What could be more exhilarating than a Boogie-Board ride through a giant 

slalom course on Thunderbolt controlled by two tail-ropers who were the current season’s 
Candidates.- Marty Welter’s expression kind of says it all! March 2008. 
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Figure 262: The author explains the obstacles of the latest MSSP Obstacle Course 

Challenge to the participating teams. 22 March 2015 
 
MSSP tradition relates that, there is usually an MSSP S & T instructor who  picks out a 
successful but potentially tentative candidate and insist that the candidate (actually now an 
Alpine Patroller) take him/her down Thunderbolt while standing in the toboggan…face 
forward…with skis on…without a tail-roper. To this day there has never been a failure or even a 
tense moment. However, the heart rate of some of the “Tobogganeers” may have increased a bit 
during the trip!  
 
And…lest we forget, there is one more ritual that usually takes place on the last Sunday of the 
season, weather permitting. For a few, let us say, more “adventurous” but not very mature, souls, 
there has existed for forty some-odd years, the end of season follow-the-leader run (or runs)- 
Although this run is, in most respects, like any follow the leader run done throughout the season, 
alternate skis and uniforms are highly recommended. The reason for this suggestion is that by the 
end of the season, conditions have probably deteriorated somewhat. This means that much of the 
route may very well be over surfaces other than snow. And that’s where the “fun” lies; 
negotiating through or over puddles, slush, fast or slow grass, hay, dirt, leaves, twigs, and…well 
you get the idea. Insane as this all seems, every year there are those who thrill in taking these 
runs. Doesn’t it sort of make you wonder just what makes their minds tick? 
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Figure 263: Thunderbolt at the end of season, prime terrain for the “Follow-the-leader” 
last day run. March 1980. 

	  

The White Cliffs Of Whoopee! 
1996 saw a good group of about a half dozen Candidates. S&T Training had gone pretty well all 
season. Now the problem was where to hold the final evaluation. Almost the entire area had been 
groomed like a carpet. The snow was great all over…except for Hill 6. Even there, the snow 
itself was good. BUT the hill had been left un-groomed for the last part of the season and small 
moguls had grown into bumps, which in turn had grown into vertical steps and refrigerator size 
(and larger) cliffs. On skier’s right, the slope fell off into bushes, vines, and snow pipes 
separating it from Hill 5. On skier’s left was a smoother, more consistent pitch, but made up of 
soft deep mush, with a compound fall line going left into the woods. Aha…this was the perfect 
place for the loaded toboggan and tail-rope runs! Besides, there was no place else to adequately 
evaluate these skills. If the terrain ended up being too difficult, that part of the evaluation would 
have to wait until next season. Due to the unusual nature of this situation, practice runs would 
also be permitted before the actual evaluation. And if the practice run went well, it would be 
counted as the final score. There was nothing to lose. 
Well, it’s a bit difficult to explain if you weren’t actually there to see it. I guess one has to try to 
visualize multiple binding releases, toboggans getting vertical, tail-ropers going ahead of 
toboggans, front runners, on their backs with skis crossed overhead gliding off into the bushes, 
and so on. No obscene remarks were heard but some of the sounds emanating were somewhat 
uncanny. In the end, safety precautions actually had been observed, no one was hurt, everyone 
passed, and the tale of the only test ever held on “the cliffs of Hill 6” would be retold for years to 
come. 
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Figure 264: The Cliffs on Whoopee as they appeared during the Candidate S&T final 

evaluation. Spring 1996. 
 
For returning MSSP members during the early years, the season started in the fall, just as it still 
does, with a general patrol meeting. For MSSP officers and staff, the season started, and still 
begins even earlier. Much of the agenda was pretty much the same as it is today, scheduling 
refreshers, filling sessions, updates regarding changes to the area and patrol, fixing and 
maintaining equipment, etc. MSSP was tasked with an additional burden, actually until just 
recently. 
 
The patrol at that time was required to cut all but the largest trees and clear any and all brush 
beneath and in the vicinity of all chairlifts, anything that may hamper a possible lift evacuation. 
For the most part, this was all performed utilizing personal equipment. It meant hiking through 
briers, poison ivy, oak and sumac, mud, across brooks, over rocks, up ledges, into trees, and 
dealing with flies, fleas, ticks, mosquitoes, snakes, and a host of other critters and varmints. 
Thankfully the ski area has removed that onus from the patrol’s duties.  
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Figure 265: Looking up Avalanche along the Avalanche Double Chairlift Track, it’s easy to 
imagine how much more difficult a lift evacuation might become if the intruding brush was 

not kept at bay. February 1975. 
	  

	  

Figure 266: Patrol Director Steve Sidlik illustrated that sometimes hand tools and physical 
labor was the only way to get rid of potential hazards. Circa 1988. 
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Figure 267: A quick look up the Gorge from the Avalanche Double Chairlift shows some of 
the difficulties that patrollers encountered when they were charged with keeping the lift 

underpasses clear of hazards.                      2 February 2014. 
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There have always been annual First Aid Refreshers for MSSP. However, in the early years of 
the patrol, because first aid consisted solely of the American Red Cross Advanced First Aid  
“White Book,” the entire course was refreshed each fall. At that time, there were no permanent 
annual locations to hold the refreshers. Therefore they might be at a school or hall one year, then 
outside at a ski area the following year. 
 

The Fainted Lady! 
An incident, somewhat amusing now, over forty years later, happened at a certain station during 
an outdoor first aid refresher around 1970 or 71. The refresher was being held at Mohawk 
Mountain out in front of the main lodge. A number of  MSSP members happened to be at this 
particular station at the time. No names will be mentioned out of respect to the guilty. (Who was 
around in 1970/71…hmmm) Anyway, everyone was gathered in a circle, kind of half awake, 
listening to the instructor. At some point, a girl in her late teens (trust me) began stumbling 
around the inside edge of this circle, like she was drunk or “high” or something. As this girl 
came around, people began passing her off to the next person in the circle; obviously this was a 
plant and no one wanted to take the lead. Finally the girl just sank to the ground. The instructor 
just watched for a moment in order to take everything in. Then, from the change on the 
instructor’s face, people suddenly realized, this is REAL. Things immediately became serious. 
The girl had actually fainted, but had regained consciousness almost as soon as she touched the 
ground. Upon questioning her, it was discovered that she was diabetic, had been running late to 
get to the refresher, and had not eaten anything on that chilly, calorie burning, morning. The 
problem was rectified at once. Needless to say, the whole event had been an intriguing but 
embarrassing learning experience for all involved. That incident was notoriously related 
throughout MSSP and the region for quite some time. 
 
By the mid 1970s more appropriate locations were obtained for first aid refreshers. MSSP 
eventually attended refreshers at Talcott Junior High School in West Hartford, The UCONN 
Health Center, The University of Bridgeport, Strong Elementary School in Southington, and 
currently the Southington YMCA. With the advent of WEC and now OEC, it now takes three 
consecutive years to refresh the entire course. Additionally, days are set aside at Mount 
Southington to refresh CPR (including the proper use of portable AED’s), Lift Evacuation, and 
ski and toboggan handling. 
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Up Up And A-way Back Down! 
During the late 1960s and into the early 1970s NSP, and therefore MSSP, had as a part of its 
protocol, an endurance portion. NSP had mandated that a Patrolman had to be in good physical 
condition. In order to demonstrate this, the Patrolman was required to be able to ascend a slope 
or trail of 500 vertical feet within ¼ mile …with skis on, and then descend that slope or trail, in 
45 minutes or less. Since Mount Southington did not have that type of terrain, it instituted a 
modified version of that requirement. Patrolmen were therefore required to hike up the main 
face of Hill 5 (Thunderbolt) with skis on, and then descend the hill. However…there was to be a 
pace-setter. And Patrolmen were required to stay within a percentage of his time. The MSSP 
pace-setter was Ron (Roland) Orechewsky, who acted as Patrol Director under Gil Levesque. 
Ron was what might have been termed at the time, your stereotypical Austrian skier, in his late 
twenties, and in quite a bit better than “good” condition. Bob Blair, a young (early twenties) 
Patrolman at that time, was the only person to ever beat Ron at this challenge. No one else even 
came close! Needless to say the MSSP members were not too saddened to see NSP eventually do 
away with the endurance testing. 
 

	  
Figure 268: Ron Orashewsky MSSP “Iron Man” was pictured on the official Department 

of Transportation Map of Connecticut. 1972-73. 
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Back in the 1960s, the normal day for an MSSP Patrolman (the term “Patroller” had not yet 
come into use) usually started pretty much the same way as it does today. Since the patrol room 
was located in the farm homestead building at that time, patrolmen usually parked in the main lot 
across the street from the ski area. On busy weekends, area management would request that the 
area employees park in the back rows, leaving the front rows open for the paying customers. 
Some employees complied, some did not. When patrolmen for the morning shift arrived, usually 
between 8:00 and 8:30 a.m., they dressed and booted up first, then signed-in on the book on the 
Patrol Leader’s desk. The book would be closed and put away at the start of the shift. Thus the 
Patrol Leader would know if a patrolman arrived late for scheduled duty. In those days all 
patrolmen going on duty, whether a scheduled shift or not, were required to leave their NSP 
registration card with the Patrol Leader. It would be returned at the end of the shift, or when a 
non-scheduled patrolman wanted to leave. This way the Patrol Leader would always know how 
many patrolmen were on duty at a given time. The Patrol Leader would also sign-out the 
patrolmen as the registration cards were returned. In those years, the Session Leaders were also 
called Patrol Leaders, which was a bit confusing if taken out of context. It would only be a few 
years before the distinction between Patrol Leader and Session Leader was established.  
 

	  
Figure 269: Larry McKay pulls evening Session Leader at the administration desk in the 

original patrol room. During the day, the Red Barn Lodge would be seen out of the 
window. February 1986. 

 
Once the morning shift was signed in, those toboggans that had been placed inside at the end of 
the previous night’s shift were checked and brought out to the lifts. The patrolmen would go to 
the lift assigned to them by the Patrol Leader. The lift would start and the patrolmen would ride 
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up for a morning safety check and pull out and check any toboggans that were stored in the dog-
houses in their area. Once the lift and area beneath and around the lift had been checked, the 
safety-gate or cable would be checked. If all was safe, the patrolman would next perform a 
safety/hazard check of the assigned slope or trail. The patrolman would then give a report to the 
Patrol Leader who would be waiting at a designated point at the base of the mountain. This all 
took time because there were no radios back then and everything had to be done verbally or with 
hand signals. Only after the Patrol Leader determined that all was safe, were the public and other 
area staff allowed on a respective lift. The Patrol Leader would resolve any minor problems by 
assigning patrolmen to address them immediately, call Maintenance to fix anything major, and/or 
not open any lift or trail deemed to be unsafe. Grooming equipment was relatively crude in the 
early years of operation. Although not a routine job, there were a number of times when the 
morning patrol shift had to groom parts of slopes and trails by walking up with skis on using a 
“herringbone” or “V” maneuver, and then side-stepping back down until the area was groomed 
sufficiently for public use. Management would then be apprised of the general situation.  
 

	  
Figure 270: The look and functionality of the safety gate at top of Avalanche double 

Chairlift has remained virtually unchanged since the 1970’s. 9 February 2014. 
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For the first year or two, there were only three rope-tows and three t-bars for lifts. The ski area 
was more or less divided into two parts. The beginner/intermediate portion consisted of Hills 1, 
2, and 3. The patrol, for some reason, has always called the slopes “hills,” and indicated them by 
number rather than by official name when in conversation. Only the trails were called by name, 
probably because there was no logical way to indicate the trails by a number. The 
intermediate/expert part consisted of hills 4, 5, and 6, and any trails from the top (read summit). 
Since Dom’s Way and Turkey Turn did not originally exist and since there were no trails or hills 
that led from the top to hill 3, there was no quick or easy way to get to either half of the area 
from the other; thus the area was basically cut in two. Therefore it was sometimes necessary to 
assign patrolmen to do temporary duty on each part of the mountain, as well as inside the patrol 
room. Remember, there were no radios at the time. Once the Avalanche Double chairlift was 
installed, and Dom’s Way was established, coverage of the mountain was left to the discretion of 
each individual Session Leader. Formal hill duty assignments were usually dispensed with as 
long as the staff on any specific shift skied, or at least monitored the beginner slopes as well as 
the more advanced “fun” runs. Bear in mind that MSSP began as a small patrol of about twenty-
five to thirty total members. In order to supply enough coverage for the mountain, there were 
years when three sessions, rather than two, per week were mandated. When the patrol finally 
grew to a more workable size, the third required session was eliminated for registered patrolmen. 
It remained a requirement only for candidates, as their Ski and Toboggan/Orientation Training 
Session. 
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Figure 271: This vintage Mount Southington Ski Area Map illustrates just how difficult it 

was to cover the entire area without the convenience of radios, day and night, with a patrol 
of only twenty-five to thirty members. 1985. 

 
Annual Déjà-vu! 

Because snowmaking equipment at Mount Southington was neither as efficient nor as plentiful as 
it is today, if there was not sufficient natural snow, the area would logically try to open the 
easiest/popular areas to cover and maintain first. This would usually be Hills 1 and 3. Then the 
area would try to cover Hill 4 for the better skiers. The patrol therefore usually began the season 
by patrolling from what they called the number 3 T-bar. At that time one could access all three 
lower hills from that T-bar. The Patrolmen always used to say, “You know that the season’s 
started when we’re all lined up again across Hill 3”, secretly hoping that their first run, in front 
of the rest of the patrol and the ski school instructors, wouldn’t end up as a “yard sale.” This 
was also the time that everyone tried to remember the names of the newer members whom they 
hadn’t seen since the season ended last spring. 
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Figure 272: Gil Levesque, Harriet Terkelson, Lenny Butkiewicz, and Judy Florian renew 
friendships after a long summer. Circa 1975. 

	  

	  

 

Poop Springs Eternal! 
Bill Palmisano, one of Mount Southington’s major shareholders, used to own a few horses. In 
the off seasons, he would have a temporary fence put up in the area of Hills 1 and 2. He would 
use this area as a summer pasture for the horses, and it was kind of pretty to see them grazing 
out there during the warm weather. However…horses being horses, leave “mementos.” While 
it’s true that everything freezes in the winter, with the onset of warmer spring-like days, things 
thaw out, and the snow cover begins to melt away. Patrolmen on the beginner side of the area 
could be heard to say something to the effect “Boy! We must be nearing the end of the season 
now, I can really smell spring coming.” 
 
Accident notification and response was a bit different in the early days of MSSP. Again, one 
must remember that there were no mobile radios, walkie-talkies, or cell phones at that time. 
Telephones, hard-wired land-lines of both the rotary dial and push-button types, connected the 
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departments through the use of extension numbers. Thus, the patrol room was connected to the 
office, maintenance, ski school, etc., in that manner. As lifts were installed, for those in which 
the attendant at the bottom could not see the attendant at the top, a direct line was installed 
between the bottom and the top. This was the only voice communication system at the ski area. 
However, as stated previously, an alert/warning system was put in place to make patrolmen 
aware of possible accidents. Somewhere at the base of each lift, whether on a telephone pole or 
on the top of a lift shack, was a red light bulb. Adjacent to it was a buzzer. If the lift attendant 
was notified of an accident on the hill that that particular lift serviced, the attendant at the bottom 
would flip a nearby switch, sounding the buzzer and turning on the red light. Patrolmen in the 
vicinity always needed to be vigilant to these alert signals, and ski immediately to that location. 
Once there, the patrolmen would obtain pertinent information from the attendant, proceed up the 
lift, pull out a toboggan, and go to the accident scene. Once sounded, the alert could only be shut 
off at the direction of the patrolman. By today’s standards, this was a very time consuming and 
laborious method. But given the technology of the day, the limited access to each half of the 
mountain, and the limited number of patrolmen on the hill during any particular session, it was 
still the best method available. This was a major factor in the decision to have a constantly 
roving patrol rather than top shack and patrol room duty, unless there was an overabundance of 
patrolmen on duty during a given session. Once mobile radios were introduced, this system 
became obsolete very quickly. 
 
 

Buzzers And Lights And Gil – Oh MY! 
Speaking of lights and buzzers (weren’t we?), Gil Levesque had developed a way to test our 
alertness and awareness back in those early days. At some point during any given shift (with no 
observable regularity) Gil would unobtrusively (right, he was over six feet tall and over two 
hundred pounds) walk to the base of one of the lifts, flip the switch, turning on both the red light 
and the buzzer, and just wait to see how long it took for a Patrolman to arrive. Pity the poor soul 
that he caught standing on the hill not paying attention! Well…one evening around dusk, Walt 
Behuniak and I just happened to be standing at the top of Hill 3, gabbing. Pretty much at the 
same instant, we caught sight of Gil, walking across the bottom of the hill toward the rope tow 
on Hill 2. We looked at each other with this silly grin on our faces. Oh boy, this was gonna be 
good! No words were spoken. We slowly drifted across the top of Hill 3, then across the top of 
Hill 2, and finally down along the far side of Hill 1. We were watching Gil all the while, happily 
observing that he was intent upon his duty. At last Gil arrived at a telephone pole near the base 
of the #2 Rope-tow and was looking up toward Hills 3 and 4. We had by that time glided up as 
quietly as possible directly behind him. We could hardly contain ourselves. The moment Gil 
flipped the switch, we blurted out something to the effect of “Hey Gil, what’s the matter? 
Where’s the accident?” He jumped right off the ground and swung around immediately, eyes 
bulging, mouth wide open. The look was priceless…and us without a camera. Half the ski area 
probably heard him shout “What the…where’d you two come from?” There were more words 
that are best not repeated here. It’s my guess that Gil was much more observant after this 
because nobody ever caught him unaware again. 
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Figure 273: This view, largely unchanged since the 1970s is looking from Snowflake toward 

end of Dom's Way with the then top of Stardust (Hill 3) beyond the snow guns. This was 
the quickest route to the beginner slopes from Stardust.  

9 February 2014. 
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Figure 274:	  Gil’s “Pole-of-woe”, with the red light and buzzer (since removed), still on site 

at the base of Snowflake.  9 February 2014. 
 
In the formative years of MSSP, the actual handling of accidents was approached somewhat 
differently than they are now. It’s true that accident scenes were always blocked off by crossed 
skis and policed by whatever ski area staff happened to be on scene. But because first aid 
training was generally limited to that of the American Red Cross Basic and Advanced First Aid 
standards of the time, the activity was more heavily directed at the physical aspect of 
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immobilization, bandaging, and transportation, unless it was pretty obvious that more needed to 
be done on site. It was theorized that, due to the relatively limited training at the time, the 
nuances of medical conditions or injuries usually would not make a significant difference 
regarding how the accident was handled on site. It was considered more important to get the 
patient inside and to a doctor or hospital as possible. Patrolmen were only first aiders. It must 
also be remembered that in those days, most skiers were considered to be healthy, active, 
individuals; and in general, skiing speeds were much slower. Due to the type of available terrain, 
and the personal equipment used by patrons at Mount Southington, most injuries of the day 
ended up being relatively obvious and mostly minor. Medical emergencies were almost unheard 
of because people with medical conditions rarely skied back then. The same generally held true 
for those with physical disabilities. 
 

Working At The Speed Of Life! – contributed by Rick Knight 
Friday nights used to be the fun night to close the mountain.  We would have wine and cheese, 
maybe go “traying” down Hill 4, and just have a nice laid back relaxation time.  This was when 
our Patrol Room was in the location currently used by the Night Manager and the Ski School 
sales desk.  The aid room was where the current Night Manager’s office is and our rest area was 
where the Ski School sales desk is.  We had a door opening out to the porch facing South. One 
Friday evening we were relaxing and talking.  We heard a car racing up and down Mount 
Vernon Road, but we didn’t pay much attention to it until we heard a low rumbling sound, then 
an incredibly loud sound, accompanied by the entire building shaking.  
I was sitting in a chair with my back to the South wall, next to the door.  I jumped up and opened 
the door.  I was not sure what I was looking at.  There were pieces of 4”x4” posts falling out of 
the sky.  Luckily I was under the porch roof.  There was also this big black thing in front of me 
that I could not immediately identify until I saw a spinning wheel.  A car had come off the road 
at what the police estimate to be about 90 miles per hour.  Coming up the hill by the road caused 
it to flip onto its roof.  Luckily it hit the huge oak tree that used to be in front of the building, and 
hit all the corrals used for people lining up to buy tickets. They were made from 4”x4”s stuck in 
the ground then ran to the building.  
Once we realized what had happened, I ran to the far side of the car and climbed in to try to get 
to the driver.  Paula reached in from the partially crushed other side but could not reach the 
driver.  I was able to get to him and took a pulse.  This was the first time I ever took a pulse on 
someone without knowing if I would find one.  Luckily, I did.  There was a windshield wiper that 
looked like it had impaled his cheek, but when I touched it I realized it was broken in half and 
was just resting against his cheek.  Someone called 911 and the Fire Department came.  They 
had to use the Hurst Jaws of Life to tear open the car to get to the driver.  Alan Levesque 
assisted the Firefighters in putting a traction splint on the driver who, as it turns out, broke most 
of the bones on one side of his body.  He did live, and in addition to all the motor vehicle 
charges, he was charged with stealing rental boots from the ski area.  
When I got out of the car after the Fire Department arrived, I realized my sweater was drenched 
in blood.  Today that would result in me going to the Hospital to be evaluated.  Back then, I took 
the sweater off, cleaned up the clothes under it as best I could, put the sweater in a garbage bag, 
took it home, and washed it. 
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Transportation off the hill in the early days of MSSP was performed much the same as it is today 
although a major difference was that there were no snowmobiles available at first. Also, although 
a employing a tail-roper was highly preferred, due to the fact that the patrol was smaller, the 
chance of obtaining an additional patrolman to act as a tail-roper was also smaller. Many 
accidents were handled one-on-one. One of the patrolman’s biggest hopes was to find ANYONE 
to help to drag the toboggan across the flats, especially from hill 1 (where it seemed the majority 
of the accidents with the heaviest people occurred) all the way over to the patrol room, then up 
the ramp and inside. Doing this a few times during a single shift could really..er..um…build up 
one’s stamina. Only after the patrol facility was moved to its current location were various 
wagons or carts designed and put into use to eliminate the necessity of dragging or carrying a 
loaded toboggan up the entrance ramp and into the patrol room.. They are still being refined and 
improved. And…at long last, a toboggan with a purpose built snowmobile hitch was purchased 
to put to an end (mostly) the need to physically lug a loaded toboggan across the base of the ski 
area, especially if there was little or no snow. 
 

	  
Figure 275: Vito Savino and Ralph Green building stamina by hauling a toboggan from 

Northstar to the patrol room. February 1982. 
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Figure 276: The latest iteration of MSSP’s Toboggan “Draggin' Wagon.       2 February 
2014. 

Current first aid is, out of necessity, much more involved than in the past. Thus, there is more 
intense, thorough, and knowledgeable continuation of patient care in the patrol room than there 
used to be. This is a win-win situation for all involved and makes for a more seamless transition 
between the patrol and advanced medical care. Records are more concise, terminology more 
common between organizations, and handling protocols more alike when turning over 
responsibilities down-stream. Many times follow-ups are requested and thank-you cards and 
letters are received by MSSP. 
 

	  
Figure 277: An Accident Follow-up Card, like the one seen here, might be given to a patient 

or the family of, with the hope of learning how the patient fared. 18 January 2009. 
	  

 
 
 
Once a patient was properly “dispositioned,” the patrolman had to look forward to dragging the 
toboggan all the way back, or “lapping” it up the chairlift (one trip with the toboggan, a second 
trip with the pack), hopefully with a partner. There were no carriers for the toboggans at the time 
and some of the toboggans were of the Shur-stop variety… a different animal altogether. 
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Patrolmen also needed to be able to return toboggans to the top of the rope-tows or t-bars, alone 
and fully packed. Now THERE was a learning experience, especially with the Shur-stops which 
had no safety rope across the handles! 
 

The Long Ride Home! 
Since at least as far back as the 1970s, and even now, school groups would arrive in their yellow 
busses. Back then a Patrolman would always go into the parking lot when a group arrived that 
was new to Mount Southington. A brief talk would be given about the area rules and 
consequences, where to go in case of an injury or problem, and instructions for the chaperones. 
Unfortunately a problem which never seemed to go away completely was that the chaperones 
never seemed to bring an extra, large car, in case a student became sick or injured. The only 
options were to either call an ambulance, have a parent drive to the area to pick up their child, 
or, if the injury was relatively minor (and with the consent of apparent), have the patrol load the 
child onto the school bus at the end of their session. It is still a bit unbelievable how many 
children were carried up and around that ninety degree turn through the front door of the bus, 
wearing a cardboard leg splint, while being carried on MSSP’s “Pizza Board”. One can only 
imagine how they were extricated from the bus after returning home. 
 

	  
Figure 278: The indispensable Pizza Board has seen much use through the years yet 

remains virtually unchanged; it perfectly fits the adage “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”  9 
March 2014. 
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Patrol duties were varied in years past, much as they are today. As would be expected, through 
the years, some duties have disappeared while new ones have come into existence. Checking and 
opening lifts, slopes, and trails has remained about the same except that there is now radio 
communication between patrollers, and with other departments. Coiled ropes with streamers and 
posted signs indicating closed slopes and trails have been replaced by bright orange webbing that 
can be retracted into protective boxes mounted on poles or trees. “Doghouses” for storing 
toboggans, although not “fancy” looking, are constructed much sturdier, are more weather-proof, 
lockable, and are more plentiful. This means that the toboggans normally no longer need to be 
hauled up the hill every morning and back down every night. Currently, if the patrol staff is 
minimal for opening for the day, our dedicated snowmobile is available to facilitate this duty. In 
recent years, MSSP has been able to count heavily upon the Mount Southington Ski Area 
Rangers to help with the opening and closing procedures. It is still the duty of the patrol to mark 
hazards, such as bare spots, that cannot be removed. But instead of using a long heavy iron poker 
to place marking poles and netting, a portable power drill is employed to make holes through ice 
(did I really say ICE?…I meant Eastern Powder!) and snow. Patrollers are still ambassadors of 
the ski area. Members, in addition to treating medical emergencies and injuries, offer help, 
advice, directions, and general information to patrons. 
 
From the area’s inception until around 1987, MSSP was, in addition to being the Samaritans of 
the mountain, the POLICE of the mountain. This was probably the most unpleasant routine duty 
that they were burdened with because it gave a somewhat conflicting image to the public. One 
minute a patrolman might be aiding a seriously injured person; the next minute a patrolman 
could be confiscating the season’s pass from some patron caught in the act of violating an area 
rule or policy. This needed to change. It was in 1987 that Mount Southington established the 
Ranger program. The Rangers, in their bright yellow parkas, now became the rule enforcers 
throughout the ski area property. No longer would the patrol have to control unruly customers, 
break up fights, chase hill “bombers” or those entering closed trails, watch for persons cutting lift 
lines, checking tickets, or those who wished to leave the area with some “extra equipment, etc.” 
How often and for how long had patrolmen stood part way up hill 4 shouting “Please put your 
safety bar down!” Although the patrol still retained the authority to perform these duties, it was 
better for all when these responsibilities were formally handed over to the Rangers. 
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Here Comes De Doc – Here Comes De Doc! 
For a great many years, particularly on Sundays, a man could be observed walking along the 
base of the mountain, speaking to patrons here and there, sometimes appearing to be issuing 
orders to various staff members. He predictably wore a tan Moriarity style wool hat pulled down 
over his ears, a dark blue parka, tan slacks, and dark winter boots. He would seemingly just 
stroll over to a Patroller or any other employee and direct them to perform some duty that he 
wanted taken care of and expect it to be done immediately. He never identified himself. Why, he 
talked (although very pleasantly) like he owned the place! Well…he did…I mean, own the place. 
It didn’t take long before we found out that we had been talking with, or rather listening to, Dr. 
Harold Richman. 
We quickly determined that it would be best if we accommodated his requests. Most of Dr 
Richman’s requests involving the patrol consisted of regulating the amount of a maze to open or 
close. He wanted this done in order to keep lift-lines from trailing out across the bottom of a 
slope but not requiring customers to wind back and forth needlessly through these mazes. Before 
the current mazes, which are constructed in easily moveable sections, mazes were built of 4”x4” 
posts about four feet high, driven permanently into the ground, connected near the top by 1’ x 6” 
boards about six feet long. They actually resembled a maze meant for driving cattle through. 
There were ropes placed strategically to permit certain sections to be opened or closed, thus 
varying the overall length of the maze. This was one of Dr. Richman’s institutions, and he 
governed it well. 
He was the only owner that we saw on a regular basis checking the day-to-day operations at 
Mount Southington, either from the base or skiing with the Area Manager or patrons. He really 
cared. 
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Figure 279: Doctor Harold Richman in his “Uniform du jour” was frequently but 

unobtrusively, on site to ensure that operations ran smoothly and that the customers were 
happy. March 1993. 
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Making The Cut! 
Whenever Mount Southington became crowded, a situation which occurs at all ski areas 
happened…cutting lift-lines. Because of the way that the old mazes at Mount Southington were 
built, it was very easy to duck under the top cross-bar and sneak into line. 
One Saturday or Sunday many years ago, Gil Levesque and his fellow Patrolman, Lenny 
Butkiewicz put together a scheme to make people think twice about trying to cut the lift-line. To 
set the scene, the following must first be visualized. Gil is a big man, in his thirties, six feet plus, 
two hundred pounds plus, in NSPS uniform, Australian type cowboy hat, patrol pack, and a loud, 
gruff, voice. He presents a quite formidable looking figure. Lenny is about Gil’s height, a bit 
heavier than Gil, and is dressed in civilian clothes. Also remember, at that time, some people still 
skied on wooden skis and had lace-up leather boots. 
The location is at the bottom of Hill 4 at the Avalanche Double Chairlift loading area. There is a 
small operator’s shack with a single door next to the front of the lift-line. OK? OK! Now…Lenny 
has been skiing for a few runs and has been cutting the line every chance he gets. Gil has caught 
him a few times and has warned him about it. The lift-line is getting longer and more and more 
crowded. 
Finally Gil catches Lenny trying to cut the line once again. Gil has had enough! He shouts, 
”Hold it right there…I warned you but you just won’t listen! I’ll take care of this right now!” 
They are both right at the front of the line. Everyone is looking. Gil steps in front of Lenny, 
blocking his way. He reaches into the operator’s shack, brings out a big axe, and with two quick 
blows, chops Lenny’s wooden skis in half. He then quietly says, “Guess you won’t try that again 
for a while” and casually walks away with the axe, leaving Lenny to pick up the pieces. Word got 
around mighty quickly about this incident. 
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Figure 280: Seeing the Avalanche Double Chairlift Maze much as it was when originally 
constructed, it should be easy to visualize the commotion caused when Gil chopped up 

Lenny’s skis. Circa 1980. 
 
A major MSSP duty has always been “Sweep.” On weekends in the late 1960s and at least 
through most of the 1970s, the ski area would close the hill at 5:00 p.m. to allow the slopes and 
trails to be re-groomed for night skiing. This would also ensure that customers holding limited 
daytime tickets would be off the hill. Therefore, on duty patrolmen would need to shut off the 
lift-lines in orderly fashion and sweep all trails and slopes. At times, depending upon the number 
of staff available, this could become somewhat of a logistical puzzle. Ask any old timer. Normal 
closing times throughout the early years varied somewhat also, some years at 10:00 p.m., other 
years, at10:30 p.m. 
 
The actual area closing procedure was much less coordinated between departments back then. 
Normally, lift-lines to secondary lifts were cut off first, rerouting patrons to the primary lifts. 
Those secondary lifts were then closed and checked by the patrol. The primary lifts, the 
Northstar Double and the Thunderbolt Double Chairlifts, would usually be the last to close. The 
lift-lines were cut off, by having one or more patrollers block off the entrance to the ”maze” and 
then follow the last customers through to the lift. Once the last of the customers had gotten on, 
the patrollers would also get on, with instructions to the attendant that NOBODY was to follow. 
Once the last patroller reached the top of the lift, it would be shut off. If the lift attendant at the 
top was going to ride the chairlift down, he/she would need to hustle to get on before it restarted. 
The timing, about a three minute wait, was usually a result of a phone call between the top and 
bottom attendants, after which the telephone was disconnected and brought down by the 
attendant. Since there were no radios then, and since the top attendant had disconnected the 
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telephone in order to take it in for the night, this was a one-time chance. If the attendant missed 
the chair, it would necessitate a toboggan ride to the bottom. Eventually radios and snowmobiles 
made this procedure obsolete. The basic technique for sweeping the mountain has changed little 
since the beginning. Patrollers still descend slowly and carefully, checking the woods as well as 
the trails and slopes themselves, for tracks, people (whether injured or just hiding), and potential 
hazards which may have developed. They still stop as needed, listen, call, and/or enter suspicious 
areas, meet at designated checkpoints, and wait until all hills are clear before going inside. Area 
management and/or relevant department supervisors are informed of the hill status before the 
mountain is officially considered closed. Gone are the nights when sweep might have been 
performed while snowmaking guns were already blowing snow onto the trails and slopes, 
groomers were already grooming certain areas, or in the dark because somebody had 
inadvertently turned off all of the lights on the mountain while sweep was still in progress. 
Thankfully better prepared protocols have eliminated the nights when patrolmen may have been 
caught on a chairlift AFTER the attendant had stopped it thinking that it was empty. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wine Time! 
It seems that the farther back one goes, the slower the pace of the world seems to have been, and 
the more time Patrollers had to enjoy it. Back in the late 1960s and well into the 1970s, Gil 
Levesque (and at times, some other Session Leaders) would have a small way to let the 
Patrolmen who were going off duty, wind down. When everyone had put their skis away, and 
changed into their civilian clothes, Gil would invariably shout “WINE TIME!” Out from under 
his desk would come some small paper cups and a gallon of Catawba Pink or some other red jug 
wine that had spent the day in a secret cache under the snow staying cold. Everybody that was of 
legal age would get one cupful. Those under twenty one would get soda, cider, juice, or some 
other soft drink. On good days, there might even be some chip, pretzels, or even….cheese and 
crackers! That’s how it all started. 
As the years grew, so did the menu. One old-time Patrolman, Jack Grimes, had access to 
excellent cheddar cheese blocks. He would save the center cut, or “heart” for patrol get-
togethers. Someone got the recipe for “Glug” a traditional Scandinavian hot alcoholic drink. No 
leftovers there! There were, and actually still are, certain sessions that Patrollers would sign up 
for, solely because of the almost unbelievable “après sweep” feasts associated with those 
sessions. Naturally there were interlopers, however all were always welcome. 
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Figure 281: Patrol Leader Bob DeVoe, a butcher by vocation, prepares the main course for 

a Tuesday Night Après-Sweep Dinner. March 1980. 
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Figure 282: This is what became a typical Tuesday Night Après-Sweep Dinner, here 
enjoyed by Rob Botti, Bruce Terkelson, Nat and Judy Florian, Lori and Bob DeVoe, Steve 
Firth, Joe Rao, and Bill Nordby. It begs the question of how many were actually Tuesday 

night Patrolmen. March 1980. 
 

Wine, Women, Men, And Song! 
During the 1970s, having fondue parties seemed to be all the rage. Take a fondue pot (read 
crock pot), melt some good cheddar or other cheese (or in some cases, chocolate) in it, take a 
long toothpick, skewer it with a cube of day old bread, dip it into the melted cheese or chocolate, 
and voila…fondue. Mix in two fountains flowing with red and white wine, add live band playing 
the music of the day, invite the whole ski area staff, and have a rockin’ good time. This was the 
era of bands like “Blood, Sweat, and Tears”, “Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young”, “The Beatles”, 
“Carlos Santana”, and “Jackson Browne”, among many others. Irving Hill, a.k.a. Tex, ran the 
cafeteria in the lower level of the base lodge back then. The fondue parties were held in the 
upper level of the barn, so Irving came to all the parties. He was a large man in all respects and 
dimensions. At each and every party, Irv would invariably ask the band to play “Rollin’ On The 
Riva” (a.k.a. Proud Mary).  At the first note, he would be up and dancing, and kept on dancing 
until he was too tired to stand. 
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Figure 283: Bob Blair “field tests” the fondue for quality while guests patiently await the 

verdict. 1975 season. 

	  
Figure 284: Carl Russell, Director of Maintenance at the ski area, closely “supervises” Ted 

Mackey as he replenishes the red wine fountain in preparation for the next onslaught. 9 
March 1974. 
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Figure 285: The Coalition, based in the Newington area was usually the band of choice for 
the MSSP shindigs It consisted of Ray Martin, Jay Miggens, and Steve Kortu. A young Bob 

Patenaude was never shy about being one of the first on the floor. 9 March 1974. 
 

	  
Figure 286: At MSSP Fondue Parties, some watched some danced. 

Most danced! 1975 season. 
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As with all things, time moves on, interests change, and the fondue and dance parties gradually 
disappeared. There were still, however, the summer patrol picnics, held either at private cottages 
at the beach, or at state parks. Once again, great food, great friends, and as most MSSP functions 
go, few, if any, leftovers! Did I mention that the food was great? 
 

	  
Figure 287: One of the earlier patrol picnics was held at a cottage at a private Branford 

beach. Cheryl Lemay, Scott Dillon, Ingrid Jahr, Cindy Falzarano, Nat Florian, Bob 
Patenaude, , Brian Badorek, and Smigg Clingman, all clearly illustrate just what one does 

after consuming a hearty meal in the summertime…as little as possible. Summer 1973. 
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Figure 288: The author and Walt Behuniak make a valiant after-lunch attempt at a bit of 
strenuous exercise. I think that the game might have been eventually called off on account 

of darkness.   Summer 1973. 
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Figure 289:  At a more recent picnic held at Hop Brook Dam State Park near Waterbury, 
Lori DeVoe and Gil Levesque display early morning (read before the food comes out) “vim 

and vigor.” Summer 1980. 
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Figure 290: Although it may be difficult to believe from this photo, it was all fun and games 
throughout a long morning of ideal weather; then came the food.  Here Steve Firth, Sandy 

Levesque, Roxanne Levesque, Ted Mackey, Donna and Don Cirkot, Debbie Behuniak, 
Alan Levesque, Walt Behuniak, Paula and Rick Knight  prove that, at the very least, MSSP 

members are consistent when it comes to good meals. Summer 1980. 
 
In more recent years, after Gil had retired from active patrolling, he would bring in a treat for 
patrol members who happened to be present. Being an avid hunter, Gil would set up a grill and 
cook up venison burgers for everyone. No leftovers there either! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another ongoing tradition has for as long as anyone can remember has been the annual end of 
season MSSP Awards Banquet, with more great food, camaraderie, and a ton of both serious and 
fun awards. 
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Figure 291: The official MSSP Awards Banquet Sign. The terminology reflected the 

innocent mindset of the times. Spring 1973. 
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Figure 292: Janice Such receives the first-ever MSSP “Patrolman Of The Year” award 

from Patrol Director Bob Beaulieu. Spring 1973. 
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Figure 293:  With Bob Beaulieu and Charlie Mackey looking on, Fran Mongillo and Larry 
Gionotti accept the “Lone Ranger and Tonto” award from Ted Mackey. Larry and Fran 

remained “side-kicks” for many years. 27 April 1974. 
	  

	  

Figure 294: At a more recent MSSP Awards Banquet, Mark Vining, Rick Knight, Barry 
Resnick, Paula Knight, and Jane Mitchell and her husband are happy to simply enjoy each 

other’s company amid a pleasant atmosphere. April 1995. 
 
MSSP members were and are also major participants with regard to both Connecticut Region and 
Eastern Division Awards and represent themselves and MSSP well at the annual Connecticut 
Region Awards Banquet. The patrol itself has been the recipient of their fair share of recognition 
from every level of the National Ski Patrol organization. 
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Figure 295: Guy Oakes receives the Connecticut Patroller Of The Year award, and a hug, 
from Region Director Paula Knight. Spring 1996. 
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Figure 296: One of numerous awards presented to the MSSP from the Connecticut Region 

over the years. 4 May 1990. 
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Figure 297: MSSP was also recognized as the Connecticut Region’s Outstanding Patrol. 

2006. 
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Figure 298: A Unit Citation from the National Ski Patrol organization recognizing MSSP 

as the Eastern Division Outstanding Large Alpine Patrol for 2007-08. 10 July 2008. 
	  

	  

Figure 299: This Eastern Division 2007-08 National Outstanding Large Alpine Ski Patrol 
Banner has been proudly displayed in the MSSP facility ever it was initially received. 10 

July 2008. 
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Figure 300:  One of the most important pieces of MSSP recognition is this banner and ones 
like it. They are our MSSP Member Banners for our Patrollers currently in harm’s way, in 
the service of our country. MSSP will keep an appropriate banner hung in the patrol room 

window as long as we have a member is such a situation. 2003-2004. 
Triple Play – Part One! 

One of the more memorable festivals held at Mount Southington was a celebration, the date of 
which is uncertain; possibly in 1976 marking the country’s bicentennial, but more probably in 
1979, marking the ski area’s twenty-fifth anniversary. All day there were competitions, 
demonstrations, food and drink, music, etc. One of the notable events that day was a competition 
by sky-divers, who were to land in a circular target on the flats at the top of Hill 6. Although 
some landed as near as four inches from the center of the target, one person landed at the base 
of Hill 1, a second landed in the parking lot across the road, and a third ended up in someone’s 
yard about a quarter of a mile away. Luckily, no one was injured or needed to be extricated by 
the patrol. 
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Figure 301:  One of the intrepid Winter Carnival Para-race contestants hopes for an 

accurate touchdown while WE all hope for a safe one.          February 1978. 
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Figure 302:  Well…the landing was “spot-on” but, ya know, there’s just SOMETHING 
about nylon and a windy, snowy, slope! February 1978. 

	  

Triple Play – Part Two 
A second notable event of that same festival was a torchlight parade on Hill 4. Most of the 
participants were the members of MSSP and the Ski School. They were to form two lines which 
would criss-cross while slowly descending the hill… at night…with the slope lights turned out for 
effect. Well, to begin, instructions were only discussed one time, verbally, at the top of the hill, 
just before the actual run… and there had been no practice runs. Add to that, since there were no 
actual torches available, everyone was given two ROAD FLARES. These flares were taped to the 
ends of either ski poles or old broken bamboo slalom poles. The participants were to hold their 
“Torches” straight out to either side. One can just picture these un-practiced people, trying to 
keep evenly spaced out, flares spitting and dripping all over, arms held out to the sides like 
wings, while attempting to weave between each other at a consistent speed all the way down Hill 
4. Looked sort of like a swarm of drunken fire-flies emerging from a fog A bunch of clothing 
probably ended up in the trash after that run. It was attempted again in 1996. I guess that we 
need to pay better attention to history. 
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Figure 303: One can clearly see the symmetry of the descending columns of light in this 

torchlight procession…but only in your mind’s eye!                 2 February 1996. 
	  

	  

Figure 304:  It’s really surprising how many new acquaintances you make while weaving in 
and out during a torchlight parade.  The patrol can meet a bunch more after the parade is 

over. 2 February 1996 
	  

	  

 
Triple Play – Part Three! 

The third notable event of that celebration was the fireworks show. This was held over on Hill 5.  
Although the T-bars had been shut down, and the lights were shut off in the area of Hill 5, the 
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rest of the lifts and slopes remained open for those who wished to ski rather than watch the 
fireworks. In order to keep the patrons safe, Hill 5 was closed for skiing. 
The fireworks were to be launched from the base of the Hill 5, and directed up toward the top of 
the hill. Spectators could watch from behind a fence at the base, from the lodge, or from other 
open slopes. In order to be sure that the public did not venture onto Hill 5 from Steeplechase or 
Boomerang, Patrolmen were also to be stationed at strategic locations on the hills. 
Two Patrolmen, Walt Behuniak and I, thinking that it would be great fun to see the show from 
directly beneath, volunteered to patrol the flats at the top of Hill 5. However…we failed to do a 
bit of math. One - How high do aerial fireworks go before they explode? Answer – two to three 
hundred feet. Two – What is the height from the base of Hill 5 (launch site) to the flats at the top 
of Hill 5? Answer – not low enough! 
Can’t you just picture two “Einsteins” running around like chickens without heads while empty 
projectiles and molten meteors rained all around us? And the noise…oh boy, the noise…of 
exploding bombs shattering the air? Luckily no other fools were in the vicinity to record this 
fiasco on film. Some “friends” say that neither of us  have been quite right since.  
 

	  

Figure 305: Sooo… to put things into perspective. The large bare area, although covered 
with snow at the time, at the top of Thunderbolt, were called the “Flats.” This is where 

Walt and I chose to station ourselves in order to protect customers against the dangers of 
the fireworks. The fireworks were shot from the Quonset building directly up-hill toward 

(and hopefully above) us. Anyhow, the view WAS spectacular. February 1978.  
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MSSP has always encouraged continuing education with regard to its members. The NSP 
programs, such as the Senior, Certified, Mountaineering, Avalanche, and Instructor courses have 
been consistently and enthusiastically promoted. 
 
A look at an MSSP roster from any era shows that the great majority of its members have taken 
advantage of these programs, the most popular being the Senior Program. Due to the lack of 
continuously steep terrain in the Connecticut Region, most Senior Ski and Toboggan testing has 
been done in our neighboring Western Massachusetts Region. Initially, testing was done at 
Berkshire East, then at Jiminy Peak, and most recently at Catamount on the Massachusetts/New 
York border. It seems that as the years progressed and philosophies evolved, the tests (now 
called evaluations) at the areas also changed. Berkshire East tests were held in more natural 
conditions but with courses set for various skills. Jiminy Peak had better groomed conditions, but 
with more built-in bumps. With this setting and the changing mind-sets, courses began to 
disappear. By the time the evaluations were moved to Catamount, practically the entire event 
was held in the moguls, and set courses were rarely, if ever, utilized.  
 
 
 
 
 

No Sweat! – contributed by Rick Knight 
Shortly after I joined patrol, I was working toward Senior and Don Cirkot was working with me.  
He suggested I would be well served by working at an area with more difficult terrain.  He 
suggested Berkshire East.  With his contacts he was able to get us access to the mountain and a 
sled to work with.  His wife Donna also agreed to come along to ski with us and to ride in the 
sled.  So we headed to the top of the mountain and Don picked a trail called The Bow.  This trail 
was somewhat narrow, completely bumped up and with much more pitch than we see at Mount 
Southington; all of which were components of making a sled run challenging for me.  
Don took the front of the sled and asked me to take the tail rope and we headed off.  Part way 
down the run in my attempt to negotiate the bumps, try to stay in the right position and manage 
the rope I completely lost it.  I still remember the look on Donna’s face as I slid past her banging 
into bumps on my way.  Surprise and shock were probably the best description.  
I picked myself up, dusted off and got back into position.  We started off again and a short way 
down the trail I once again lost it and bounced and flailed past Donna, this time with a look of 
horror on her face.  I think she was a bit unhappy she had volunteered.  I once again got up, 
dusted off and got back into position.  
Either the trail got easier or I started to figure out how to get the job done.  At any rate, before 
long we had reached the bottom of the trail.  It was a chilly day but I had gotten quite warm.  I 
grabbed the top of my turtleneck and pulled it away from me to let some heat out and both Don 
and Donna started laughing.  I couldn’t see why because my glasses had steamed up.  They both 
reported that when I pulled the turtleneck out, a cloud of steam had come out.  We have laughed 
about this moment ever since. 
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Figure 306: This is pretty much how our “Practice” trails at Berkshire East looked back then; 

no snowmaking, no grooming to speak of…and most noticeably, no other skiers! February 
1972. 

	  
 
 Pretty much all but a few advanced Nordic courses have not only been successfully completed 
by MSSP members, but also put to use by them. MSSP is rightfully proud of all of the extra 
accomplishments of its members throughout the years.  
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What About Bill - And The Stripper! 
It was during the 1973/74 season that a bunch of us MSSP Patrolmen had decided to take the 
advanced Mountaineering Patch Course together. The indoor portion was to take place at the 
University of Massachusetts in Amherst. Among the pupils were Walt Behuniak, Bob Blair, Jim 
Chagnon, Ron Orachewsky, Bob Paridis, Roy Terkelson, and me. So…Saturday morning arrives, 
the group meets at about 6:00 a.m. at Mount Southington, selects a few cars to take to take up, 
and heads off. The decision had been made previously to arrive in Amherst early so that there 
would be time for breakfast prior to going to class. Since there was a “Ho-Jo’s” right across the 
street from the campus it was agreed to eat there. When we went in, we actually wondered if they 
were even open, since the place looked empty. We were assured that they were open and that we 
could order breakfast, so we took two large booths right near the front windows. 
While we ate, we were so involved with talking about the upcoming course and other things that 
nobody ever bothered to really look around the restaurant. Finally, during a lull in our 
conversation, while we were waiting for our check, I happened to glance toward a back corner 
of the dining area. I now saw that we were not totally alone; there was one couple sitting back 
there, diagonally to us, just enjoying a leisurely breakfast. It was an Afro-American couple. The 
lady had her back to us, and the man, who was facing us, looked somewhat older than us. His 
face looked very familiar. He was sitting back, a cigar in his hand, wearing a Temple University 
sweatshirt. I knew that I knew this person, but how, and from where?  It was then that I heard 
him speak. His voice was totally unmistakable. I thought “it’s got to be him!” Then I thought, 
“are you kidding…what would HE be doing here, in a Howard Johnson restaurant, early on a 
cold wintery Saturday morning?” But everything fit, the face, the cigar, the sweatshirt, and the 
voice…it had to be. I tried to say quietly to Walt, “Hey...take a quick look over there in the 
corner… I think that’s Bill Cosby.” At first, Walt just gave me one of those Yea..uh-huh looks.   
Then he glanced over to the corner. The expression on his face was priceless. 
It took all of about three seconds for the rest of the gang to figure out what we were up to. We 
weren’t very inconspicuous to say the least. Now what! Well, to expedite this tale, I made up my 
mind to go over there on our way out, as dignified as possible, just to be able to say that I had 
actually met Bill Cosby. I had pretty much figured that Walt would be right with me, since we 
had both grown up listening to Cosby monologs on records (remember LP’s?). Well…we-all 
must have looked like a Charlie Brown comic, one body moving en-mass toward his table, with a 
dozen arms and legs flailing about. I/we valiantly attempted to utter something intelligent, but I 
suppose it sounded more like the result of a bunch of mouths all tripping over each other. We 
even issued an invitation that, if he ever decided to take up skiing, we would be most happy to 
have him visit us at Mount Southington. (Total coolness?…right!) Then, not wishing to intrude 
any more than we had already, we quickly, very quickly, took our leave.(exit body en-masse.) 
Well, we arrived at class on-time, took out seats, and were soon immersed in the physical and 
mental aspects of mountaineering. Before long, we noticed an older lady (older by our 
standards… why she might have even been somewhere north of THIRTY years old) enter the 
room. Yes, it was a cold wintry day, but she looked like she was outfitted for an Alaskan 
expedition. She walked right up to the front of the class, and without so much a s word to anyone, 
began to S T R I P ! WHAT!!!! I guess that you could say she had gotten our attention. She 
continued right on down to her “union suit” (ask an old-timer). It turns out that this was our first 
real exposure to the concept of dressing in layers. Quite ingenious! The rest of the day was 
maybe not quite as exciting, but just as interesting. 
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Since the course would run for two consecutive days, Saturday and Sunday, Walt had arranged 
for the whole lot of us to sleep overnight at his aunt’s home in nearby Holyoke/North Hampton. 
After the Saturday class ended, everyone went to Walt’s aunt’s house to clean up before supper. 
Then we all went out to eat. By the time we had finished, it was going on 9:00. Many of us 
decided to return to Walt’s aunt’s house to relax and get ready for Sunday’s class. Preferred 
sleeping areas were soon claimed, and sleeping bags and bedrolls soon littered beds, couches, 
and floors. But, a few hardy souls weren’t quite ready to call it a night when there were so many 
colleges in the area; and it WAS Saturday night. Somewhere around 2:00 or 3:00a.m., the front 
door creaked open to the muffled sounds of our night owls. It seems that they had actually closed 
a local night spot called the Rusty Scupper after Bob Blair had been seen dancing on and trying 
to ski down some of the tables. This was performed among a few other activities the descriptions 
of which are now (probably for the best) lost to the ages. 
Sunday morning arrived with the smell of coffee, toast, eggs and other enticing aromas of a 
surprise breakfast prepared for everybody by Walt’s aunt, who in addition to being elegantly 
gracious, would not hear of any reimbursement for either her time or the cost of the food. Well 
nourished and reinvigorated, we thanked hr profusely and returned for our last day of indoor 
class. Once inside, we were met with…you guessed it…the obligatory review and written final 
test; they were not yet called by the politically correct term, evaluation, they were tests! Still, all-
in-all, it was a wonderful, time well spent, weekend. And the fun, outdoor, sleepover portion of 
the course in the mountains in January was yet to come. But that is another story for another 
time. 
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Sixteen Candles And An Ice Axe! 
January 1997. The Connecticut Region Event calendar showed that a combined basic Ski 
Mountaineering and Avalanche course, then called “Circle M and Circle A courses, was to be 
held in early March. Along with a number of other MSSP members, Kristen Cirkot decided that 
she would like to take the combined course. The Ski Mountaineering portion would take place on 
Saturday with an optional camp-out on Saturday night. The camp–out was a prerequisite if one 
wished to progress to the advanced Patch Courses. The Avalanche portion of the course would 
take place on the following day, Sunday. At the course date drew nearer, it was remembered that 
the one of the days that the courses were to take place would be on Kristen’s sixteenth birthday. 
Wouldn’t she rather have a sweet sixteen birthday party or something? “No” she said without 
any hesitation. She wanted to spend her birthday on the top of Hill 6, sleeping in a tent in the 
snow. 
Okayyyy. Saturday came. The weather was damp, dreary, and in the low 30s. The class 
proceeded with a bit of classroom education, then orienteering, hiking, setting up camp, cooking, 
and other types of outdoor survival skills. Supper was made and quickly consumed, tents and 
sleeping bags were made ready for the evening, and things began to settle down. 
 

 
Figure 307: Kristen does some old style orienteering using a map, compass, pencil, and 

paper. 8 March 1997. 
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Figure 308: Preparing a delicious repast at the cozy campsite on the flats overlooking Hill 

6. 8 March 1997. 
	  

Sunday turned out to be warm and sunny. It was avalanche time. “Bodies” that were previously 
buried on Hill 6 now had to be located by probe lines (signal beacons were not widely used back 
then in the East). Eventually the search was successful, and the course moved on to other search, 
rescue, and self rescue techniques. The best was saved for last…the formidable ice-axe sliding 
self-arrest. An instructor demonstrated how to slide down a hill, feet first, on one’s back with an 
ice-axe held diagonally across the chest. The person would then quickly roll onto his or her 
chest, and drive the narrow axe blade into the snow in order to act as a brake, eventually 
stopping the sliding…hopefully. Then it was the pupil’s turn to give it a try. Now the smiles 
came. After each attempt, the pupils began their descent from higher and higher on the hill, 
gaining more and more speed. Could this be a new competition? Nah…ya’ think? Let’s just say 
that this portion of the course ran a bit beyond its scheduled conclusion. Would any of its 
participants recommend this course to others? Hmmmm! 
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Figure 309: Practice for the “slide-for-life-ice-axe-arrest” prior to hitting the steeper pitch 

of Hill 6. 8 March 1997. 
 
In addition to their routine patrolling sessions at Mount Southington during the winter season, 
MSSP members have always participated in a number of outside activities. Their help and 
expertise during these events was and still is deeply appreciated by the entities with whom they 
have become associated. 
 
MSSP has always aided Special Olympic athletes when the competition came to Mount 
Southington, even though most participants had their own aides to take care of special needs. It 
was a great learning experience for all involved. 
 
MSSP, being a part of NSP, has naturally been associated with ski safety. In the early years, 
from the 1960s and into the 1970s, MSSP became affiliated with scouting, probably helped along 
by the fact that a number of patrolmen were also scout leaders. Because of their NSP association, 
MSSP members were recognized as experts in the disciplines of ski safety and first aid. 
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Members, therefore, were approved to train scouts and sign off on merit badges for these two 
skills. However, the skiing portion eventually was turned over to ski school, and as MSSP got 
into the more involved WEC and then OEC, the first aid portion also went away. We did help 
many scouts while we administered the program, and who knows, it may return to us someday. 
 
In addition to providing routine first-aid and transport during events sponsored by the mountain, 
the patrol also participated in these events whenever possible. 
 

	  
Figure 310: Winter Carnival Patrol sculpture with Nat Florian, Paula Knight, Walt 

Behuniak, Lisa Oakes, Guy Oakes, Rusty the snow dog.1995 
By the time March rolls around, “Spring Fever” is also in the air. By this time at Mount 
Southington, both the racing and school programs have ended. With longer, mostly warmer days, 
hard core skiers are going up North or taking vacations out West. People look out of their 
windows, not see any snow in their yards, and begin to get out the golf clubs, tennis racquets, 
baseballs, and other things having to do with springtime. The snow on the slopes and trails is 
getting heavy and bare spots are just starting to appear. Although conditions and skiing are fine, 
customer visits are getting fewer and fewer. And with training and testing all but over, patrollers 
are having less to do, and are looking for other fun ways to pass the time. Happily, although 
professionalism is still the rule, attitudes and dress codes are becoming more relaxed in general. 
 
Mount Southington had always had, weather permitting, an official “Last Day” event/party. A 
few years ago the patrol added a theme to this day, calling it “Hawaiian Shirt Day.” Patrollers 
were requested to wear Hawaiian type, or really, any loud colorful shirt, and sometimes shorts  
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also, on that day. It made for quite an interesting spectacle to say the least. Area management 
would usually have an outdoor barbeque or late afternoon feast inside of the restaurant, with food 
for the entire Mount Southington staff. Some years there might also be “pond 
jumping/skimming,” ice sculptures, and/or fun competitions among the departments. Music of 
the day would be heard, sometimes by a live band. This day was a “thank you” from the ski area 
management to all of its employees, and was just a great way to wind down the season. Happily, 
this tradition still exists. 
 

	  
Figure 311: Ray Macys takes to the air with his world-class pond jumping form. on the last 

day of the season. March 1970. 
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Ahhh - Springtime At Mount Southington! 
When some Patrollers’ thoughts turn to warm sunny days, soft mashed potato snow mounds, 
lighter clothing, thinning snow, some who are apparently not “quite right”, think GRASS 
SKIING. Now here is a sport that, like alpine skiing, should be learned on progressively difficult 
terrain. However, instead of going from flat groomed slopes through intermediate hills to steep 
moguls, one needs to progress from soft smooth slippery pine needles, through wet leaves and 
moss, up to the more “interesting hay and grass, with a bit of pucker brush thrown in for good 
measure. When skiing on grass, there is much less to think about; edging, rotation, and pressure 
are all pretty much out the window. One needs only to concentrate on balance, and this balance 
goes against all that PSIA teaches. One now really DOES sit-back on the skis (or board). 
Knowing how to water ski seems to help also. Oh yeah, tuned edges and flat bases really don’t 
matter, because after a few runs, they all look the same anyway. You see, no matter how wet and 
slick grass on a slope seems to be when walking down a pitch in regular boots, it’s just not as 
slippery as snow when going down that same pitch on skis. If one fails to prepare for the surface 
friction change by sitting back, well…let me try to help you to visualize the results. The Goony-
bird is one of the most graceful birds is the world when soaring through the air currents, there it 
is in its element. However, it lands like it went over a trip-wire, wings spread, chest down and 
nose and beak in the air (momentarily). Then it ends up in the proverbial face-plant and skids to 
a sudden embarrassing halt. Now can’t you just picture the graceful MSSP Patroller, 
transitioning from snow to grass, while maintaining the perfect PSIA form throughout? And 
some Patrollers actually enjoy this grass skiing year after year, AND conning others into trying 
it along with them. Of course no one wants to look like the only fool, so the cycle continues ad-
infinitum. The images (and grass stains, grass burns, abrasions, muddy clothes and faces, etc., 
etc.,) can last a life-time. 
	  

	  

	  

	  

The Dirt Bag Award! – contributed by Rick Knight 
A few years ago one of our patrollers was riding (obviously a snowborder) in the spring time.  
The snow was melting and shrinking toward the center of the trails.  We were all skiing and 
riding with a lot less clothing than in the middle of the season.  We were trying different 
techniques and this patroller tried something difficult.  She lost control and shot off the trail.  
When she picked herself up she had mud from head to tail.  The Dirt Bag Award was born.  Stacy 
Swenton was our first recipient.  Since then Alex Wilkocki and Steve Traver have followed in 
Stacy’s muddy footsteps. 
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Figure 312: Alex Wilkocki had no idea during his Candidate S&T evaluation that he would 

soon be among those honored with the MSSP “Dirt Bag” award. 6 March 2005. 
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A Sled-ride To Remember! 
One year around 1972, the entire week preceding the ski area’s “Last Day” party had been 
exceptionally warm. There had been a lot of snow-melt, much of which had formed a football 
shaped pond of sorts at the base of avalanche near to where the old Double T-bar entrance was 
at that time. This pond’s size was “helped along” by various persons until it was about twenty-
five feet in length, ten feet wide across the middle, and about three feet deep in the center. So, on 
the “Last Day”, a great number of people were attempting to successfully skim across the 
twenty-five-foot length of the pond, most ending up either doing splits or face plants. Those who 
had some water-skiing experience quickly learned the secret, keep your feet about eighteen 
inches apart, and sit back BEFORE you reach the water…voila (most of the time). Now, being 
the last day of the season, the area was going to close at 5:00. Therefore toboggans needed to be 
brought down and put into the Patrol Room for storage off-season. There had been a toboggan 
left up on Avalanche that day and Walt Behuniak had volunteered to bring it down. About half 
way down the slope, Walt came upon Carl Russell, the area’s Maintenance Manager at the time, 
slip-sliding down the slope through the heavy mush. Sympathetically, Walt asked Carl if he 
would like to ride down instead. At first Carl said no, but after taking another look at the 
distance remaining, accepted Walt’s offer (bad choice number one). So, Carl went over and sat 
in the toboggan, facing forward. I had been standing along-side of Walt all this time reassuring 
Carl that he wouldn’t need to be strapped into the toboggan; this way he could just jump out at 
the bottom. Walt asked Carl if he was ready; Carl nodded (mistake number two). Walt then 
looked at me and grinned. I caught the gleam in his eye and calmly smiled back. Then Walt took 
off, skating straight down the hill, handles unlocked, directly toward the pond! Walt went into a 
tuck, immediately spread his feet, and sat back. Walt hit the pond perfectly. However, Carl’s 
weight was apparently a bit too far back in the toboggan when IT hit the water. Therefore it 
didn’t hit the water flatly. The shovel rose up, slowing the toboggan at once. Walt dropped the 
handles and literally dove for the far shore, clearing the pond with all but his boots. Walt had 
moved so fast that he still had enough time to turn around to see Carl, eyes and mouth wide open 
(shouting something or other), trying vainly to stand up, while his “ship” slowly sank beneath 
him. A few moments later, amid all of the applause and cheers along the sidelines, Walt was 
simply nowhere to be found. 
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A few of the other unofficial ways that the patrollers (as well as other area employees) used to 
occupy their time on slow days (really more on slow nights) were things like sliding (make that 
racing) down various slopes on “borrowed” cafeteria trays, shovels, or sno-bikes, or crud skiing 
for fun, down the closed, mostly bare, t-bar tracks….or playing “human dominoes.” Ask an old 
timer!  
 

	  
Figure 313: Guy Oakes’ slightly unorthodox mode of transportation comes under close 

scrutiny on Northstar. Circa 2000. 
	  

During the 1980s and 1990s, MSSP members accepted invitations from The Ski Sundown Patrol 
to help them at the Talcott Mountain Music Festivals. These were a series of summer concerts 
held in an open field at the base of Talcott Mountain in West Hartford. The Ski Sundown Patrol 
had an aid station at the event where volunteers could sit, or they could wander through the field 
with their packs, checking to see that all was well. There one could see everything from people 
simply sitting on the grass, to entire groups with chairs and tables with elegant linen tablecloths, 
with groups of attendees enjoying full dinners on bone china with silverware and champagne. At 
one concert might be the Dave Brubeck Jazz Quartet, the next might be Flash Cadillac’s 
Fabulous Fifties, another, patriotic music, and yet another might be Shakespeare’s “Midsummer 
Night’s Dream. The worst problem recalled was one simple fainting episode.   
 
Beginning in the 1990s MSSP became associated with a local triathlon. Patrol members with 
specific interests or skills would be stationed at appropriate venues, water, cycling, or running. 
Besides forming great interaction between MSSP and the triathlon sponsor, the patrol received a 
substantial stipend for its participation. 
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Another function that the patrol became involved with in the 1990s, was initially to help to train 
the staff at neighboring Lake Compounce Amusement Park to perform a lift evacuation should 
the need ever arise. Lake Compounce, the nation’s oldest continuously operating amusement 
park is located just a few miles up Mount Vernon Road from the Mount Southington Ski Area. 
They had just installed a triple chairlift, over some pretty tough, steep terrain. Guy Oakes, had 
been affiliated with the park for a few years, and was very familiar with lifts and lift evacuation. 
He suggested that he and some of the more experienced MSSP members might be willing to help 
train the park’s crew. The offer was readily accepted and training was begun. It must be 
remembered that, unlike the average skier, who was usually in relatively good condition, visitors 
to Lake Compounce, could be almost anybody, of any age and condition. Also, the chairlift 
might well be filled going both up and down the mountain. The hill there was very steep, rocky, 
full of poison ivy, and other obstacles. It was summer time so patrons were normally dressed in 
summer clothing; not the best for bushwhacking or descending a rocky slope. So… the problem 
only BEGAN with the evacuation of each chair. The issue then became – how to get these 
patrons safely down and off the mountain. Cross paths needed to be cut, anchors for zip-lines 
installed, and a multitude of logistics worked out. To Guy’s credit, the training was very 
successful, to the point where the park now has its own instructors and trained staff. MSSP is 
still retained on an emergency call list to aid the park staff if an evacuation is ever needed. Each 
season, those MSSP members who volunteer to be on that list, receive two free season passes to 
the park as a thank you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Mount Southington Rock Crawl! 
For a few years in the 1970s, MSSP members were asked to volunteer for duty at the ski area in 
the off-season. One year the area hosted a bicycle competition through the woods which 
consisted of ascending and descending an area just north of the old Slalom Racing Slot. The 
participants were timed while following a route in the woods by climbing over rocks, and 
balancing on logs, fallen trees, and other obstacles. Unfortunately, participants were few and the 
event was not continued the following year. 
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Skiing On Abraded Knee! 

It was during 1970s that Mount Southington ventured into the sport of Turf Skiing for those who 
wished to lengthen their ski season. In order for this venue to proceed, Patrolmen were required 
to be on duty. These (brave?) Patrolmen whose names should probably not be mentioned, would 
show up in shorts and t-shirts and patrol packs, to ski on the soft grass, dirt, and gravel of Hills 
4 and 5. Oh, and they needed to ride up the T-bar to get to the top. No, they did not use regular 
skis. Turf skis were actual “things” made for skiing on grass. They can best be described as if 
somebody took a pair of gang rollers off of a boat trailer, turned them over so that the rollers 
were on the bottom, curved up the fronts like ski tips, and then bolted ski bindings to them. The 
skis were about thirty inches long, three inches wide, three inches high, and weighed about a 
thousand pounds each. Obviously they did not carve. It was either “point and shoot” or “twist 
and slide”. Great fun for the totally insane! That all lasted for two or three years. It was also a 
good time to buy stock in muslin, Band-Aids and tincture of iodine. Luckily, there were no 
serious injuries. We never did figure out a really good way to get anything serious off the hill. 
The slopes didn’t fare any better that the customers. 

 
 

Tubee Or Not Tubee! 
Mount Southington, and therefore MSSP became “invested” in the offshoot sport of Tubing in 
the 1990s. Although successful at some ski areas that made a full blown business of it, it was 
more of a sideline here. Because of this, actual carved out runs were not constructed. What was 
developed was more of an open slope with low rims separating a few shallow slotted straight 
runs. The area allocated for the tubing runs was, what is now called the Glacier area and the 
lower portion of Whoopee. The tubes, with riders in them, would be brought up the hill via the 
old Mighty-mite handle tow. The riders would be then walk across the hill to an open slot, where 
an employee would give them a starting shove to get them moving down the meager grade. At the 
bottom, there was built a upward curved run-out area shaped like half of a half-pipe. This was 
built up against the concrete barrier and page fence that separated the hill from the parking lot. 
It was all great for single tubes with lightweight kids in them.  
However, adults, as usual, couldn’t let the kids have all the fun. Sooo… everything eventually 
came down to simple physics…more weight plus harder push equals more speed. Starting a bit 
higher on the hill resulted in even more speed. Conclusion…if a little is good, then a lot is 
gooder. Hmmm…let’s see, what if we tie a bunch of tubes together, load them down with a bunch 
of “adult” Patrollers, and give the whole thing a good shove? Coooool!!! “Ok, here we go. 
Sayyyy this is really great! Uh…oh-oh…we’re still picking up speed…whoaaa…slow 
down….whaaaaaa!” Now, did you ever see a snowboarder get launched off the wall of a 
halfpipe? Now picture that wall not quite vertical. Down the hill, up the wall, over the fence, 
touchdown - in the parking lot - in a heap! “Sure hope management didn’t notice us. Let’s get 
cleaned up real quick…we probably shouldn’t try that again, OK?” Tubing went away soon 
after; because you know, some kid might get hurt. 
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Figure 314: The infamous Employee Tubing Pass. One ride was all some Patrollers needed. 
7 February 1998. 

 
 

	  

Figure 315: Matt Deprey is thinking, “Tubing on Whoopee? New, this is just the top of 
Glacier, a hill for little tykes. Maybe just a lit-tle assistance, huh?” 23 March 1999. 

The Legend Of La-La! 
Back in the days of yore (actually sometime around 1970), it came to pass that there existed a 
well seasoned Mount Southington Ski Patrolman named Palmer Clingman, who harkened to the 
name “Smigg.” He had a wife named Claudia, who was known to all as ”Widget.” Widget had 
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just recently joined our patrol, seemingly to keep Smigg in-line. Smigg, to say the least, was a 
very shall we say, unique sort of character. He was an absolute joy to ski with, but, you could 
never be completely certain whether he was being serious or just “making jest” with you…. and 
it would drive you nuts. But I’m getting somewhat off track here, so permit me to digress. 
It seemed that, among Smigg’s multitude of proficiencies, was a wide and varied knowledge of 
obsolete skiing techniques, most probably apprenticed from “The Ancients.” For example, he 
took great pains to instruct me in the art of mogul field “noodling,” which is a story in and of it, 
and we shall not enter into here. What I SHALL speak of, is what he referred to as his “Mambo” 
skiing. Although the name is possibly of Latin origin, the actual skiing style is a modification of 
an old Austrian/German/French/ Swiss (make that European) form of skiing, sometimes called 
the Arlberg Technique. The style, in its most basic explanation, utilized a much exaggerated 
counter-rotation of the upper body to initiate linked Christiana type parallel turns (you may want 
to look that one up). It must be remembered that skis of that epoch had no side-cut and were 
usually well over 200 cm long. Therefore, it was quite a feat merely to make ANY linked sliding 
parallel turns (Christies). Performing short or medium radius linked carved turns with these 
skis? I think not! 
Annnyhow….Smigg would execute his exaggerated counter-rotation maneuver thusly. Let us 
imagine in our mind’s eye, a wide, long, gentle slope such as Dom’s Way. Smigg would begin a 
sweeping turn to the right, gradually lowering his body as the turn progressed, his arms 
outstretched like a graceful soaring bird. As his skis approached an angle somewhat diagonal to 
the fall line, he would begin to counter-rotate his arms and shoulders to the left, simultaneously 
raising his body to gently un-weight. His torso, hips, knees, and feet and skis would eventually be 
forced follow the inertia generated by his shoulder rotation, thereby putting him into a graceful 
left turn. Again he would approach his diagonal angle, now to the left, and begin his counter-
rotation to the right, and so on, and so on. His upper body would constantly be rotating opposite 
to the direction that his skis were actually moving. It was kind of like, bank and turn, bank and 
turn, etc. The entire maneuver would appear as one continuous fluid movement, linking turn 
after turn down the slope. 
Now, every time I watched Smigg perform his “Mambo”, he always seemed to slip into the same 
rhythm and tempo. I’m not really sure why, but it would always remind me of a very old tune 
titled “Bicycle built for two”.  The song began, “Day-zee, Day-zee, give me you’re an-swer, 
do”…. However, it was much simpler for me (as I was trying to emulate his moves), and much 
less conspicuous to anyone who happened to be watching, to substitute the actual words by 
singing, to myself of course, “La-la…La-la…La-da-da-da…De-daaa”. And so it began! 
I guess that it had always been the silky smoothness of the maneuver that intrigued me. I would 
practice it over and over until I felt very comfortable (you know, a legend in my own mind) doing 
it. A few of us patrolmen would play with the “Mambo” from time to time, but we never really 
put it to any practical use…UNTIL. 
It so happened that during the 1975/76 season, a patroller from Satan’s Ridge (oops, I mean 
Sundown) named Art Holden, was going for his Senior S & T Test (er…Evaluation). Back then, 
there was a part of the test simply called the Free Skiing run; short, medium, and long radius 
turns had not yet been instituted. Its objective was explained basically as a “Lookin’ Good” run. 
It was meant to demonstrate how solid and smooth a patroller looked while free skiing on duty, 
on Senior level terrain. Art had confided to me that he had been somewhat concerned about his 
skiing style / technique. At that time, I had just become a Senior S & T Examiner (now called 
TE’s, or Trainer / Evaluators). It was at a Senior S & T Clinic that Art and I were discussing his 
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concern. What popped into my head was the smoothness of the “Mambo” turns. I explained to 
Art my “think smooth” theory, demonstrating by employing more current parallel turns, and 
adding the “La-la” rhythm to those turns. We did a few “Follow-the-leader” runs for practice. 
Apparently Art really took to the maneuver, to the point where HE actually coined the phrase 
“La-la Skiing”. By the way, not only did Art pass his Senior Test, he soon took and passed the 
Senior TE evaluation, and then went on to become a Certified Patroller. Soon teaching the “La-
la” philosophy would become more of a mainstay for some of the Senior Examiners of the time. 
After Art became a Senior Examiner (darn, I mean TE), we, and a few other TE’s, would 
sometimes stand along the edge of the slopes during clinics and rate (among ourselves) various 
patrollers as to their “La-la” skiing level.  
The ranking eventually evolved to consist of the following hierarchy: 
 Patroller level = La Skier 
 Senior or Senior level potential = La-la Skier 
 Senior TE or Senior TE level potential = La-la, La-la Skier 
 Any higher or potentially higher level = La-la, La-la, La-de-da Skier 
Thus it came to pass that a proposal was offered… that whenever possible, in S & T tests, one 
Examiner or “Gopher” (really… ask any old-time Examiner) would be designated as “Chief La-
la”. It was the objective of the Chief La-la to attempt to release some of the tension and anxiety 
of the candidates by joking with them to take their mind off of the test. This role would most often 
be given to the Starter of each discipline, since this was the person who invariably spent the most 
time interacting with the candidates.  
At times Chief La-la would talk to candidates, Patroller and/or Senior level, about “La-la 
Skiing” without really explaining what it really was. As I recall, Rick Knight became very adept 
at doing this, all the while maintaining a strict poker face. One would have to look verrry closely 
to see whether there was the slightest hint of a twinkle in his eye. Was he being serious, or 
merely “having jest”?... and it would drive you nuts! (sound familiar?) 
In the end “La-la Skiing” would come to have three connotations, a coaching method to aid 
patrollers with their freestyle technique, a very informal and unofficial way to rate a patroller’s 
smoothness level, and an effective method of “lightening” the atmosphere in a test / evaluation 
environment. 
And what became of the progenitor of this wondrous technique? Smigg and Claudia patrolled 
until 1988. Smigg passed away around 1989. At times I still get the feeling that he’s looking 
down at us and smiling? Was he REALLY just “making jest?” And yes, it still drives me nuts! 
Ah, yes. Such was and is the legend and lore of La-la! 
Post script: As I sit here reflecting on this short essay, I’ve come to realize just how much “Time 
Marches On.” I sincerely hope that it’s all for the best. To me however, tests (I mean 
evaluations) appear to have in many ways, become more stringent and formalized. Skills are 
broken down into minute, exacting segments or “Snippets.” Teaching methods have evolved into 
a litany of acronyms (which most patrollers, unless they are instructors in that specific 
discipline, cannot remember in the heat of the moment). It seems that more time is spent on 
training to pass a test than for actual day-to-day patrolling. To cite just one example of this, a 
victim of this “upgrading” has been the extinction of the “Looking good” Free Skiing run, meant 
to showcase a patroller’s various skiing skills as an individual. It has been replaced by requiring 
patrollers to attempt to perform a series of mechanically consistent radius turns, where everyone 
strives to look alike. This discipline is not a patroller skill like Snowplow or Side-slip; this is 
what has become of the Free Skiing run. Sadly for me, “La-la Skiing” with all of its 
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connotations, has been pretty much relegated to historical folklore, utilized only occasionally by 
those few diehard, now “Ancient” TE’s (NO… This time I mean Senior Examiners) who still 
remember the days of yore, and possibly a few candidates who were genuinely influenced by 
these mentors. But who knows, what goes around, eventually comes around. (Ya think?) 
 

	  

Figure 316: It’s unofficially official…since 1973. 

The Fireball Caper! 
It was the summer of 1972. It was your typical sultry (make that hot and sticky) Sunday in 
August. The era that I had grown up in, the era of “cruising”, and that of the “muscle car”, had 
not yet ended. Soooo…. It all began that day while I was cruisin’ the beaches from Milford to 
West Haven with a bunch of friends. 
 My friends and I had just stopped at an old time “mom-and-pop” variety store on Campbell 
Avenue in West Haven to get some ice cream, soda, etc. Just as I was about to pay for my stuff, 
there they were……….. Atomic Fireballs! OH BABY….I couldn’t believe it; I hadn’t eaten, or 
even seen any since I was in grammar (or was it elementary or primary) school, when I was able 
to buy them for a penny (remember wheat pennies?) each. I didn’t even know that anyone still 
made them. Well, I guess time marches on; this day they cost me a nickel a piece. Still, I bought a 
dollar’s worth. Boy, did they bring back memories. I did however, really need that cold soda as a 
chaser. 
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Now fast forward to the 1972/73 ski season. Walt Behuniak (who happens to be my first cousin), 
I, and a few other CT Region Patrolmen (that’s what they were called back then) were doing our 
Senior S & T Exam (that’s what that was called back then) at Berkshire East (Thunder Mountain 
for you real old timers). I remembered that I still had a few Fireballs left from the summer and 
thought they might be good on the cold mountain. So I stuck them in my (slippery blue 
naugahyde) fanny pack and brought them along. Fortunately I had enough to hand out to 
everyone, amid some “I remember these”! “Oh wow – hot balls,” “Where did you ever find 
these,” “I haven’t seen these in years,” and other comments. Apparently they were a hit, 
because my supply was now totally depleted. The next year and a half would become dedicated 
to rummaging through the quintessential “corner stores” throughout the area (since the large 
chain stores did not seem to carry them) in an effort to maintain a steady supply for future Senior 
Tests. 
Evidently, word had spread about these new “treats” to the point where they were now an 
expected part of each Senior Test. Walt (thank goodness for cousins) had discovered a treasure 
trove when he somehow learned that his wife’s brother was working in a small  old-time variety 
store in downtown Shelton. We were now able to purchase Fireballs in bulk, at his brother-in-
law’s prices; it was like a windfall. Now both Walt and I were able to stuff our packs with 
Fireballs to hand out freely at each test. It was a good thing too, since during many of those 
years, there were enough Senior Candidates to warrant two tests each season.  
It was common knowledge to the “seasoned” Fireball aficionados, that Fireballs that had 
“aged” for a few summers in one’s pack, were let us say, more robust,  than new ones. It had 
also become well known that only a REAL Senior could put an aged Atomic Fireball in his / her 
mouth, not bite it, and keep it there until it was completely gone. Of course we always explained 
that we did not condone actually skiing with a Fireball in one’s mouth. They did, however, make 
excellent moulage for blood and broken teeth if manipulated correctly. 
During those years, a Senior Ski & Toboggan Pre-test was also administered at Sundown, as a 
way to better determine if the Candidates were really ready to tackle actual Senior level terrain 
at Berkshire East or Jiminy Peak. Soon Fireballs were given out at the Pre-tests also. In fact, it 
wasn’t long before Fireballs were used as a “lure” to get Patrollers to enter the Senior S & T 
program. We actually advertised them as a perk to be given out the weekly clinics as well. 
Invariably there would be one attendee who would yell out, “where’s the Fireballs?” This 
formal handout was always the first order of business and the event could not officially begin 
until the ceremony was over. By the way, Fireballs were traditionally thrown, rather than 
handed, to all participants. Usually all went well…….hmmm.  
During the 1975/76 season, I attended my first Senior Examiners’ (long before they were 
renamed Trainer / Evaluators) Clinic, and just happened to bring a pocketful of Fireballs with 
me; habit you understand. When my turn came to teach a segment, I naturally handed them out 
to the participants in my group. Result: different people, same comments. Then, John Kane, one 
of the Eastern Division Staff overseeing my group asked me, “So... Don…is this The Connecticut 
Region’s official candy?” (Apparently other Regions had made some type of use of other kinds of 
“treats”). So, without really thinking about it, I said, “Uh, Yea!” I guess that single spontaneous 
comment sort of formalized everything; we now had an “official” unofficial candy. 
Walt and I have kept our Connecticut Region “tradition” up at every Senior and regular S & T 
event or station that he and / or I have run, including Toboggan Enhancement clinics, Senior TE 
Clinics, Senior Recertification (excuse me - Continuing Education) Clinics, Patrol level 
Candidate training clinics and evaluations, and finally, the Mount Southington Patrol Station at 
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the annual OEC Refresher. Others have tried other candies, but for the most part, to little or no 
avail. The Atomic Fireball has come to be expected, they are seemingly well accepted and 
appreciated, and are a great way to “break the ice”…….and sometimes a window or 
two…Something about an incident at Catamount when Walt Behuniak threw a Fireball to (read 
at) Region Director Burt Mitchell and missed…but that’s another story. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the years prior to the computer age, MSSP used to publish a newsletter in order to keep 
members informed of everything going on that was relevant to the patrol and its members. 
Although its name and format changed a number of times through the years, it was always a 
valuable source of information and history. It was our one true communication tool. With the 
dawn of computers and especially the internet, the newsletter as such, simply went out of 
existence. The Connecticut Region itself seems to have gone the same route. These newsletters 
have been replaced by sporadic email blasts, and under-utilized websites. It would seem that 
people in various appointed and/or elected positions either do not have or do not want to take the 
time to contribute to the sharing of news and information with their comrades on a regular basis. 
Hopefully this will improve in the future. 
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Section C. THE R.E.S.Q. SQUAD 
 

C1. The R.E.S.Q. Squad Is Established 
The children of the members of the MSSP have always been present and welcome at the ski area 
while their parents were on duty. It was made clear at the very start that the parents were 
responsible for their children and that the patrol room was not to be a nursery for them. These 
kids either skied or generally hung around the patrol room if the weather was severe or to have 
lunch. Most of these kids had even taken an interest in helping out where they could, and they 
did know enough to disappear whenever an accident was being worked on. 
 
It had often been thought that patrollers’ children should get some kind of credit for their help. 
During the 1990s, I had been put in charge of administering the Ski & Toboggan Continuing 
Education (Recertification) Program for Senior Patrollers in the Connecticut Region. In that 
capacity I travelled to the various Connecticut ski areas to perform his duties. One day, while 
visiting Mohawk Mountain, I happened to see a few area patrollers’ children scurrying about, 
helping the various patrollers. I questioned Patrol Leader, Josie Whitney, about them. She told 
me that a few years back, the patrol had organized these kids into what they called the “RAT 
(Run And Tell) Patrol. Their main function was to become extra sets of eyes on the hill so that 
they could run and tell the patrol when and where an accident had occurred. Now THAT was 
cool. 
 
On my way home that afternoon, I began to process and develop that concept. How could we at 
MSSP evolve that to make our kids an extension of our own ski patrol? We would need a set of 
guidelines and an appropriate name for our prospective group. I presented a rough outline of my 
idea to the MSSP leaders. The concept was accepted and details were put together. We would 
call out unit The MSSP R.E.S.Q. (Report Emergency Situations Quickly) Squad. Guidelines and 
general objectives were forwarded to all members. The children who were to join this squad 
were to be provided with a small pack, whistle, and specially designed armband, all of which 
would become part of their “duty” uniform. They would be coached by their parents, who were 
to have total jurisdiction over their duties (with the standing rule that no R.E.S.Q. Squad member 
was to work on any accident requiring first aid). There would be a formal induction ceremony 
with the recitation of the R.E.S.Q. Squad oath. There would be a sign-in procedure for 
attendance records, and a service award ceremony at the end of each season, when squad 
members would be presented with a yellow star patch for their pack or parka. Eligibility 
requirements would be passed on to all MSSP members who might wish to have their children 
join. 
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Figure 317: The very first R.E.S.Q. Squad class photo. Casey and Laure Stilwell, Matt and 

Mason Behuniak, and Nicole Block with their families.   31 January 1999. 
 
I held the position of R.E.S.Q. Squad Advisor, with my daughter, Kristen as my Assistant, for 
the first two seasons to ensure that it was up and running. Then Jinny VanHaelen volunteered to 
take over and, with Greg Stilwell as her Assistant, ran the program very well for a number of 
years. The Squad even received compliments from area manager Ed Beckley. Eventually Jinny 
handed the reigns over to Greg Ruel, a school teacher well versed in dealing with youngsters. 
The program soon “exploded” in scope with, chaperoned patrol room sleepovers, the 
development of levels of rank as members became tenured, involvement in ski area events like 
the annual Winter Carnival, and patrol facility cleanup days. The members were now called 
R.E.S.Q. Squaders and had become a closely knit group rather than a bunch of individuals. They 
have become a welcome asset to the MSSP and are truly considered part of the patrol itself. 
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Figure 318: Gil, the official R.E.S.Q. Squad Mascot constantly overlooks the “going’s on” 

from his perch in the patrol lounge area, 12 January 2014. 
 
“Gil”, the St. Bernard, constantly observing the “goings-on” from his vantage point high up in 
the Patrol Room, became, and remains, the Official Mascot of the R.E.S.Q. Squad. I brought him 
back from “way up north” when I first established the Squad.  He is named “Gil” after Gil 
Levesque, founder and first official Patrol Leader of MSSP. One of Gil’s greatest thrills was to 
bring youngsters into the fold and watch them develop. In fact, the sweater pin that is on the ref 
shirt of the St Bernard is Gil Levesque’s original National Ski Patrol Pin, donated by Gil himself. 
Whenever Gil patrolled, it was always attached to the side of his Australian type cowboy hat. 
That is the history behind “Gil” the St Bernard becoming the official mascot, and why he is on 
the R.E.S.Q. Squad patch. “Gil” should always be included somewhere on any new designs of 
the patch. The fanny pack with gold service star on “Gil” belonged to, and was donated by Matt 
Behuniak, our very first R.E.S.Q. Squad member. The lanyards for whistles were handmade by 
my daughter Kristen. The sunglasses, as well as the snowboard medal in the pack, belonged to 
Casey Stillwell. As far as the neckerchief is concerned, that was also donated by Kristen. If you 
look around the edges, you’ll see that I have attempted, through the initial years, to have every 
Member autograph it. There used to be a black permanent marker, more recently changed to red, 
in the pack for that purpose. This “autograph” session was originally the last part of the induction 
ceremony for new members. The Helmet was donated by Squad Member(s) Libby Ryan and/or 
Nicole Block. The red shirt was donated by Makayla and Zack Bunker. Inside the pack are extra 
R.E.S.Q. Squad armbands and lanyards for incoming members. 2014 marks the fifteenth 
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anniversary of the R.E.S.Q. Squad. Hopefully “Gil” along with the rest of the R.E.S.Q. Squad 
and its traditions, will continue to successfully evolve during the next fifteen years and well 
beyond. 

	  
Figure 819: The original R.E.S.Q. Squad armband. 1998. 

 
 

The Great Cardboard Box Race! 
One of the more recent activities of the R.E.S.Q. Squaders has been their participation in the 
area’s annual Winter Festival, the Cardboard Box race in particular. The R.E.S.Q. Squad was 
usually the only team entered that was comprised solely of kids. They built AND raced their box. 
The only adult assistance came in the form of safety and compliance checks. One year, they got 
everything just right, or so it seemed. Race day came. As usual, some of the other teams were 
doing fine, some were barely getting off of the start line, while other teams were falling apart 
midway through the course. By the time that the Squaders’ turn came, the surface had become 
well packed and very slick. The Squader team, consisting of about four or five girls (to keep the 
weight low and evenly distributed) jumped in and were given a mighty shove. Somehow they kept 
accelerating all the way down the course, which had been set up on the lower section of 
Whoopee. Everything was going great. Then they began to veer to the right, still picking up 
speed and still facing straight ahead. They were flying! All at once the box caught a bit of air, 
flipped over onto its left side, crossed the finish line (still in the air), and commenced to eject its 
passengers like a bunch of rag dolls. Everyone agreed that the Squaders had had the fastest time, 
but…in all the excitement and commotion to see if everyone was ok, the official had forgotten to 
stop the stopwatch. Since there was no fair way to get an official time for the run, no time was 
given, and the win was given to another team. Everyone on the team came away with a battle 
wound of one sort or another and the bragging rights and memories of the coolest, wildest run 
ever. 
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Figure 320: R.E.S.Q. Squad Cardboard Box Race Team - Emily Appleton, Kate Ryan, 
Libby Ryan, and Maddie Appleton.  Guy Oakes enthusiastically provides the OOMPF. 

March 2010. 
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The R.E.S.Q. Squad Sponsor Information (from 1999) 
This sheet will introduce you to the requirements of the sponsor regarding your child’s / 
children’s involvement in the Mount Southington Ski Patrol R.E.S.Q. Squad. 
Prerequisites: 
 1.  Must be a child, foster child, step child, grandchild, etc. of a registered member  
      of the Mount Southington Ski Patrol.  Candidates’ children are not eligible. 
 2.  Child must hold a current Patrol season pass. 
 3.  Child must be less than 15 years old. 
 4.  Child must be old enough to ski or snowboard well enough to get down the   
      slope / trail alone if necessary. 
Expenses: 
 1.  Small fanny pack (contents, in addition to a trail map, are to be determined). 
 2.  Possible help in defraying the cost of any awards for YOUR child / children. 
Induction: 
 Early in the season there will be a formal induction ceremony at which time the new 
 Members will be presented with armbands and packs.  
 At this time the new Member should:  
  1. KNOW and UNDERSTAND what R.E.S.Q. means. 
  2. basically know why the R.E.S.Q. SQUAD was formed. 
  3. have a GENERAL understanding of the skier code ( it is on the Mount   
      Southington brochure / trail map). 
Training / Duties: 
The level and intensity of training shall be solely at the discretion of the sponsor(s) and held in 
conjunction with the R.E.S.Q. SQUAD Advisor. Duties should not go beyond the suggested list 
without approval by the Patrol Director or Board of Directors. There is no requirement for 
scheduled sessions but Members should sign / punch in when arriving for duty and sign / punch 
out when they leave. 
 Members shall wear their armbands and pack whenever on duty. 
Recognition:  
 1. At the end of each season, Members will be awarded a SERVICE STAR to be sewn  
 onto their pack. 
 2. Members will have their names entered onto a permanent roster to be kept on display 
  in the Patrol Room. 
Additional ideas can be discussed with the R.E.S.Q. SQUAD Advisor during the season. 
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The R.E.S.Q. Squad Oath 
I WILL FOLLOW THE R.E.S.Q SQUAD MOTTO. 

“REPORT EMERGENCY SITUATIONS QUICKLY” 
 

I WILL SET A GOOD EXAMPLE BY FOLLOWING 
THE SKIERS’ CODE. 

 
I WILL BE AN AMBASSADOR FOR 

THE MOUNT SOUTHINGTON SKI AREA  
BY KEEPING A FRIENDLY, COURTEOUS, ATTITUDE. 

 
I WILL BE AN ASSET TO THE 

THE MOUNT SOUTHINGTON SKI PATROL  
BY HELPING WHEN AND WHERE I AM NEEDED. 

 
__________________________      ______________________      ________________________ 
                      Name                       Sponsor                                 Director / Advisor 
__________________________      ______________________    ________________________ 
            Date               Date         Date 
 
 
 
 
 
R.E.S.Q. Squad Fanny Pack Suggested Supplies 
Muslin ties (2 to 4) 
Small flashlight 
All-purpose tool (like a Leatherman, but less expensive) 
Mini bungee cords or Velcro straps (2) (for securing skis or poles to be carried) 
Rope (about 4 feet 1/8 inch diameter - for various uses) 
“Band-Aids” (assorted) 
Trail maps (2) (1 for reference, 1 for handout) 
Brochures (2) (1 for reference, 1 for handout) 
Tissues (in zip-lock bag) 
Sun-screen 
Small note pad and Pen or Pencil 
Zip-lock bag for ice / snow pack (for injuries with swelling) 
Snack food (chocolate, etc.) 
Zip-lock bag (for collecting scrap wrappers from snacks, Band-Aids, etc.) 
Plastic whistle (on some type of holder or lanyard) 
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Section D. MSSP LEGENDS 
 
D1. Gilles “Gil” Levesque  
During the 1963/64 winter season, Mount Southington, then a brand new ski area, had recently 
opened for the first time. Jim Day, the ski school director, had been desperately attempting to 
form a ski patrol for the area when Gil approached him and volunteered to help. Jim was having 
a difficult time trying to develop a ski school and build a ski patrol. One thing led to another and 
soon Gil was appointed Patrol Leader and was tasked with establishing the ski patrol. Gil 
retained others who had also volunteered, and sought out local fellow skiers as well as members 
of the nearby NAVA and Springfield Ski Clubs. A few of these members were already affiliated 
with what was then the NSPS (National Ski Patrol System) through other patrols. It was not until 
the following season that the Mount Southington Ski Patrol itself became registered with the 
NSPS. 

	  
Figure 321: In the early days, Gill could usually be found somewhere on the hill doing what 

he loved to do…playing or teaching with sleds.       December 1968. 
Gil retained his position as Patrol Leader for twelve years. Although to an outsider it may have 
sometimes appeared that he governed the patrol with an “iron fist,” it was always with a “twinkle 
in his eye.” Gil established the close knit, “extended family” atmosphere that the patrol became 
known for and still retains to this day. In 1977 Gil received National Appointment Number 5046 
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for his accomplishments as a Patrol Leader, and for his dedication as both a patroller and mentor 
to so many others. Even after Gil stepped down (voluntarily) from his position, he always 
remained the top “go to” person for help.  
Gil, although not personally involved in the politics on the NSP beyond the patrol level, was 
always a staunch promoter of all of the programs available through the NSP. He was, in fact, one 
of the creators of the Senior Program, and helped to set the basic standards for becoming a 
Senior Patroller. No matter which course a patroller was interested in, from Avalanche and 
Mountaineering, to First Aid at any level, to Senior, to Certified, to Instructorships, Gil was there 
to help however he could. He developed patrollers by coaching one on one rather than teaching 
formal classes. He would never tire of running toboggans, or practicing splinting, or just sharing 
his knowledge and expertise. He had a way of making you WANT to do and be better. His 
methods and techniques for helping patrollers improve and advance has been both consciously 
and subconsciously passed on. It can still be seen in the way that succeeding generations of 
instructors, instructor trainers, etc., from the Mount Southington Ski Patrol, and indirectly some 
of those from other patrols, perform their training and mentoring. 
When health issues finally forced Gil to retire from patrolling is 1992/93, he became an MSSP 
Member Emeritus. He said that he would try to ski “every day that the sun shone.”  
He would frequently be found on the mountain or around the patrol room with his “extended 
family,” still coaching, sharing his years of wisdom and philosophy about patrolling, or simply 
reminiscing with his old and new patrol friends. Gil had become an icon and an institution to 
those who had known and patrolled with him. Many of his exploits are told and retold annually. 
Gil passed away in 2005. His legacy is the success that the Mount Southington Ski Patrol has 
become today. 

	  
Figure 322: Gil was still “The Boss” in 2004. 

D2. Alan Levesque  
When Mount Southington Ski Area opened in December of 1964, and Alan’s older brother, Gil, 
had already become its first Patrol Leader, Alan, at age thirteen, had been made a charter 
member of the patrol and became its youngest (at the ripe old age of 13) Junior Patrolman. He 
could not have known that he would spend the next half century as a member of that very patrol. 
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He began to learn his craft from his brother and many other pioneer patrolmen. There was not 
even an affiliation with the NSP for the entire first season. Everything was accomplished by 
personal ingenuity, inventiveness, and adaptation. The “keep it simple” philosophy was utilized 
out of sheer necessity. Alan methodically practiced his skills until he left to attend college in 
Michigan. He would be gone for the better part of four years. 
Upon his return, Alan plunged right back into patrol life, never missing a beat. If there was a 
course, he took it, if there was a seminar or clinic, Alan was there. He soaked up knowledge like 
a sponge. Alan seemed to have two main desires. His first was to pass whatever skills and 
knowledge he acquired on to others. To that end, Alan became an instructor in First Aid (later 
WEC, and then OEC), CPR, toboggan handling, and a Senior S&T Examiner. He has always 
retained his “keep it simple” approach. His teaching style was, and still is, very practical and 
pragmatic. Alan is equally at ease whether teaching a formal class or coaching one-on-one. The 
Patrollers, at all levels, that have benefited from his expertise is innumerable. 

	  
Figure 323: Alan was always extremely adept at training, whether it was old fashioned 

skills or new technology. 1995. 
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Alan’s second desire was to improve patrolling in general. If there was an open position in which 
Alan thought his involvement would be beneficial, he would ask to be considered for that 
position. Alan has since successfully administrated many positions on the Mount Southington 
Patrol, from Assistant Advisorships, up to and including Patrol Leader. He has also held a 
number of Connecticut Region positions including various Advisorships, Section Chief, 
Assistant Region Director, and (Grand Pubhar) Region Director. His organized mindset 
consistently brings unprecedented order and organization to whatever project that he is charged 
with. 
Alan’s numerous awards throughout his half-century of patrolling, including National 
Appointment #7054, are a testament to his dedication to the NSP and especially to his patrolling 
comrades. He will not abandon an obligation until he is confident that another qualified patroller 
has been put in place to carry on. There are very few tenured patrollers within the Connecticut 
Region who do not know or have in some manner been positively influenced by Alan. At the 
fiftieth anniversary of the Mount Southington Ski Patrol, Alan stands alone as its singular 
remaining Charter Member. He is truly one of our icons.  
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D3. Robert DeVoe  
Bob DeVoe was one of the hardest working patrolman to grace the Connecticut Region. Bob 
joined the Ski Patrol in 1964 and worked as a dedicated patrolman involved in all aspects of Ski 
Patrolling.  
 

	  
Figure 324: When the NSP offered a course or clinic or seminar, Bob would most likely go 

through it…and then not only promote it to every member of the patrol, he would help 
them in every possible way to go through it also. Circa 2010. 

 
Bob quickly became a Senior and was a trainer and mentor for many patrollers in the 
Connecticut Region. He was both a first aid instructor and a CPR instructor. He was the Patrol 
Director of Mount Southington Ski Patrol from 1978 until around 1985. During his tenure as PD, 
Bob and two or three others developed a new method of securing patients to backboards and 
followed this up with training for the entire patrol in the use of the strapping system they 
developed. Bob received his National Appointment Number #5887 in 1981. He assisted with the 
National Junior Training Seminar at Lake Placid in 1984. Bob was the Connecticut Region 
Newsletter editor for many years. He was Region Director from 1982 to 1988. For many years, 
Bob maintained the computerized database of patrollers in the region to allow for accurate 
mailings. Bob could always be found working on some project or process. Although Bob and his 
wife Lori have retired from patrolling they are still avid skiers and actively participating 
members of the Nava Ski Club. 
 
 
D4. W.P. 1 Andy McKnight 
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Although Andrew McKnight was never officially registered, he was, and still remains, the only 
honorary “Member Emeritus” of the Mount Southington Ski Patrol. He was one of the greatest 
ambassadors of the ski area and highly regarded by everyone. He seemed to have a special 
regard for the youngsters. 

	  
Figure 325: Andy McKnight, aged 72 years, and four year old Andy Pemberton take a run 

on Avalanche. Circa 1967. 
 
When Andy eventually became too old and fragile to ski, he would still frequent the base area, 
chatting and helping wherever he could. Because he was always concerned with safety, he spent 
many hours peering out of the patrol room window with binoculars, scanning the slopes. He was 
the first to spot a number of accidents or those in potential need of aid. Always cheerful, he was 
just a fantastic person to have around for company. For many years now, there has been a small 
innocuous brass plaque beneath the slope-side window in the patrol room. Wherever the patrol 
room was located, there it was. The simple inscription reads: Andrew McKnight W.P 1. (Window 
Patroller #1).  
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Figure 326: W.P. 1 Andy McKnight’s memorial patrol room wall plaque looks out on 
Avalanche and Thunderbolt. 2014. 
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Section E. AS TIME GOES BY 
 
At some point back in the early days of its existence, members of the Mount Southington Ski 
Patrol felt that it might be a nice idea to make an annual photographic record of those who were 
part of the patrol. Thus was born the formal “class photo.” The session is still held each autumn 
at a meeting or refresher when members returned to re-register with the patrol. Unfortunately, as 
is the case with most organizations, some members are not in attendance on the day of the event. 
Therefore the group photo is never complete. Additionally, there were a number of years in 
which a group photo was either not taken, or the photo was lost over time. Ah, such is life. Those 
photos that are still available are shown in this section of this book. So get out your magnifier 
and enjoy. 

	  

	  

Figure 327a: This is the earliest known surviving MSSP formal group photo, taken upstairs 
inside of the Red Barn. Circa Fall 1975. 
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Figure 327b: Photo key. Fall 1975. 
 
1. Dan Zipp 2. Steve Warner 3. Scott Dillon 4. Walt Behuniak 5. Mike Patenaude 6. Dave 
Cirkot 7. Mike Bates 8. Dave Dimeo 9. Dick Dimeo 10. Alan Levesque 11. Ron Chriss 
12. John Quinlan 13. Dave Smarkus 14. Jack Greim 15. Laurie Beaulieu 16. Bruce 
Terkelson 17. Don Cirkot 18. Harriet Terkelson 19. Unidentified 20. Marianne Ciarlo 21. 
Bob Blair 22. Bob Patenaude 23. Bob DeVoe 24. Bob Beaulieu 25. Gloria Smole 26. 
Charlie Mackey 27. Ernie Groth 28. Fred Ortoli 29. Ralph Green 30. Gil Levesque 31. 
Dave Carlton 32. Dorothy Goldsmith 33. Walt Goldsmith 34. Judy Florian 35. Nat 
Florian. 
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Figure 328a: Attendance grew a bit too large for a comfortable indoor shoot, so out to the 

steps of the Red Barn .we went. Circa Fall 1976. 
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Figure 328b: Photo key. Fall 1976.	  
 

1. Pete Behuniak 2. Walt Goldsmith 3. Gil Levesque 4. Janice such 5. Dave Smarkus 6. Judy 
Florian 7. Bob Beaulieu 8. Nat Florian 9. Russ Stilwell 10. Jack Greim 11. Harriet Terkelson 12. 
Ernie Groth 13. Mark Mongillo 14. Harry Dong 15. Dorothy Goldsmith 16. Dan Zipp 17. Paul 
Thorpe 18. Sherri Lee Flood 19. Judy Klock 20. Susanne Dong 21. Bill Lockert 22. Steve Firth 
23. Mike Bates 24. Bob DeVoe 25. Walt Klauber 26. Al DeVoe 27. Bob Blair 28. Charlie Howe 
29. Smigg Clingman 30. Brian Badorek 31. Charlie Mackey 32. Walt Behuniak 33. Bob 
Ptenaude 34. Claudia Clingman 35. Gloria Smole 36. Jim Chagnon 37. Tom Scally 38. Don 
Cirkot 39. Dave Carlton 40. Ron Chriss 41. Maryann Ciarlo 42. Alan Levesque 43. Ralph Green 
44. Randy Deschenes 45. Fred Ortoli 
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Figure 329a: 1974, is considered the start of the second generation. This began with the 
greatest influx of new members since the initial generation. The additional mass of fresh 

faces was the result. Circa Fall 1980. 
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Figure 329b: Photo key. Fall 1980. 
 

1. Vito Savino 2. Cheryl Lemay 3. Janice Such 4. Sandy Levesque 5. Dave Carlton 6. Ron Chriss 
7. Ron Fenner 8. Keith Rich 9. Lynn Morin 10. Bruce Terkelson 11. Joe Rao 12. Dennis Garrity 
13. Kim Kalat 14. Chuck Frambach 15. Bob Patenaude 16. Kathy Mesner 17. Steve Firth 18. 
Jerry Salvio 19. Rob Botti 20. Marlene Firth 21. Dave Cirkot 22. Ernie Groth 23. Mike Bates 24. 
Mike Terry 25. Barb Botti 26. Joan Green 27. Paula Knight 28. Norm Genest 29. Rick Knight 
30. Mike Botello 31. Lori DeVoe 32. Larry McKay 33. Charlie Mackey 34. Tom Handchuruck 
35. Judy Connoly 36. Jim Stratos 37. Pete Behuniak 38. Jim Chagnon 39. Paul Thorpe 40. Mike 
Ryan 42. Walt Behuniak 43. Mark Mongillo 44. Paul Marshall 45. Pat Prozzo 46. Dawn Czynski 
47. Mike Terry 48. Diane Paruslki 49. Gloria Smole 50. Alan Levesque 51. Fred Ortoli 
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Figure 330a: By now it seemed that the “Western Look” was taking hold of a good number 

of members. Fall 1981. 
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Figure 330b: Photo key. Fall 1981. 

 
1. Mark Youngquist 2. Unidentified 3. Chuck Frambach 4. Larry McKay 5. Norm Genest 6. 
Russ Stilwell 7. Gil Levesque 8. Charlie Mackey 9. Guy Oakes 10. Paul Marshall 11. Ernie 
Groth 12. Jerry Salvio 13. Bill Nordby 14. Harriet Terkelson 15. Mike Bothello 16. Tim Ryan 
17. Ron Fenner 18. Dave Carlton 19. Kathy McGuinness 20. Kathy Mesner 21. Walt Behuniak 
22. Joe Rao 23. Judy Connely 24. Sandy Levesque 25.  ? Stein 26. Fred Ortoli 27. Ron Chriss 28. 
Larry Grace 29. Dawn Czynski 30. Joel Helfer 31. Marcia Burban 32. Alan Levesque 33. Bob 
Patenaude 34. Vito Savino 35. Maryann Ciarlo 36. Lynn Papile 37. Ralph Green 39. Lori DeVoe 
40. Rick Knight 41. Paula Knight 
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Figure 331a: Close inspection reveals a new NSP fashion beginning to make inroads, the 

Rust-and-Blue parka. Fall 1984. 
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Figure 331b: Photo key. Fall 1984. 
 
1. Russ Stilwell 2. Unidentified 3. Greg Stilwell 4. Larry McKay 5. Keith Rich 6. Dave Carlton 
7. Paul Marshall 8. Unidentified 9. Tom DeZenzo 10. Ed Beauchaine 11. Gil Levesque 12. Bruce 
Terkelson 13. Bill Nordby 14. Chuck Frambach 15. Ann Soule 16. Harriet Terkelson 17. Jim 
Chagnon 18. Vito Savino 19. Robert Spencer 20. Joe Rao 21. Joan Green 22. Rick Knight 23. 
Ron Fenner 24. Bob DeVoe 25. Guy Oakes 26. Lori DeVoe 27. Fred Ortoli 28. Alan Levesque 
29. Sandy Levesque 30. Joan Stetbacker 31. Sue Godfry 32. Richard Leach 33. Joel Helfer 34. 
Larry Grace 35. Dawn Czynski 36. Ralph Green 37. Charlie Mackey 38. Jerry Salvio 
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Figure 332a: Within a single season, both the “Western Look” and the old Rainier Red 

parkas had become virtually extinct. Fall 1985. 
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Figure 332b: Photo key. Fall 1985. 
 
1. Russ Stilwell 2. Ernie Groth 3. Joel Helfer 4. Steve Sidlick 5. Larry McKay 6. Vito 
Savino 7. Fred Ortoli 8. Guy Oakes 9. Greg Stilwell 10. Ron Fenner 11. Ed Beauchaine 
12.  Ed Riggs 13. Paula Knight 14. Jim Chagnon 15. Charlie Mackey 16. Bill Nordby 17. 
Unidentified 18. Lorraine Beauchaine 19. Dawn Czynski 20. Liz McKinley 21. Kathy 
McGuiness 22. Lori DeVoe 23. Joan Green 24. Sue Godfrey 25. Sandy Levesque 26. 
Alan Levesque 27. Ron Doucette 28. Joan Stetbacker 
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Figure 333a: Almost the entire patrol turned out for this one. MSSP had recently received 
the honor of being the Eastern Division Outstanding Large Patrol for the past season. And 
the dress code had once again changed; out with the Rust-and-Blue, in with the Red-and-

Black. November 2008. 
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Figure 333b: Photo key. November 2008. 

1. Josh Regan 2. Nat Florian 3. Justin Regan 4. Tim Appleton 5. Rim Ryan 6. Rob Heyl 7. Ken 
Sciuto 8. Skip Mudge 9. Becky Mudge 10. Don Ludwig 11. Ed Riggs 12. Kelsy Heyl 13. Charlie 
Mallon 14. John DeBisshop 15. Mason Behuniak 16. John Van Haelen 17. Cally Knight 18. 
Paula Knight 19. Lee Stang 20. Linda Regan 21. Chuck Regan 22. Andy Rubman 23. Don Cirkot 
24. Matt DePrey 25. Greg Ruel 26. Alan Levesque 27. Jim Richert 28. Adam Trujillo 29. Joe 
Spagna 30. Rick Knight 31. Liz Fenner 32. Shaun Fenner 33. Matt Behuniak 34. Josh Levin 35. 
Jessica Sciuto 36. Janice Mallon 37. Kevin Losty 38. James Munson 39. Dave Carlton 40. 
Patrick Holland 41. Kathy Oakes 42. Mark Hermann 43. Bret Lautenschlager 44. Rit Dulac 45. 
Rich Dulac 46. Tony Costanzo 47. Jinny Van Haelen 48. Joe Trujillo 49. Mike Kapustinski 50. 
Eric Strom 51. Phil Costello 52. Ralph Frank 53. Greg Stilwell 54. Joel Helfer 55. James Forcade 
56. Marty Lautenschlager 57. Walt Behuniak 58. Guy Oakes 59. Ron Fenner 
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Figure 334a: At the time of publication, this was the latest MSSP formal group photo 

available. It was also the largest to date. November 2009. 
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Figure 334b: Photo key. November 2009. 
 
1. Brett Lautenschlager 2. Skip Mudge 3. Marty Welter 4. Kelsey Heyl 5. Tim Ryan 6. Nat 
Florian 7. Josh Regan 8. Kevin Losty 9. Adam Wilkocki 10. John Van Haelen IV 11. Larry 
Tannenbaum 12. John DeBisshop 13. Ed Riggs 14. Steve Traver 15. James Forcade 16. Adam 
Trujillo 17. Mark Vining 18. Kyle Soucy 19. Amanda Schultz 20. Candi Waldren 21. Audra 
Sullivan 22. Tim Appleton 23. Matt Behuniak 24. Mason Behuniak 25. Marty Lautenschlager 
26. Dave Carlton 27. Phil Costello 28. John Van Haelen III 29. Mark Hermann 30. Mike 
Kapustinski 31. Chuck Regan 32. Linda Regan 33. Jinnie Van Haelen 34. Callie Knight 35. 
Paula Knight 36. Liz Fenner 37. Shaun Fenner 38. Joel Helfer 39. Rit Dulac 40. Rich Dulac 41.  
Alex Wilkocki 42. James Munson 43. Jessica Sciuto 44. Justin Regan 45. Patrick Holland 46. 
Rob Heyl 47. Jerry Salvio 48. Zbigniew Prusak 49. Alan Levesque 50. Josh Levin 51. Rick 
Knight 52. Walt Behuniak 53. Ron Fenner 54. Guy Oakes 55. Greg Stilwell 56. Greg Ruel 
57. Janice Mallon 58. Charlie Mallon 59. Ralph Frank 60. Ken Sciuto 61. Al Lounsbury 
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Section F. THAT OLD GANG OF OURS 
 
We joined the National Ski Patrol because of our desire to help others. We return to MSSP in 
particular because of the friendships that we’ve made here…year after year after year. It has 
indeed become our extended family. The uncountable hours that we spend together, both on duty 
and off, have allowed us to form bonds that we look forward to renewing each season. Here is a 
random sampling of many of those acquaintances that we’ve made through the years. 
 

	  
Figure 335: Charlie Mackey and Gil Levesque, both of whom retired from patrolling years 

ago, still ski and frequent the patrol room. 2004. 
	  
 
Sometime around 1982, Fred Ortoli managed to take formal individual portraits of the then-
current MSSP members. Many “disappeared” to places unknown but a few survived. This is how 
we looked back when we were relative “newbies.”. 
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Figure 336: Dave Carlton 
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Figure 337: Ernie Groth 
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Figure 338: Jim Chagnon 
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Figure 339: Joel Helfer 
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Figure 340: Kathy McGuinness 
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Figure 341: Russ Stilwell 
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Figure 342: Tim Ryan	  
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Figure 343: Fred Ortoli 
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Although many members were not normally prone to be the object of a photo, when it came to 
MSSP “extended family” stuff, most were happy to pose-for-the-cause. 
 

	  
Figure 344: The infamous Tuesday Night Dinner crew included Rob Botti, Bill Nordby, Joe 
Rao, Ernie Groth, Jim Chagnon, Steve Firth, Lori and Bob DeVoe, and Norm Genest. Ann 

the food was great too! March 1980. 
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Figure 345: Although the reason is no longer remembered, this bunch, Lori and Bob 

DeVoe, Bruce Terkelson, Jim Chagnon, Harriet Terkelson, Rob Botti, Keith Rich, Lynne 
Morin, Judy and Nat Florian, Barbara Botti, and Shaun Florian, apparently decided 

together and have a group picture taken.  Circa 1979. 
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Figure 346: Fun and games at the MSSP Awards Banquet as Cheryl Lemay receives 

“recognition” from Ted Mackey.  27 April 1974. 
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Figure 347: Dan Zipp, who would later become the MSSA Director of Maintenance, 

accepts the MSSP Patroller-Of-The-Year Award from Patrol Director Bob Beaulieu 27 
April 1974. 

 
What follows are a few more available snapshots of a few of those who have passed through our 
portals during our first fifty years. Some are long gone…some still remain…all have been a part 
of our extended MSSP Family. 
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Figure 348: At the MSSP Awards Banquet - Jean Fontana, a.k.a. “Foxtail Jeannie” because 
she skied with foxtails dangling off the grips of her ski-poles, receives an award from then 

Patrol Director Charlie Mackey while Bob Beaulieu and Barbara Mackey look on. - 27 
April 1974. 
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Figure 349: Russ Stilwell, Jack Greim, and Rich Novicelli outside of the original ticket 

window. The entrance to the old Patrol Room is to the extreme left. Circa fall 1975. 
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Figure 350: Patrol Picnic at Branford Beach – Bob Blair’s wife Diane (seated), and our 
“Ex-Junior Patrollers” Dan Zipp, Cheryl Lemay, Janice Such, and Pete Behuniak. 

Summer 1973. 
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Figure 351: Dave Cirkot, Cheryl Lemay, and Jim Chagnon prepare to enter the Maze at 
the Avalanche Double Chairlift. Note the “bulging “fanny-packs” and stylish hats. 

February 1975. 
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Figure 352: A moment of respite at our Patrol Picnic - Debbie Behuniak, Donna Cirkot, 
Alan Levesque, Walt Behuniak, Don Cirkot, and Rick Knight. Summer 1980. 
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Figure 353: Tom Giamatteo receives an unexpected award from Patrol Leader Bob DeVoe 
during our patrol picnic. Summer 1980. 
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Figure 354:  MSSP Awards Banquet - John Shaffer and Ed Hughes become “co-DJ’s,” 

playing real vinyl records. April 1995. 
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Figure 355: Kristen Cirkot and Kelsey Heyl on duty during Mount Southington’s Winter 
Carnival. 2 February 1996. 
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Figure 356: Kristen Fenner, Cally Knight, and Paula Knight between stations at the annual 
CPR Refresher. Fall 1997. 
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Figure 357: During an Awards Banquet, Ellen Frazier and Lisa Oakes enjoy a quiet 
discussion together. Spring 1998. 
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Figure 358: Awards Banquet - Roy Cheek – Enough said! Spring 1998. 
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Figure 359: Just what Steve Traver and Guy Oakes were doing in the patrol room with all 
those “nooses” is anybody’s guess. 2004. 
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Figure 360: - Mason Behuniak navigates a very wet and heavy Testor during the “ski-
ability” portion of his Candidate S&T Test. 6 March 2005. 
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Figure 361: At this MSSP Awards Banquet, Liz Fenner is chosen “Candidate of The Year.” 
Guy Oakes, Ron Fenner, and Marty Welter help her enjoy the moment. Spring 2006. 
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Figure	  

	  

Figure 362: Don Ludwig – all business enroute to a call. Circa 2007. 
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Figure 363: Adam Trujillo illustrates the total “Joy Of Victory” after passing his 
Candidate S&T Evaluation. March 2008. 
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Figure 364: In this group photo of Connecticut Region Young Adult Patroller Attendees 
and Chaperones, those from MSSP were Josh Regan, Rick Knight, Cally Knight, Paula 

Knight, Justin Regan, and Maddie Appleton.             18 March 2013. 
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Figure 365: R.E.S.Q. Squad Cardboard Box Race Team assembled for the Mount 
Southington Winter Carnival - Phoebe Costello, Maddie Appleton, Libby Ryan, Kate 
Ryan, Tim Ryan, and Kyle Hermann. 23 February 2009. Seems like only yesterday! 
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Figure 366: Among those in attendance for Mount Southington Ski Area’s 50th 
Anniversary - Austin Hoshstrate and, Skip and Becky (Rancourt) Mudge. Becky and Skip 

were actually married here on the mountain just a few years ago. 11 December 2013. 
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Figure 367: Former MSSP Patroller, Dan Zipp, who traded in his fanny pack for tools and 
eventually became the area’s Maintenance Manager, was also present at Mount 

Southington Ski Area’s 50th Anniversary.             11 December 2013. 
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Figure 368: Ed Beckley, MSSA President and General Manager for twenty-five seasons, 

officiated over the ski area’s 50th Anniversary festivities.      11 December 2013. 

Section G. EPHEMERA AND OTHER STUFF 
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From the beginnings of our patrol, and until the computer and internet came to the forefront, 
Patrollers received an actual “wallet” card, for just about every course that they successfully 
completed, as well as for MSSP benefits. Here is a sampling of what we carried around back 
then. 

	  
Figure 369: Before NSP had its own emergency care course, first aid was primarily taught 

through the American Red Cross. An Advanced First Aid course was required for 
admission into the NSP. 22 September 1985. 

 

	  
Figure 370: Te NSP First Aid Refresher completion card, replaced every three years. These 

cards were handed in at the start of each annual fall refresher, signed by the authorized 
individual, and handed back to the Patroller at the end of the refresher. September 1985. 
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Figure 371: In the 1980s, NSP introduced its own WEC (Winter Emergency Care) program 

to take the place of the American Red Cross First Aid courses, changing the look, but not 
the purpose, of the cards.                 20 September 1987. 

	  

	  

Figure 372: In the span of just a few years, the WEC course had evolved into what is 
currently known as the OEC (Outdoor Emergency Care) program. Once more, although 

the face of the card had changed, its function had not. 31 December 2001. 
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Figure 373: Beginning in 1973, and until it became an actual part of the NSP first aid 
courses, a separate CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) certification, through either the 
American Red Cross or the American Heart Association, was required by the NSP. At first 

it was simply the completion their basic course. Eventually the Advanced course For 
Professional Rescuers was mandated, also requiring an annual refresher. 3 November 

1985. 

 
A number of the courses offered by the NSP in recent tears were just not in existence in the early 
years of the MSSP. However, the Avalanche and Mountaineering courses, both basic “Circle” 
and advanced “Patch” levels were offered. Cards were issued for each course and, the successful 
participant was issued a “number” with each card. These numbers indicated where one stood 
sequentially upon completion of the course. Sadly this system eventually disappeared, as did the 
cards (and chest patches). 
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Figure 374: The cards and patches issued to those who had successfully completed the 

Basic “Circle or Advanced, “Patch” Avalanche and Mountaineering Courses  
1972 through 1974. 
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Mount Southington Ski Area management has, probably from the very start, issued season pass 
privileges to its patrol members, both married and single. Although requirements and formats 
have changed through the years, the interaction between management and patrol has remained 
outstanding. 

	  
Figure 375: Simple “tear off” type pass voucher for unmarried MSSP members. Circa 

1979. 

 

	  
Figure 376: Typical Employee Season Pass photo identification card. This was the same for 

spouses and children of MSSP members. 1996-97 season. 
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Figure 377: Recently instituted is this pass that can be utilized by an MSSP member at his 

or her discretion. 2010/11 season. 
 

All of the above is but a sampling of items utilized by MSSP Members through the years. For 
lack of room and availability of actual items, this book will not attempt to cover the numerous 
and various pins that Patrollers wore, nor the sundry items located throughout the patrol facility. 
However, a visit to our patrol room and a chat with almost any of our more tenured members 
will reveal much more about our patrol life and family.. Browsing through our constantly 
expanding Reference and Historical Library will bring back memories to our long-time members 
and, educate our newer members about just “who-we-are.” 
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Figure 378: A portion of the MSSP Reference and Historical Library. 1 January 2014. 

Section H. THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME 
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Figure 379: MSSP must constantly look to the young (well maybe not quite THIS young) to 
keep the membership energized and enthusiastic, as portrayed by future Patroller Kristen 

Cirkot. 1983. 
 
From its humble, origins back in 1963/64, the Mount Southington Ski Patrol has advanced eons. 
Are we the perfect Ski Patrol? Not yet. Are we the best patrol? Better to say that “We are the 
best us that we can be.” Like any other patrol, we have had our ups and downs, and the ups have 
always eventually prevailed. Can we stay as we are? Most assuredly not; we must continue to 
move forward, like it or not, in order to keep pace with the expectations and demands of a better 
educated and more savvy public, and the mandated changes in the way that our organization 
must be run. Will we endure? If we keep attracting the same type of members that we have for 
the first fifty years, and maintain the same “extended family” type of atmosphere and 
environment, our chances are far better than good. We are not always privy to the future plans of 
the ski area’s owners and management. However, our relationship with them both is very 
positive. We seem to be extremely comfortable with each other. Barring any unforeseen events, 
MSSP will most probably be here performing its appreciated duties for a very long time to come. 
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Section I. SOME FINAL MUSINGS 

 
There is obviously much, much, more that can be told and shown about our patrol and our ski 
area. Possibly it is fortunate for the reader that a lot of this potential information and or 
photographs are either not easily available or is lost to history. Was this book necessary at all? Of 
course it wasn’t. Does it really serve any practical purpose? Probably not. Will it rekindle 
memories and other stories of other times and past friends? Possibly. It’s pretty obvious that this 
book has been compiled as seen primarily through my eyes. Whenever possible, I’ve included 
anecdotes and remembrances from other MSSP members, or have researched documents 
available through the patrol archives of the ski area itself.  
 
All ski patrols are unique unto themselves and their character is partly a result of type of ski area 
that they are born into. MSSP is no exception. We are the result of one man’s dream, where he 
decided to locate his dream, and what type of environment he chose to create. Mount 
Southington is a small, southern New England, family oriented ski area, no more, no less. We are 
warm, homey, and comfortable. As one looks back over the years, we find that this is the type of 
Patrollers that we have attracted and retained; those that have fit our schedules, standards, and 
our character. With the exception of those whose life has taken them in other directions or to 
locations, very, very few have left MSSP to join other patrols.  
 
Although I did not join the National Ski Patrol, and therefore Mount Southington Ski Patrol, 
until 1969, I’ve skied here since the first year that the area opened. When I joined MSSP, it was 
initially for the typical reasons, helping others and skiing “free.” Like all of you, I soon learned 
what it cost to ski free. Still, I kept coming back, year after year. Why? It was because of the 
lasting friendships I’ve made, the extended family that I felt that I’d become a part of. And after 
seasons now approaching my own fiftieth with MSSP, that feeling has not changed. 
 
I’m not sure whether this tome is longer than it should be or shorter than some might like it to be. 
Most likely I’ve left out some things that some feel are important, and have included some things 
that some might feel are trivial. I guess it is what it is. Therefore I hope that those who do take 
the time and interest to page through this book will find at least some parts that will give them a 
bit of pleasurable reading – and perhaps permit them a touch or two of reminiscing. Who knows, 
maybe someone will write a sequel to this when we reach our next milestone. 
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Figure 380: Bookends. Sue-Ellen Repeta, the last and only MSSP Candidate to join the 
patrol within the first fifty years of the patrol’s existence, poses with Alan Levesque, the 
only Charter Member of the patrol that is still patrolling with MSSP Patroller after fifty 

years of unbroken service.  January 2014. 
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Section J. APPENDICES 
 
Although additional names, dates, awards, etc. may certainly exist, the information provided in 
these appendices was gathered from the most reliable records and information available at the 
time of compilation. 
 
Appendix A. MSSP Patrol Recognition (from actual awards available) 
  Date   Award 
  4 May 1990  Certificate Of Appreciation - For Holding Region Staff  
     Meetings, Skiing, Toboggan Handling and Winter   
     Emergency Care Training Clinics and Performance Tests 
  7 May 1993  Certificate Of Appreciation – From The Connecticut  
     Region For Hosting The Ski Patrol Competition 
  2001   Certificate Of Appreciation – From the Connecticut Region 
     for Hosting The Senior Patroller Program 
  2006   Connecticut Region Outstanding Ski Patrol 

10 July 2008  Unit Citation – Eastern Division 2007-2008 National  
    Outstanding Large Alpine Ski Patrol 
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Appendix B. Historical MSSP Leadership Roster (verified from MSSP & MSSA records) 
 
Season Patrol Leader Patrol Director  NSP Patrol Representative Assistant Patrol Leader(s) 
1963/64 Gil Levesque ?   None   ? 
1964/65 Gil Levesque ?   None   ? 
1965/66 Gil Levesque ?   None   ? 
1966/67 Gil Levesque ?   None   ? 
1967/68 Gil Levesque ?   None   ? 
1968/69 Gil Levesque ?   None   ? 
1969/70 Gil Levesque ?   None   ? 
1970/71 Gil Levesque Roland Oraschewsky None   ? 
1971/72 Gil Levesque Roland Oraschewsky None   ? 
1972/73 Gil Levesque Bob Beaulieu  None   Charlie Mackey 
1973/74 Gil Levesque Bob Beaulieu  None   Charlie Mackey 
1974/75 Gil Levesque Charlie Mackey  None   Don Cirkot 
1975/76 Charlie Mackey ? Bob Beaulieu  None   Don Cirkot 
1976/77 Charlie Mackey ? Bob Beaulieu  None   Don Cirkot 
1977/78 Bob DeVoe  ?   None   Alan Levesque 
1978/79 Bob DeVoe  ?   None   Alan Levesque 
1979/80 Bob DeVoe ?   None   Alan Levesque 
1980/81 Bob DeVoe ?   None   Alan Levesque 
         Walt Behuniak 
1981/82 Bob DeVoe Charlie Mackey  None   Russ Stilwell 

Alan Levesque 
1982/83 Charlie Mackey ?   None   Bob DeVoe 
1983/84 Bob DeVoe ?   None   Charlie Mackey 
1984/85 Bob DeVoe ?   None   Russ Stilwell 
         Larry McKay 
1985/86 Charlie Mackey Russ Stilwell  None   Bob DeVoe 
1986/87 Chuck Frambach Russ Stilwell  None   Bob Devoe 
1987/88 Alan Levesque Russ Stilwell  None   Bob DeVoe 
1988/89 Alan Levesque Steve Sidlik  None   ? 
1989/90 ? None  Steve Sidlik  None   ? Alan Levesque 
1990/91 ? None  Steve Sidlik  None   ? Alan Levesque 
1991/92 ? None  Steve Sidlik  None   ? Alan Levesque 
1992/93 ? None  Steve Sidlik  None   ? Alan Levesque 
1993/94 ? None  Steve Sidlik  None   ? Alan Levesque 
1994/95 Guy Oakes       None   None   Ron Fenner 
1995/96 None  Guy Oakes  None   Ron Fenner 
1996/97 None  Guy Oakes  None   Ron Fenner 
1997/98 None  Guy Oakes  None   Ron Fenner 
1998/88 None  Guy Oakes  None   Ron Fenner 
1999/00 None  Guy Oakes  None   Ron Fenner 
2000/01 None  Guy Oakes  Ron Fenner  None   
2001/02 None  Guy Oakes   Ron Fenner  None 
2002/03 None  Guy Oakes   Ron Fenner  None 
2003/04 None  Guy Oakes   Ron Fenner  None 
2004/05 None  Guy Oakes   Ron Fenner  None 
2005/06 None  Guy Oakes   Ron Fenner  None 
2006/07 None  Guy Oakes   Ron Fenner  None 
2007/08 None  Guy Oakes   Ron Fenner  None 
2008/09 None  Guy Oakes  Ron Fenner  Tim Ryan (assistant to) 
2009/10 None  Ron Fenner  Walt Behuniak  None 
2010/11 None  Ron Fenner  Walt Behuniak  None 
2011/12 None  Ron Fenner  Walt Behuniak  None 
2012/13 None  Ron Fenner  Walt Behuniak  None 
2013/14 None  Ron Fenner  Walt Behuniak  None 
 
From the beginning of the MSSP, and into the 1970’s Session Leaders were also at times, called Patrol Leaders. As such, they are 

not included in this list. 
Areas with question marks are either unknown or unverified.  
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Appendix C. Historical MSSP Patrol Roster 
(From available records and fading memories) 

Last Updated 1 January 2014 
TOTAL Entries = 387 

 
Key 
* before first date set = join date verified 
* after last date set = depart date verified 
? before first date set = join date unknown 
? after last date set = depart date unknown 
?< before first date set = may have joined at an earlier date 
>? after last date set = may have departed at a later date 
-> after single date set = still active 
If married after joining MSSP, married names are in parentheses 
 
NAME    JOINED - DEPARTED COMMENTS 
 
SURNAME UNKNOWN. - 1 
?, Brett    *1963/64 - >?*   Left NSP (original Junior) 
 
A. - 8 
Albert, Carl   ?<1968/69 – 1969/70>?  Left NSP 
Appleton, Maddie  *2012/2012   Active as of 2013/14 
Appleton, Timothy  *2006/07 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Arcano, Joseph   *1981/82 – pre 1984/85* Left MSSP 
Archibald, Donald  *2011/12 - >   Active as of 2013/14 
Aszklar, Zachary  *2010/11 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Audy, Monique   *1995/96 - 1999/2000*  Transferred to Woodbury Patrol 
Ayer, Kylle   *1987/88 – 1996/97>?*  Left NSP 
 
B. - 40 
Baczewski, Joseph  *2000/01 – 2009/10*  Left NSP 
Badorek, Brian   ?<1968/69 – 1975/76>?* Left NSP 
Barrow, Zachary  *1988/89*   Left MSSP 
Barter, John   *1974/75 – 2004/05*  Left NSP 
Bates, Michael   ?<1973/74 – pre 1983/84* Left NSP 
Beauchaine, Edward  *1981/82 – 1992/93*  Transferred to Butternut Patrol 
Beauchaine, Lorraine  *1985/86 – 1992/93*  Transferred to Butternut Patrol 
Beaulieu, Robert  ?<1969/70 - 1977/78*  Left NSP 
Beaulieu, Dean   ?<1973/74 – pre 1978/79* Left MSSP 
Beaulieu, Laurie  ?<1973/74 – 1975/76*  Left NSP 
Bedard, David   *1992/93 – 1995/96*  Left NSP 
Behuniak, Mason  *2005/06 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Behuniak, Matthew  *2000/01 – 2013/14*  Left MSSP 
Behuniak, Peter   ?<1970/71 – 1978/79*  Left NSP 
Behuniak, Walter  *1969/70 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Beloin, Peter   ?<1987/79 – 1979/80*  Left NSP 
Beloin, Raymond  ?<1970/71 – 1971/72>?* Left NSP 
Benoit, Dean   *1986/87 – 1991/92*  Left NSP 
Belber, Mark   *1999/2000 – 2005/06*  Left NSP 
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Berchonak, June  *1975/76 – pre 1977/78* Left NSP 
Bierce, Scott   *2005/06*   Did not complete Candidate season 
Blair, Robert   ?<1968/69 – 1977/78*  Left NSP 
Block, Jonathan   *1991/92 – 2000/01*  Left NSP 
Bobrowiecki, Keith  *1993/94 – 1995/96*  Left NSP 
Bothello, Michael  ?<1981/82 – 1983/84*  Left NSP 
Botti, Barbara   ?<1977/78 – pre 1983/84* Left NSP 
Botti, Michael   ?<1977/78 – 1977/78*  Left NSP 
Botti, Robert   ?<1977/78 – pre 1983/84* Left NSP 
Bouchard, Joseph  ?<1966/67 – 1967/68>?* Transferred to MSSA Ski School 
Boulanger, Amy  *1979/80 – pre 1983/84* Transferred from ? Patrol 
Boyd, Susan   *1979/80 -  1980/81*  Left NSP 
Boyko, Michelle  *1978/79 – 1991/92*  Left NSP 
Bradley, Frank   *1987/88 – 1992/93*  Left NSP 
Branagan, Michael  *1988/89*   Left MSSP 
Brannen, Arthur  *1988/89 – 1995/96*  Left NSP 
Brommett, Norman  ?<1966 – 1973>?  Left NSP 
Burban, Marcia   *1981/82 – pre 1983/84* Left MSSP 
Butkiewicz, Andrew  *2001/02*   Left NSP 
Butkiewicz, Leonard  ?<1966/67 - 1968/69>?* Trans. to CT Central Patrol by 9/18/72 
Butkiewicz, Nina  circa 1970   Trans. to CT Central Patrol by 9/18/72 
 
C. - 26 
Cachagna, Abramo  ?<1964/65 – 1970/71>?* Left NSP 
Carlton, David   *1967/68 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Carmen, Linda   *2006/07*   Transferred to Powder Ridge Patrol 
Carrol, David   *2001/02*   Left NSP 
Cerrato, John   *1988/89 – 1996/97*  Left NSP 
Chagnon, James  *1970/71 – 1986/87*  Left NSP 
Chase, Patricia   *1979/80 -1981/82*  Left NSP 
Cheek, Miriam   *1987/88 – 1996/97*  Left NSP (now deceased) 
Cheek, Roy   *1987/88 – 1997/98*  Left NSP 
Chriss, Ronald   ?<1973/74 – 1986/87*  Transferred to Mohawk Patrol 
Chymbor, Thomas  ?<1978/79 – 1979/80*  Left NSP 
Ciarlo, Marianne  *1975/76 – 1981/82*  Left NSP (now deceased) 
Cirkot, David   ?<1970/71 – 1977/78*  Left NSP 
Cirkot, Donald   *1968/69- 2008/09>  Registered as Alumnus 2010/11 
Cirkot, Kristen   *1995/96 -2007/08*  Left NSP 
Clarkson, Scott   ?<1981/82 – 1982/83*  Moved to Vermont 
Clingman, Claudia (Widget) *1968/69 – 1986/87*  CT Central Patrol 1987/88 
Clingman, Palmer (Smigg) *1963/64 – 1986/87*  CT Central Patrol 1987/88 (now dec’d)  
Clukey, Corey   *2011/12 - >   Active as of 2013/14 
Connelly, Judith  *1978/79 – 1984/85*  Left NSP 
Costanza, Tony   *2005/06 – 2009/10*  Left NSP 
Costello, Philip   *2002/03 – >   Active as of 2013/14 
Cowles, Clifford  *1963/64 – 1968/69*  Left NSP (original Junior) 
Curry, Al   *1979/80*   Left NSP 
Czynski, Dawn (Pinkowish) *1977/78 – 1997/98*  Left NSP 
Czarnecki, Paul   *1979/80*   Left NSP 
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D. - 29 
Danforth, Stuart   *2001/02 – 2005/06*  Left NSP 
Dawson, Robert   *1992/93 - 2004/05*  Trans. from Berkshire East / Left NSP 
Debisschop, John  *1999/2000 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
DeCarolis Jr., Joseph  *1994/95 – 1997/98*  Left NSP 
DeCarolis Sr., Joseph  *1963/64 - 1968/69*  Left NSP (original Junior) 
Denzel, Eric   *2000/01 – 2001/02*  Left NSP 
Deprey, Matthew  *2006/07 – 2009/10*  Left NSP 
Deschenes,  Randall  *1975/76 – pre 1977/78* Left NSP 
Devoe, Alan   ?<1975/76 – pre 1977/78* Left NSP 
DeVoe, Robert   *1963/64 – 1998/99*  Left NSP 
DeVoe, Lori   *1974/75 – 1998/99*  Trans. from Woodbury 1976 - Left NSP 
DeZenzo, Thomas  *1983/84*   Left NSP 
Diez, Christopher  *1997/98*   Did not complete Candidate season 
Dill, P    *1986/87*   Left MSSP 
Dillon, Scott   ?<1973/74 – 1977/78*  Left NSP 
Dimeo, David   ?<1975/76 – 1976/77*  Left NSP 
Dimeo, Richard   *1968/69 – 1975/76*  Transferred to Sundown Patrol 
DiPentima, Tara  *1982/83*   Left NSP 
DiPentina, Todd  *1979/80 – pre 1983/84* Left NSP 
Dombrowski, Chester  ?<1973/74 – pre 1977/78* Left NSP 
Dong, Harold   *<1975/76 – 1977/78*  Left NSP (now deceased) 
Dong, Susanne   *<1975/76 – 1977/78*  Left NSP 
Doucette, Ronald   *1983/84 – 1986/87*  Left NSP 
Draghi, Dawn   *1979/80 – 1981/82*  Left NPS 
Dudley, Sean-Ryan  *1996/97 – 1997/98*  Left NSP 
Dulac, Richard   *2006/07 – 2012/13*  Left NSP 
Dulac, Rit   *2004/05 –>   Active as of 2013/14– Otis Ridge  
        2004/05 
Durban, Marcia (Youngquist) *1983/84 – 1985/86*  Left NSP 
Durity, Arthur   *1997/98 – 1999/2000*  Left NSP 
 
E. - 2 
Eldridge, Mark   *1979/80 *   Left NSP 
Ellison, Lars   *1990/91 – 1995/96*  Left NSP 
 
F. - 22 
Falzarano, Cynthia  ?<1973/74 – pre 1978/79 Left NSP 
Fanning, Michael  *1977/78 – 2004/05*  Returned 2000/01 after lapse - Left NSP 
Fenner, Kristen (Deprey) *1999/2000 - 2006/07*  Left NSP 
Fenner, Elizabeth  *2005/06 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Fenner, Everett Ronald  *1976/77 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Fenner, Shaun   *1995/96 -1997/98?>  Left NSP 
    *2004/05 - >   Returned after lapse  - Active as of  
        2013/14 
Firth, Marlene   *1979/80 – 1981/82*  Left NSP 
Firth, Steve   *1972/73 – 1983/84*  Transferred to Mohawk Patrol 
Fives, Frank G.   *1990/91 – 2002/03*  Left NSP 
Flood, Sheri-Lee  ?<1975/76 – 1977/78*  Left NSP (now deceased) 
Florian, Judith   ?<1972/73 - 1977/78 *  Transferred to MSSA Ski School 
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Florian, Lynn   *1979/80 – 1981/82*  Left NSP 
Florian, Nathanial  *1966/67 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Fomenko, Joseph  *1999/2000 – 2001/02*  Transferred to Woodbury Patrol 
Fontana, Jean   ?<1973/74 – pre 1977/78* Left NSP 
Forcade, James   *2002/03 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Forster, Robert   ?<1982/83 – 1985/86*  Left NSP 
Foster, Robert   *1983/84 – 1985/86*  Left NSP 
Frambach, Charles  *1979/80  -  1988/89*  Left NSP 
Frank Jr., Ralph   *2003/04 – 2013/14*  Moved to Florida – Alumnus  2014 
Fransen, Douglas  *1979/80 *   Left NSP 
Frazier, Ellen Debra (Ferguson) *1993/94 – 2004/05*  Transferred to MSSA Ski School 
 
G. - 26 
Gagnon, Marc   *1988/89*   Left MSSP 
Gajdosik, Michael  *2010/11 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Garrity, Dennis   *1979/80 – 1982/83*  Left NSP 
Garrity, Jay   *1981/82*   Left NSP 
Gasecki, Steven   ?<1975/76 – pre 1977/78*  Left NSP 
Gasuk, Walter   ?<1978/79 – pre 1977/78* Left NSP 
Geddes, Christopher  *1997/98*   Left NSP 
Geddes, Ryan   *1997/98*   Left NSP 
Genest, Norman  *1979/80 – 1983/84*  Left NSP 
Genest, Rene   *1978/79 – 1979/80*  Left MSSP 
Giamatteo, Thomas  *1979/80 – 1995/96>*  Central Division (1991/92) Alumnus  
        2009 
Gianatti, Lawrence  ?<1972/73 - 1973/74>?* Left NSP 
Gloolek, Elaine   ?<1968/69 ->?   Left NSP 
Godfrey, Susan   *1981/82 – 1988/89*  Left NSP 
Goldsmith, Dorothy  ?<1971/72 – 1977/78*  Left NSP 
Goldsmith, Walter  ?<1971/72 – 1977/78*  Left NSP 
Grace, Lawrence  *1961/62 – 1983/84*  Left NSP 
Green, Joan   *1976/77 – 1992/93>?*  Transferred to Mohawk Patrol 
Green, Ralph   *1973/74 – 1992/93>?*  Transferred to Mohawk Patrol 
Greenwood, James  *1978/79 – 1981/82*  Left NSP 
Greer, Timothy   *2003/04 - 2006/07*  Left NSP 
Greim, Jack    ?<1964 – 1978/79*  Moved out of area 
Griffith, Christopher  *1983/84*   Left MSSP 
Grimm, Andrew  *2003/04 – 2006/07*  Left NSP 
Groth, Ernest   *1972/73 – 2005/06*  Left NSP 
Guererra, Louis   *1969/70 – 1974/75*  Trans. to Powder Hill Patrol by 2/29/76 
 
H. - 28 
Hagaman, Ryan   *1995/96 – 1996/97>?*  Transferred to Woodbury Patrol 
Hage, Avery   *2010/11 – 2013/14*  Left MSSP – Alumnus 2014 
Haley, Alan   ?<1964/65 – 1965/66>?* Left NSP 
Hall, Richard   circa 1975   Moved West 
Hanchuruck, Tom  *1978/79 – 1983/84*  Left NSP 
Haskell, Roy   *2006/07 -2007/08*  Left NSP 
Hartwell, Jean   ?<1969-70 – 1970/71>?* Left NSP 
Hebert, Matt   *2012/13*   Left NSP 
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Helfer, Joel   *1973/74 ->   From Central Div. Active as of 2013/14 
Heller, Richard   *1975/76 – pre 1977/78* Left NSP 
Hermann, Mark   *1999/2000 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Heyl, Kelsey   *1995/96 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Heyl, Robert   ?<1995/96 – 2010/11>  Registered as Alumnus 2011/12 
Hochstrate Austin  *2013/2014*   Did Not Complete Candidate Season 
Holcomb, Christopher  *2006/07 - 2007/08*  Left NSP 
Holland, Patrick  *1998/99 –2010/11*  Left MSSP 
Holstrom, Raymond  ?<1967/68 – 1969-70*  Moved to Vermont 
Hoover, John   ?<1996-97>?   Transferred from Southern Division 
Howes, Charles   ?<1968-69 – 1981/82*  Left NSP (now deceased) 
Hubbard, Robert  *2012 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Hudson, Jay   *1977/78 – 1978/79*  Left MSSP 
Hughes, Edward  *1993/94 – 1998/99*  Transferred to Woodbury Patrol 
Hughes, Mary Behuniak- *1979/80 – 1998/99*  Transferred from Powder Ridge Patrol 
Hunt, Keith   *2012 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Hutchinson, Eric  *1986/87 – 2001/02*  Left NSP 
Hutchinson,  Jeffrey  *1986/87 – 1988/89*  Left NSP 
Hyland, Sharlene  *1995/96 – 2005/06*  Transferred from Sundown Patrol 
Hyner, Melanie   *1997/98*   Transferred to Mohawk Patrol 
 
I. - 0 
 
 
J. - 7 
Jahr, Ingrid   ?<1973/74 – pre 1977/78* Left NSP 
Johnson, Bonita   ?<1978/79 - 1979/80*  Left MSSP 
Johnson, Dennis  ?<1977/78*   Left MSSP 
Johnson, Richard  ?<1972/73 – pre 1978/79 Left MSSP 
Johnson, Sandra  1963/64 – 1964/65>?  Left NSP (original Junior) 
Jones, Scott   *1997/98*   Did not complete Candidate season 
Joyce, Lorraine   *1986/87*   Left MSSP 
 
K. - 20 
Kalat, Kim   ?<1965/66 – 1966/67>?* Left NSP 
Kalenbach, John  ?<1969/70 – 1970/71>?* Left NSP 
Kapustinski, Michael  *2006/07 – 2010/11*  Left MSSP 
Kaufman, Catherine Ann *1990/91 – 2008/09*  Left NSP 
Kaufman, David  *1992/93*   Did not complete Candidate season 
Kennedy, Sarah   *2011/12 *   Left NSP 
Kilbourne, Cynthia (Bacjewski) *1999/2000 – 2009/10*   (lapse 2002/03) Left NSP 
Kilton, Judith Ann  *1986/87*   Left MSSP 
Kizis, John   *1997/98 – 1998/99*  Left NSP 
Klauber, Walter   *1975/76 - ?   Left MSSP 
Klein, Louis   *1979/80 – 1981/82*  Transferred from ? Patrol 
Klock, Judith   ?<1971/72 – 1973/74>?* Left NSP 
Knight, Cally (Regan)  *1999/2000 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Knight, Paula   *1976/77 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Knight Jr., Richard  *1997/98 – 2002/03*  Left NSP 
Knight Sr., Richard  *1976/77 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
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Konstantino, Peter  *1993/94 -1995/96*  Left NSP 
Kopcyk, Thomas  *1996/97 - 2001/02*  Left NSP 
Kugielsky, Ben   *1997/98*   Transferred to Woodbury Patrol 
Kycia, John   *1988/89*   Left MSSP    
 
L. - 20 
Lanci, James   *2005/06*   Did not complete Candidate season 
Lajoie, Al   ?<1969/70 – 1970/71>?* Left NSP - (now deceased) 
Lajoie, Wendy   ?<1969/70 – 1970/71>?* Left NSP 
Lamounier, Fernando  *2003/04*   Moved West – job change 
Lamonth, Robert  ?<1969/70 – 1970/71>?* Left NSP 
Lanzoni, Craig   ?<1970/71 – 1971/72>?* Left MSSP 
LaRocco, Robert  circa 1974   Left NSP 
Lautenschlager, Brett  *2003/04 - 2010/11*  Left MSSP 
Lautenschlager, Martin  *2003/04 – 2010/11*  Left MSSP 
Leach, Richard   *1982/83 – 1984/85*  Left NSP 
Lemay, Cheryl (Link)  *1969/70 – 1988/89*  On CT Central Patrol as of 1987/88  
Levesque, Alan   *1963/64 ->   Active as of 2013/14 (original Junior) 
Levesque, Gilles  *1963/64 - 1992/93*  Left NSP (now deceased) 
Levesque, Sandra  *1976/77 – 2001/02*  Left NSP 
Levin, Joshua   *2006/07 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Lockert, William  ?<1972/73 – 1977/78*  Transferred to Mohawk Patrol 
Long, Gregg   *1990/91 – 1991/92*  Left NSP 
Losty, Kevin   *1993/94 – 2010/11*  Moved to Vermont 
Lounsbury, Alan  *1984/85 ->   Died 16 Nay 2012 
Ludwig, Donald  *2000/01 ->   Active as of 2013/14– Okemo Patrol  
        2002/03 
 
M. - 29 
Mackey, Charles  ?<1971/72 – 1986/87*  Transferred to MSSA Management 
Mackey, Theodore  ?<1971/72 – 1973/74>?* Left NSP 
Macys, Raymond  (Sandy) *1965/66 - 1969/70*  Moved to Vermont 
Maffeo, Gerald   *1986/87 – 1995/96*  Trans. from Pahquioque - Left NSP 
Mallon, Charles   *2005/06 – 2013/14*  Left NSP 
Mallon, Janice   *2006/07 – 2013/14  Left NSP 
Mange, Rand   *2010/11 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Marshall, Paul   *1979/80 – 1986/87*  Left NSP 
Maynard, Stephen  *1988/89 – 1990/91>?*  Left MSSP 
McGrath, Doug   *1984/85 – 1988/89*  Left NSP 
McKay, Larry   *1979/80 – 1986/87*  Left NSP 
McKeown, Mary  *2010/11 – 2011/12*  Left NSP 
McKinnon, Michael  *1979/80 – 1985 – 86*  Transferred from ? – Left MSSP 
McLellan, Russell  ?<1968/69 - 1973/74>?* Left NSP 
McGuiness, Kathleen  *1979/80 – 1995/96>?*  Left NSP 
McKinley, Elizabeth  *1968/69 – 1990/91*  Moved to Vermont or New Hampshire 
Messner, Kathy   *1979/80 – pre 1983/84* Left NSP 
Miclette, Gary   *1992/93 – 1999/2000*  Left NSP 
Miller, Ian   *1997/98 – 2001/02*  Left NSP 
Mitchell, Jane   *1965/65 – 1995/96*  Transferred from Pahquioque (1990/91) 
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Mongillo, David  *1959/60 – 1995/96*  Trans from ? Patrol – CT Central   
        9/18/72 - Alumni 2013 
Mongillo, Francis  ?<1966/67 - 1973/74>?* Left NSP 
Mongillo, Mark   ?<1977/78 – 1978/79*  Left NSP  
Morin, Lynn   *1975/76 – 1978/79*  Left NSP 
Mortali Jr., Ronald  *2001/02 – 2003/04*  Left NSP 
Mortali Sr., Ronald  *1986/87 – 1995/96*  Left NSP 
Mudge, Skip   *2003/04 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Munson, James   *2003/04 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Munson, Kathleen (Oakes) *2003/04 – 2008/09*  Left NSP 
 
N. - 8 
Nagey, Andrew   ?<1965/66 – 1966/67>?* Trans. to Ski School (original Junior) 
Nappi, Keith   *1992/93 – 1995/96>?*  Transferred to Sundown Patrol 
Newell, Vern   circa 1977   Left NSP 
Nordby, William  *1978/79 – 1986/87*  Left NSP 
Noreika, Steve   *2010/11 – 2013/14*  Left NSP 
Novak, Joseph   ?<1969/70 - 1973/74>?* Left NSP 
Novak, John   ?<1969/70 – 1970/71>?* Left NSP 
Novicelli, Richard  ?<1977/78 – 1978/79*  Left NSP 
 
O. - 5 
Oakes, Guy   *1979/80 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Oakes, Lisa   *1988/89 – 1998/99*  Left NSP 
Oraschewsky, Ron (Roland) ?<1966/67 – 1969/70>?* Left NSP 
Ortoli, Fredrick   *1970/71 – 1986/87*  Left NSP 
 
P. - 23 
Palmieri, Steven  *2003/04 – 2004/05*  Left NSP 
Papile, John   ?<1969/70 – 1971/72>?* Transferred to CT Central Patrol 
Papile, Lynn   *1981/82 – 1984/85*  Left MSSP 
Paradis, Robert   ?<1969/70 – 1975/76>?* Left NSP 
Parrella, Nicholas  *1997/98 – 1999/2000*  Transferred to Woodbury Patrol 
Paruski, Diane   ?<1981/82 -1982/83*  Left NSP 
Patenaude, Robert  ?<1971/72 – 1986/87*  Left NSP 
Patenaude, Michael  ?<1973/74 – 1975/76*  Left NSP 
Patterson, Frank  *1990/91 – 1991/92*  Left NSP 
Paturel, John   circa 1970   Left NSP 
Pendleton, David  *1992/93 – 1993/94*  Left NSP 
Pineau, David   *1991/92 – 2000/01>?  Left MSSP 
    *2009/10 ->   Returned after lapse Active as of 
         2013/14 
Polson, Anthony  *1979/80*   Left NSP 
Posila, Henry   *1979/80*   Left NSP 
Poulin, Jennifer   *2009/10 – 2011/12*  Left MSSP   
Prendergast, Carol  ?<1970 – 1971/72*  Trans. to CT Central Patrol by 9/18/72 
Prince, Fredrick   ?<1964/65 – 1965/66>?* Left NSP 
Pritchard, Roy   *1979/80*   Left NSP 
Pritchard, Steven  *1979/80*   Left NSP 
Probert, Thomas  *1999/2000*   Transferred to Smugglers Notch Patrol 
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Proshinski, Patricia  *1986/87 - >?*   Left MSSP 
Prozzo, Patrick   ?<1970/71 - 1983/84*  Left NSP 
Prusak, Zbigniew  *2009/10 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
 
Q. - 1 
Quinlan, John   ?<1971/72 – 1975/76*  Transferred to Otis Ridge Patrol 
 
R. - 23 
Rao, Joseph   ?<1978/79 – 1986/87*  Left NSP 
Rancort, Rebecca (Mudge) *2003/04 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Ratcliffe, Lyndon  ?< - 1967/68*   Transferred to ? Patrol 
Regan, Charles   *2001/02 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Regan, Joshua   *2001/02 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Regan, Justin   *2003/04 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Regan, Linda   *1999/2000 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Repeta Sue Ellen  *2013/2014 ->   Candidate season Active as of 2013/14 
Resnick, Barry   *1989/90 – 2003/04>?*  Left NSP – Died 23 May 2012 
Restivo, Ellen   *1988/89*   Left MSSP 
Rich, Keith   ?<1978/79 – 1984/85*  Moved to Vermont 
Richert, James   *2006/07 – 2013/14*  Left NSP 
Rider, Sara   *1993/94 – 1999/2000*  Transferred from ? Patrol 1998/99 
Riggs, Daniel   ?<1978/79 - ?*   Left NSP 
Riggs, Edwin   *1985/86 – 2-13/14*  Left MSSP 
Rinaldi, Cheryl   *1986/87*   Left MSSP 
Rinaldi, Louis   *1986/87*   Left MSSP 
Robert, Aime   ?<1966/67 – 1968/69*  Transferred to Farmington Valley Patrol 
Roleau, Mark   *1980/81 – pre 1983/84* Left NSP 
Rubman, Andrew  *1990/91 – 2008/09>  Registered as Alumnus 2009/10 
Ruel, Gregory   *2005/06 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Ryan, Michael   *1977/78 – 1991/92*  Transferred to MSSA Management 
Ryan, Timothy   *1979/80 – >    
S. - 42 
Salvio, Jerry   *1977/78 – 1983/84*  Left NSP   
    *2009/10 ->    Returned after lapse Active as of  
        2013/14 
Savino, Vito   *1981/82 – 1992/93*  Left NSP 
Santarsoro, David  *1997/98*   Did not complete Candidate year 
Scally Jr., Thomas  ? <1970/71 – 1971/72*  Moved to Australia 
Scally Sr., Thomas  ?<1968/69 – 1973/74>?* Moved out of area 
Schaffer, John   *1993/94 – 1998/99>?*  Left NSP - died 3 January, 2003 
Schaffer, Matthew  *1995/96 – 2004/05*  Left NSP - died 2006? 
Schlank, Carter   *2012/13 – 2013/14*  Left MSSP 
Schultz, Amanda  *2003/04 – 2009/10*  Registered as Alumnus 2010/11 
Schumann, Jeanne  *1986/87 – 1990/91*  Left NSP 
Sciuto, Jessica   *2005/06 – 2009/10*  Left NSP 
Sciuto, Kenneth Sr.  *1983/84 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Sciuto, Kenneth Jr.  *2005/06*   Did not complete Candidate year 
Shove, Matthew  *2004/05 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Sidlik, Steven   *1971/72 - 1995/96*   Left NSP 
Siegel, David   *1975/76 – 1983/84*  Left NSP 
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Smarkus, David   ?<1973/74 – 1977/78*  Left MSSP 
    *1986/87*   Returned after lapse? – Left NSP 
Smole, Gloria (Rakowski) ?<1973/74 – pre 1983/84* Left NSP 
Soucy, Gregory   ?<1966/67 – 1969/70>?* Left NSP 
Soucy, Kyle   *2008/09 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Soule, Andrew   ?<1967/68 – 1980/81*  Died 22 May, 1981 
Soule, Anne   ?<1971/72– 1986/87*  Left NSP 
Spagna, Joseph   *1997/98 – 2010/11*  Died 2011 
Spencer, Robert   *1983/84 – 1986/87*  Left MSSP 
Sprague, Thomas  *1991/92 – 1992/93*  Left NSP 
Stamm, Ron   *2012 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Stang, Lee   *1988/89 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Stettbacker, Joan  *1979/80 –/ 1990/91*  Left MSSP 
Stevens, Clark   *1981/82 – 1983/84*  Left MSSP 
Stilwell, Casey   *2001/02 – 2008/09*  Left NSP 
Stilwell, Gregory  *1982/83 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Stilwell, Russell  *1964/65 – 1986/87*  Left MSSP - Moved out of area 
Stirk, Victoria   *1987/88 – 1995/96*  Left NSP 
Stratos, James   *1978/79 – 1979/80*  Left NSP 
Strom, Eric   *1999/2000 ->   Trans. From Mohawk 2002/03 – Active 
         as of  2013/14 
Such, Janice (Deveau)  *1969/70 – 1988/89*  On CT Ctrl Patrol by 1987/88 Left NSP 
Sullivan, Audra   *2008/09 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Sullivan, Roy   *1974/75 – 1991/92*  Left NSP 
Swenton, Breanna  *2005/06*   Left NSP after Candidate year 
Swenton, Stacey  *2004/05 - 2005/06*  Left NSP 
Szabat, Kathleen  *1983/84*   Left MSSP 
Szydlowski, Joseph  *2002/03 -06/07*  Left NSP 
 
T. - 13 
Tannenbaum, Lawrence  *2004/05 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Tassinari, Scott   *2002/03*   Did not complete Candidate year 
Terkelson, Bruce  ?<1966/67 – 1968/69*  Transferred to CT Central Patrol 
    *1983/84 – 1986/87*  Returned after lapse – Left NSP 
Terkelson, Harriet  ?<1971/72 – 1986/87*  On CT Ctrl Patrol by 1987/88 Left NSP 
Terry, Michael   *1977/78 – 1995/96*  Left NSP 
Terry, Susan   *1979/80 – 1980/81*  Left NSP 
Thomas, Pamela  *1992/93 - >?   Transferred from Central Division 
Thorpe, Paul   ?<1975/76 – pre 1983/84* Left NSP 
Toume, John   ?<1965/66 – 1966/67>?* Left NSP (original Junior) 
Traver, Steven   *2002/03 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
Traxler, Harold   ?<1972/73 – 1973/74>?* Left NSP 
Trujilo, Adam   *2006/07 – 2010/11*  Left MSSP 
Trujilo, Joseph   *2006/07 – 2008/09*  Left NSP 
 
U. - 0 
 
V. - 5 
VanHaelen, Jinny  *1992/93 ->   Active as of 2013/14 
VanHaelen III, John  *2009/10 ->   Active as of 2013/14  
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VanHaelen IV, John  *1999/2000 – 2010/11*  Registered as Alumnus 2011/12 
Vining, John (Jack)  *1947/48 – 2004/05>  Registered as Alumnus 2009/10 
Vining, Mark   *1976/77 ->   Trans. From Sundown Active as of 
         2013/14 
 
W. - 7 
Walden, James   *1973/74 -1976/77*  On Sundown Patrol 2/6/77 
    *1990/91 - >?*   Returned after lapse - Left MSSP 
Waldron, Candi (Muhlbaier) *2004/05 – 2010/11*  Left MSSP 
Wallace, Stephen  ?<1971/72 - 1973/74>?* Left NSP 
Welch, Brad   ?<1978/79*   Left MSSP 
Welter, Martin   *1994/95 – 2010/11*  Registered as Alumnus 2011/12 
Wilkocki, Adam  *2005/06 -2011/12*  Transferred to Nashoba Valley 
Wilkocki, Alex   *2004/05 -2011/12*  Transferred to Nashoba Valley 
 
X. - 0 
 
Y. - 1 
Youngquist, Marc  *1981/82 – 1983/84*  Left NSP 
 
Z. - 1 
Zipp, Daniel   *1969/70 – 1977/78*  Left NSP – Employed at MSSA 
 
Since Mount Southington Ski Area did not officially open until December of 1964, there was actually no 
1963/64 season. The members who are shown registered for the 1963/64 season are those who had 
completed their American Red Cross First Aid Courses are were simply registered as members of the 
Mount Southington Ski Patrol. The MSSP, in fact was not registered with the National Ski Patrol System 
until either the 1964/65 or 1965/66 season. 
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 Appendix D. Historical MSSP R.E.S.Q. Squad Roster (from MSSP records) 
(Report Emergency Situations Quickly) 

Established by Don Cirkot - 1 January 1999 
            Member  Date Joined  Date Departed  Sponsor/Relation 
Matthew Behuniak*** 31 January 1999  30 April 2002  Walt Behuniak/father 
Casey Stilwell****  31 January 1999  30 April 2003  Greg Stilwell/father 
Mason Behuniak****** 31 January 1999  30 April 2005  Walt Behuniak/father 
Laura Stilwell****** 31 January 1999  30 April 2005  Greg Stilwell/father 
Nicole Block***  31 January 1999  30 April 2003  Jonathan Block/father 
Kenny Sciuto*****  13 February 2000  30 April 2005  Ken Sciuto/father 
Deirdre Hermann******* 30 December 2001  30 April 2008  Mark Hermann/father 
Doug Hyland*****  30 December 2001  30 April 2005  Sharlene Hyland/mother 
Kyle Soucy******  30 December 2001  30 April 2008  Dave Carlton/g-father 
Mike Lounsbury******* 30 December 2001  30 April 2008  Alan Lounsbury/father 
Scott Bierce****  30 November 2002  30 April 2006  Marty Welter/father 
Phoebe Costello***** 15 December 2003  30 April 2008  Phil Costello/father 
Kyle Hermann***** 15 December 2003  30 April 2008  Mark Hermann/father 
Trevor Riggs*****  15 December 2003  30 April 2013  Ed Riggs/father 
Libby Ryan********** 15 December 2004     Tim Ryan/father 
Eric Karadimas**** 13 March 2005  30 April 2009  Jinny VanHaelen/g-mother 
Alyssa Smith****  15 December 2005  30 April 2009  Jinny VanHaelen/g-mother 
Jenessa Vick****  15 December 2005  30 April 2009  Kathy Kaufman/g-mother 
Kate Ryan******** 15December 2006     Tim Ryan/father 
Mike Dulac***  09 December 2006     Rit Dulac/father 
Alan Lounsbury Jr.******* 03 February 2007  30 April 2013  Alan Lounsbury/father 
Emily Appleton******* 30 December 2007     Tim Appleton/father 
Madeline Appleton******* 30 December 2007  30 April 2012  Tim Appleton/father 
Allie Ruel******** 30 December 2007     Greg Ruel/father 
James DeBisschop*** 03 January 2009  30 April 2013  John DeBisschop/father 
Cameron Ruel****  03 January 2010     Greg Ruel/father 
Zachary Bunker***** 10 December 2010     Lee Stang/aunt 
Lucas Sullivan****  11 February 2011     Audra Sullivan/mother 
Mia Sullivan****  11 February 2011     Audra Sullivan/mother 
Makayla Bunker**** 11 February 2011     Lee Stang/aunt 
Devon Riggs*  11 February 2011     Ed Riggs/father 
Aron McKeown*  11 February 2011  30 April 2013  Mary McKeown/mother 
Austin Levin****  11 February 2011     Josh Levin/father 
Joey Fenner**  01 January 2012     Shaun Fenner/father 
Paul Beaudin***  01 January 2012     Corey Clukey/father 
Angel Mange**  01 January 2012  30 April 2013  Rand Mange/father 
Emily Noreika**  01 January 2012     Steve Noreika/father 
Tyler Ruel***  01 January 2012     Greg Ruel/father 
Garin Levin***  01 January 2012     Josh Levin/father 
Nathan Rinaldi***  01 January 2012     Lee Stang/aunt 
Justin Mange**  01 January 2012  30 April 2013  Rand Mange/father 
Jean McKeown*  01 January 2012  30 April 2013  Mary McKeown/mother 
Johannah Reeves**  01 January 2012     Kelsey Heyl/s-father 
Jack Pineau***  01 January 2012     Dave Pineau/father 
Gillian Pineau***  01 January 2012     Dave Pineau/father 
Dylan Mckeown*  01 January 2012  30 April 2013  Mary McKeown/mother 
Sophia Forcade*  01 November 2013     James Forcade/father 
Emily Forcade*  01 November 2013     James forcade/father 
Bogna Prusak*  01 November 2013     Zbigniew Prusak/father 
Lidia Prusak*  01 November 2013     Zbigniew Prusak/father 
Christian Hubbard*  01 November 2013     Bob Hubbard/father 
Lindsey Hunt*  01 November 2013     Keith Hunt/father 
 
 
 
 

* = Gold Star Awarded for Each Year of Service  
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Appendix E. Connecticut Region Directors from MSSP (from MSSP records) (5 total) 
Seasons  Name 
1976/77 – 1977/78 Bruce Terkelson 
1982/83 – 1987/88 Bob DeVoe 
1991/92 – 1995/96 Paula Knight 
1996/97 – 2001/02 Alan Levesque 
2008/09 – 2013/14 Rick Knight 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix F. Senior Ski & Toboggan Trainer/Evaluators (Examiners) from MSSP (from 
Eastern Division records) (18 total) 

Seasons   Name 
1966/67 – 1975/76  Gil Levesque* 
1969/70 – 1979/80  Bruce Terkelson 
1970/71 – 1975/76  Lenny Butkiewicz 
1970/71 – 1973/74  Larry Grace 
1970/71 – 1973/74  Tom Scally 
1972/73 – 1978/79  Steve Warner 
1974/75 – 1979/80  Bob Beaulieu 
1974/75 – 1976/77  Bob Blair 
1974/75 – 1978/79  Jim Chagnon 
1975/76 – 2011/12  Walt Behuniak 
1976/77 – 2006/07  Don Cirkot 
1980/81 – 2011/12  Alan Levesque 
1980/81 – 1993/94  Jim Waldren 
1983/84 – 1995/96  Ron Fenner 
1983/84 – 1993/94  Rick Knight 
2002/03 - 2013/14  Eric Strom (still active) 
2008/09 – 2013/14  Justin Regan (still active) 
2013/14 – 2013/14  Cally Knight Regan (still active) 
 

*1966 was a formative for the Senior Program in Connecticut. There was no Senior Test. There 
was an Examiner clinic held at Killington which Gil Levesque passed and therefore went from 
Patrolman directly to Senior Examiner. 
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Appendix G. Senior Patrollers from MSSP (from Connecticut Region records) (59 total) 
Year   Name 
1968   Leonard Butkewicz 

  Francis Mongillo 
  Bruce Terkelson 
  Robert DeVoe 

1970   Carl Albert 
     Ray Macys 
     Roland Oraschewsky 

1971   Brian Badorek 
     Robert Beaulieu 
     Robert Blair 
     Robert Paradis 

  Andrew Soule 
1971   Joseph Novak 
1972   Walt Behuniak Jr. 

  James Chagnon 
Don Cirkot 
John Papile 

  1973   Theodore Mackey 
     Janice Such 
     Nathanial Florian 
  1973   Dick Dimeo 
  1976   Bob Patenaude 
  1976   Dave Carlton 
  1977   Steve Firth 
     Alan Levesque 
  1977   Cheryl Lemay 
  1980   Paula Knight 
     Richard Knight 
  1980   Joel Helfer 
  1981   Ron Fenner 
     Jim Greenwood 
     Tom Hanchuruck 
     Mark Vining 
  1982   Norm Genest 
     Larry McKay 
  1988   Edward Beauchaine 
     Michael C. Terry 
  1989   Ralph Green 
     Jeff Hutchinson 
     Greg Stilwell 
  1990   Roy Cheek 
     Jerry Maffeo 
     Jane Mitchell 

Guy R. Oakes 
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     Edwin H. Riggs 
  1991   Eric Hutchinson 
  1992   Kylle R. Ayre 
     Timothy Ryan 
  1994   Chuck Fives 
  1996   Ron Mortali Jr. 
  1998   Jonathan Block 
  2000   Barry Resnick 
  2005   Justin Regan 
  2006   Skip Mudge 
     Richard E. Dulac 
  2008   Liz Fenner 
     Ralph Frank 
  2009   Tim Appleton 
     Richard Dulac III 
  2010   Don Ludwig 
  2011   Cally Knight 
  2014   Maddie Appleton     
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Appendix H. National Award Recipients (from available records) 

 
National Appointment Recipients from MSSP (13 total) 

Year   Number Name 
1967     3205  Thomas F Scally Jr. 
1974     4356  Bruce E Terkelson 
1975     4779  Leonard A Butkiewicz 
1977     5046  Gilles L Levesque 
1981     5887  Robert J DeVoe 
1983     6224  Donald J Cirkot 
1986     6639  Walter Behuniak Jr. 
1989     7054  Alan M Levesque 
1990      7249  Paula A Knight 
1994     7827  Jane Mitchell 
2003     9884  John H Vining Sr. 
2005   10304  Richard R Knight 
2006   10340  Everett R Fenner 

  
Distinguished Service Award Recipients from MSSP (1 known) 

Year   Name 
 2012   Don Cirkot 

 
Meritorious Service Award Recipients from MSSP (2 known) 

Year   Name 
 2002   Don Cirkot 

  2008   Rick Knight 
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Merit Star Recipients from MSSP 

Year   Name    Star 
  1991   Alan Levesque  Purple 
     Saving of a life 
  1991   Sandra Levesque  Purple 
     Saving of a Life 

2000   Walt Behuniak      
    Service as Ct Region 

Senior S & T Advisor  Yellow 
  2008   Mark Vining       
     Service as CT Region  Yellow 
     Registrar 
  2010   Guy Oakes    
     Service as       
     MSSP Patrol Director  Yellow 
  2014   Rick Knight       
     Runner-up, National      
     Outstanding       
      Administrative Patroller Silver 
  2014   Madeline Appleton  Gold 
     National Outstanding Young Patroller 
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Appendix I. Eastern Division Award Recipients 
  

Outstanding Large Patrol 
  Year   Name 

2007-08  Mount Southington Ski Patrol 
 

Outstanding Administrative Patroller (Established date unknown) 
  Year   Name 
  2013   Paula Knight 
 
 Patroller Achievement Award (Established 2012) 
  Year   Name 
  2012   Nat Florian 
     Joel Helfer 
     Guy Oakes 
     Mark Vining 
 

Student Patroller of The Year (established date unknown) 
  Year   Name 
  2005-06  Alex Wilkocki  
 

Young Adult Patroller Seminar Award (Established 2007) 
Year   Name 
2008-09  Richard Dulac III (first place overall)  
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Appendix J. Connecticut Region Award Recipients 
 
Region Hall Of Fame Inductees (Established 2008) 

Date Inducted Name    Service Years 
2008 29 March  Gilles “Gil” Levesque  1963-1993 
2008 19 October  Robert DeVoe   1963-1998 

  2009 6 June   Don “Coach” Cirkot  1969-Present   
  2009 25 October  Walter Behuniak  1970-Present   
  2010 5 June   Alan Levesque  1963-Present  
 
 Region Patrol Of The Year (Established 2005 – Discontinued after 2010) 

Year   Name 
2006   Mount Southington Ski Patrol 

 
Region Patroller Of The Year (11 known) 

Year   Name 
  1986   Don Cirkot 

1988   Bob DeVoe 
  1989   Paula Knight 
  1990   Walt Behuniak 
  1993   Jane Mitchell 
  1996   Guy Oakes 
  1997   Alan Levesque  

2004   Rick Knight 
  2010   Skip Mudge 
  2013   Justin Regan 
  2014   Greg Ruel 
     

Andrew J. Soule Memorial Young Adult Patroller Of The Year (Established 2005) 
Year   Name 

  2005-06  Adam Wilkocki 
  2008-09  Richard Dulac III 
  2011-12  Avery Hage 
  2012-13  Maddie Appleton 
 

Region Director’s Award (9 known) 
Year   Name 

  1995   Lori DeVoe 
1997   Don Cirkot 

  2000   Barry Resnick 
2003   Paula Knight 

  2006   Mark Vining 
  2007   Rick Knight 
  2008   Walt Behuniak 
  2011   Mark Vining 
  2012   Don Cirkot 
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Dick Gardiner Instructor Of The Year (Established date unknown) 
Year   Name 

  2004   Marty Welter 
  2008   Paula Knight 
  2011   Skip Mudge 

 
Stan Ellison Continuing Education Award (Established date unknown) 

Year   Name 
  2006   Becky Rancourt 
  2008   Tim Appleton 
     Candi Waldren 
  2009   Tim Appleton 
 

Angel Pin / Suncatcher (Established date unknown) 
Year   Name 

  1993   Donna Cirkot (pin) 
     Deborah Behuniak (pin) 
  2001   Donna Cirkot (pin and suncatcher figurine) 
     Deborah Behuniak (pin and suncatcher figurine)  
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Appendix K. Mount Southington Ski Patrol Award Recipients 
 
 MSSP Patroller Of The Year (Established 1973) 

Year   Name 
  1973   Janice Such 

1974   Dan Zipp 
1975   Jack Greim 
1976   Bill Lockert 
1977   Russ Stilwell 
1978   Don Cirkot 
1979   Paula Knight 
1980   Judy Connelly 
1981   Ron Fenner 
1982   Rick Knight 
1983   Joseph Rao 
1984   Joan Stettbacher 
1985   Chuck Frambach 
1986   Alan Levesque 
1987   Guy Oakes 
1988   Mike Terry 

  1989   Sandy Levesque 
  1990   Ralph Green 
  1991   Ed Beauchaine 
  1992   Roy Cheek 
  1993   Bob DeVoe 
  1994   Frank G. Fives 
  1995   Kylle Ayre 
  1996   Mary Behuniak & Jonathan Block 
  1997   Joel Helfer 
  1998   Kristen Cirkot 
  1999   Walt Behuniak 
  2000   Rob Heyl 
  2001   Dave Carlton 
  2002   Joseph Spagna 
  2003   Unknown or No Award Presented   
  2004   Phil Costello 
  2005   Chuck Regan 
  2006   Tim Ryan 
  2007   Skip Mudge 
  2008   Greg Stilwell 
  2009   Tim Appleton 
  2010   Liz Fenner & Jinny Van Haelen 
  2011   Josh Regan 
  2012   Nat Florian 
  2013   Justin Regan 
  2014   John Debisschop 
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 MSSP Young Adult Patroller Of The Year (Established 2001) 
Year   Name 

  2001   Cally Knight 
  2002   Matt Behuniak 

2003   Josh Regan 
2004   Casey Stilwell 

  2005   Amanda Schultz 
  2006   Alex Wilkocki 
  2008   Mason Behuniak 
  2009   Richard Dulac III 
  2011   No Award Presented 

2010   Kyle Soucy 
  2012   Avery Hage 
  2013   No Award Presented 
  2014   Maddie Appleton 
 
 MSSP Outstanding Candidate Award (Established 2006) 
  Year   Name 
  2006   Liz Fenner 
  2013   Keith Hunt    
 

MSSP Director’s Award (Established 2000) 
Year   Name 

  2000-01  Jack Vining 
  2001-02  Richard Knight 
  2002-03  Ron Fenner 

2003-04  Don Cirkot 
2004-05  Jinny Van Haelen 
2005-06  Don Ludwig 
2006-07  Nat Florian 
2007-08  Walter Behuniak 
2008-09  Tim Ryan 
2009-10  Walter Behuniak 
2010-11  Chuck Regan 
2011-12  Janice Mallon 
2012-13  Skip Mudge 
2013-14  Rand Mange 
 

Gilles L. Levesque Mentor Of The Year (Established 2005) 
Year   Name 

  2005-06  Rick Knight 
2006-07  Marty Welter (New Mentor) 

Don Cirkot (Old Mentor) 
  2007-08  Walt Behuniak 
  2008-09  Paula Knight 
  2009-10  Skip Mudge 
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  2010-11  Tim Appleton 
  2011-12  Ron Fenner 
  2012-13  Eric Strom 
  2013-14  Greg Ruel 

 
Patriot Star (Established 2004) 

Year   Name 
2004   Tom Kopcyk 
2009   Alan Lounsbury 
   John Van Haelen IV 
2012   Steve Norieka 
2013   Bob Hubbard 

 
Patroller’s Cross (Established 2004) 

Year   Name 
  2005   James Munson 
  2006   Chuck Regan 
  2008   Alan Levesque 
     Patrick Holland 
  2009   Alan Lounsbury 
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ABOUT THHE COVERS 
Front Cover – Rainier Red Gerry Brand Patrol Parka with original MSSP patch – Circa 1976. 

Back Cover – Reverse of the  official MSSP 50th anniversary t-shirt – marketed by, and used to 
fund the MSSP Young Adult Patroller program. 2014. 

Inside Covers – Obverse of official MSSP 50th anniversary t-shirt. 2014. 
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